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WE ARE PROUD TO DEDICATE THE 2011
ANNUAL COUNTY REPORT TO

THE BUILDING COMMITTEE

MEMBERS

David Sorensen, Commissioner
William “Chip” Albee, Commissioner
Dorothy Solomon, Commissioner
Karen Juvonen, Community Member
Sandra J. McKenzie, Administrator

Jim Martin, Community Member
Maureen Spencer, Community Member
Robert Bridgham, Rep. Delegation
Cheryl Delisle, D.O.N.
Ed Butler, Rep. Delegation
John Roberts, Rep. Delegation
Eileen Bolander, Adm. (Consultant)

Rob Horace, Dir. Food Services/Dietary
Gene Goodwin, Consultant
Betsey Patten, Chairman, Delegation
EGA, P.C.
Bonnette, Page and Stone Corporation

This dedication is a sincere “7hank you” to these committee members
for their interest, time, commitment, and for identifying the need for a new facility in order to
meet the future need of Carroll County Residents.
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Carroll County Officers 2011
COMMISSIONERS
District1: David Sorensen
District2: Dorothy Solomon
District3: Asha Kenney

(R-Eaton)
(D-Albany)
(R-Wakefield)

TREASURER
| Jack Widmer

(R-Tuftonboro)

_ COUNTY ATTORNEY
~ Thomas Dewhurst III

(R-Bartlett)

~ COUNTY HIGH SHERIFF
~ Christopher Conley

(R-Wolfeboro)

CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR
Patricia Lenz

COURT

REGISTER OF DEEDS
Ann P. Aiton

(R-Ossipee)

NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATOR
Sandra McKenzie

PHYSICIAN, NURSING
Eric Lewis, MD

HOME

JAIL & HOUSE OF CORRECTION,
Jason S. Johnson

COUNTY MAINTENANCE
Will DeWitte

SUPERINTENDENT

SUPERVISOR
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Carroll County Districts and Representatives
District 1
Bartlett, Chatham, Conway, Hale’s Location, Hart’s Location,
Jackson (4 Representatives)

Karen Umberger
P.O. Box 186
Kearsage, NH 03847

Gene G. Chandler

Frank McCarthy
124 Suren Rd.
No. Conway, NH
P.O. Box 876
Conway, NH 03818

Laurie P. Pettengill
Pe sboxae
Glen, NH 03838

District 2

P.O. Box 296
Bartlett, NH 03812-9999

Albany, Eaton, Madison (1 Representative)

Norman A. Tregenza
P.O. Box 146
Silver Lake, NH 03875
District3

Freedom, Ossipee, Sandwich, Tamworth (3 Representatives)
David L. Babson
PO Box 10

Ossipee, NH

03864-0010

Harry C. Merrow
PO Box 94
Center Ossipee, NH

03814

Mark McConkey
10 Clover Lane
Freedom, NH 03836

District 4

Moultonborough, Tuftonboro, Wolfeboro (4 Representatives)

David Knox
P.O. Box 102
Wolfeboro, NH

Chris Ahlgren
20 Orchards Road
Wolfeboro, NH 03894

03894

Betsey L. Patten
46 Patten Hill Road
Moultonborough, NH

District 5

03254

Steve Schmidt
59 Spruce Road
Wolfeboro, NH 03894

Brookfield, Effingham, Wakefield (2 Representatives)

Dino Scala
1005 Acton Ridge Road
East Wakefield, NH 03830

Joseph W. Fleck
237 Point Road
East Wakefield, NH 03830
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Commissioners’ Annual Report
It was a very busy year, 2011, for the elected county commissioners. Many
decisions were made regarding the new nursing home, the old nursing home or
annex, the House of Corrections, the Farm, and of course the regular day to day
issues that comprise the running of the county.

During budget time, discussions were underway regarding the Farm’s getting
back into raising livestock. The Delegation refused the request, but the
Commissioners gave approval for the raising of five pigs as a pilot project at no
cost to the county. The project proved successful both as a demonstration of its
importance to the community and as a teaching tool for those in the community
interested in raising livestock. Campfire wood processing increased over the year
to 8000 sacks to be sold to the State Parks.

On a lovely September day, a ribbon cutting ceremony was held in a tent outside
the new nursing home building with many, many friends, families and dignitaries
on hand to witness the exciting opening of Mountain View Community. Those in
attendance had the chance to tour the 8500 square foot facility; the home to 103
residents. This was indeed a facility of which the taxpayers of Carroll County
could be proud.
In October,

Carroll County hosted the New Hampshire Association

of Counties

annual conference at the Conway Grand Hotel. It was such a rousing success,
the next county to host the event will have it there as well. During the Awards
Assembly, Carroll County did itself proud. Those winning awards were: R. David
Meyers, County Sheriff Employee of the Year, Will DeWitt, Farm Supervisor of
the Year, Lisa Howard, County Nursing Home Employee of the Year, lan Phillips,
County Corrections Employee of the Year, Jerry Gagne, County Employee of the
Year, and Sandy McKenzie, Nursing Home Administrator of the Year. David
Sorensen won the award for Commissioner of the Year. David Sorensen was
also elected President of the New Hampshire Association of Counties.
In December, the House of Corrections was the site of an inmate escape from the

exercise yard. The inmate was caught in Rochester after five days of being on the
run. Both external and internal investigations were started soon after the capture.
An ongoing debate continues regarding the use of the old nursing home
annex. The plan had been to keep the core section as a laundry, maintenance
shop, and housing for the pellet boiler system and a permanent home for UNH
Extension. The Delegation, however, seems to change its mind depending upon
the elected body in power. As of this writing, we are still uncertain of what will be
done with the annex.
The Commissioners would like to offer their sincere thanks to all who work so
hard and well in the service of the county. They deserve our admiration and
appreciation.
Commissioners,
David Sorensen

Dorothy Solomon
Asha Kenney
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Office of the County Attorney
ANNUAL REPORT 2011
It has been an honor and privilege to have served as your County Attorney this past
year. The County Attorney is the chief law enforcement officer of the county and is
a constitutionally elected position responsible for the felony level prosecution of
crime and handling of misdemeanor appeals.
The county attorney represents the
interests of the State of New Hampshire in all felony level criminal cases with the
exception of murder cases. The county attorney regularly reviews with law enforcement and medical personnel in the investigation of all suspicious or untimely deaths
in the County. There has been a smooth transition with the office and administration
thanks to dedicated professionalism of the staff and assistant county attorneys
currently working in the office. | look forward to serving all of you this year.
One of the goals at the County Attorney's office this past year was to implement
constructive change in the way cases are processed and tried by the office. The
reduction in court administration funds and consolidation of jury trials scheduling in
the courts to every other month has resulted in a need to take a new look at the way
we handle cases. A team approach and early preparation thorough case review and
investigation, and preparation will be our goal for meeting our obligations to the
County and to the police agencies bringing cases before our office. We are working
with the County Commissioners, County Department of Corrections, the County
Delegation and the Judiciary to effect positive change and address the increased
costs of criminal prosecution and incarcerations. We have asked the Delegation and
legislature to address look into the high cost and unfunded mandate placed upon
the County by the Civil Commitment process and the Provisions of NH RSA 135-E.
These cases once initiated, can cost counties in the range of $20-30,000 a year on
average per case. There is no ability to predict when or if such a case will meet the
criteria of a Sexual Violent Predator by statute and will have to be prosecuted. We
look forward to working with Legislature to achieve the goals of society and protect
citizens from these individuals who can return to our communities when it is not safe
to do so.
This past year, the office applied for and received a grant approval for a new and
improved case management program and technology with Karpel Solutions of
St Louis, Missouri. The technology and software was primarily paid for through grant
funding obtained with the assistance of the NH Attorney General’s Office. It is our
goal to improve the efficiency of our case management and document storage
systems at the County, with focus on improving case preparation and the processing
of cases. Better technology and access to statewide police information will improve
the prosecution of cases and achieve better justice. The office has upgraded its
computers and other technology to accommodate the new management program
which is scheduled to be installed in April of 2012.

Kristin Vartanian a former Assistant County Attorney who joined our office in the fall
of 2010 with a background and experience with the Hillsborough County Attorney's
Office, left the office to become an Assistant County Attorney in Merrimack County.
Kristin was very instrumental in the handling and preparation of our civil commitment
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proceedings and prosecution of an alleged Sexual Violent Predator case. She also
did this while carrying a large case load of regular cases. We appreciate her service
to the county. Laurie Lacoste an experienced civil attorney from Portsmouth joined
the office in October. Laurie brings with her many years of experience as a civil trial
attorney and has been well received and has contributed greatly to our criminal trial
team.
This year the County Attorney's Office was presented with several high profile
cases. The office worked on three attempted murder cases and one nationally
publicized murder case which has been assumed by the NH Attorney General office.
We also worked on two negligent homicide/vehicular assault cases. This past summer and fall the office was involved in the investigation of a series of Arson cases
occurring in the towns of Madison, Freedom, Eaton and Tamworth. The dedicated
members of these local and state police and fire agencies and the tireless hours
which they worked on the investigation resulted in the successful arrest and
indictment of the individual alleged to have perpetrated these crimes. My sincere
thanks to these officers and departments for their service and dedication to our community.
This office prosecutes the serious felony level offenses in the county including
sexual assaults, physical assaults, burglaries, thefts, identity fraud, child pornography, property damage, drug and alcohol offenses and negligent homicide. Additionally this Office has been and is dedicated to working with the Child
Advocacy Center to ensure professional interviews of child victims of sexual assault.
The highly trained professionals from this agency and other cooperating supporting
agencies and individuals provide the best medium to protect both the victim and the
accused and to promote justice in these difficult and sometimes complex cases.
This Office maintains and has held a close and cooperative relationship with all law
enforcement departments in the past and will continue to do so in the future. The
county attorney regularly meets with local and state Chiefs and supervisors to
review, assist and plan for more effective law enforcement and criminal prosecution.
| have been very impressed with their professionalism and their work product in
serving the County residents and victims of crime. They are to be commended on
their cooperative efforts and true professionalism in working together for a common
goal so justice is served. | look forward to working with all of them again this year.

In 2011 my office handled a total of 1,689 matters, working on cases involving 668
individuals. Not all cases handled in 2011 have been resolved; some are currently
pending disposition. However, 1,104 were resolved and include the following
categories of disposition:
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CHARGES/CASES
Guilty by Jury Trial
Guilty by Bench Trial
Guilty by Plea Agreement
Nolo Plea
Not Guilty by Jury Trial
Dismissed/Quashed
Nolle Prossed
Remand (DC Appeal)
Mistrial-Hung Jury
Mistrial-Other
Declined to Prosecute
Post-Conviction Pleadings
Vio. of Probation/Court Order
Other
Failed to Appear
Transferred
Agreement
Withdrawn
Upheld
Closed
Placed on File w/o Finding

TOTAL:

19
8
243
6
9
60
168
9
12

6

DEFENDANTS
7
5
128
3
7
31
82
6
2

1 (2 trials)

46

45

200
59
2
81
13
13
22
1
126
1

164
x
1
41
4
11
17
1
120
1

1,104
711
(some defendants had multiple resolutions)
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Moreover as required under RSA 7:38, | hereby provide full statistics (14 of 15
police
departments
reporting)
regarding
crimes
and
will
include
such
recommendations as the public good requires:

CRIMES REPORTED IN CARROLL COUNTY DURING 2011
Arson/Att. Arson
Arrest on Warrant
Assaults
Attempted Murder
Bail Jumping
Bad Checks
Burglaries/Accomp. to Burg.
Child Abuse/Neglect
Conduct After Accident
Crim. Liability/Conduct Another
Criminal Mischief
Criminal Restraint
Criminal Threatening
Criminal Trespass
Cruelty to Animals
Disobeying an Officer

8
143
454
1
5
83
307
9
88
7
55%
6
50
197
6
18

Disorderly Conduct
Drugs/Narcotics
Duty to Report

138
468
le

DWI/2"/Agg.

432

Endangering Welfare
Embezzlement
Escape
Extortion/Blackmail
False Imprisonment
False Report
False Pretenses
Falsifying Physical Evidence
Felon in Possession Firearms
Forgery
Fraud/Att. Fraud
Habitual Offender
Harassment
Hindering Apprehension
Identity Fraud
Impersonation
Indecent Exposure
Intimidation
Kidnapping
Liquor Law Violations
Murder

3
1
1
4
9
21
9
.
41
44
8
84
24
a
20
3
192
12
352
1
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Operating After
Suspension/Revocations
Pornography, incl. Child
Receiving Stolen Property
Reckless Conduct
Resisting Arrest
Riot
Robbery
Sex Assaults

230
16
52
22
20
1
14
94

Shoplifting/Willful Concealment

91

Stalking
Thefts/Att. Thefts
Weapons Violations

5
849
20
Lotalimesyacke

It should be noted that these statistics only cover reported crime and their accuracy
depends on many factors, such as the methods used to record the data and the
definitions of the crimes. As is true with all statistics, this data should be viewed with
caution and common sense.

Respectfully submitted,
Thomas E. Dewhurst Ill
Carroll County Attorney
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Carroll County Victim/Witness Program
ANNUAL REPORT 2011
In 2011, the Victim/Witness Assistance Program through the Carroll County
Attorney’s Office provided services to 387 victims of crime: 291 in open cases; 80 in
post-conviction proceedings; 5 in District Court cases and 11 in cases not yet
referred for prosecution.
For all crime victims served in 2011, 151 were victims of
violent crimes. There were 68 children who were victims in cases this year.
The mission of the Victim/Witness Assistance Program in the Carroll County
Attorney’s Office focuses on providing the highest quality, most comprehensive and
coordinated services for crime victims and witnesses through proper planning, management and education in accordance with the NH Victims’ Bill of Rights. My role as
the Victim/Witness Advocate is to inform, support and advocate for the victims of the
crime, ensure that their individual needs are addressed, provide referrals to
appropriate resources, and make certain that their voices are heard during the court
process in accordance with New Hampshire law. | educate crime victims and
witnesses about the Criminal Justice system and the court process, providing
information and case updates specific to their situations. My work with victims in the
post conviction scenario deals primarily with violations or Court Orders or Probation.
| also attend Parole Hearings when requested. My role as the Director of the Victim/
Witness Program is to see that the program is maintained and sustained according
the NH Victim’s Bill of Rights. This includes applying for and allocating grant
monies, presenting a budget to the Commissioners and Delegation annually and
making sure the people of Carroll County are aware of the program and the services
provided.
Wanda LeBlanc continues to be an integral part of this program. She handles all the
drug and habitual offender cases, allowing me to spend more time working directly
with victims and their families. She has stepped in for me in cases involving victims
when needed. She works directly with the prosecutors in securing law enforcement
testimony as needed in Evidentiary Hearings. She has an excellent working
relationship with New Hampshire Forensic Lab which is very helpful when it comes
to getting lab results timely. She continues to be a huge asset to the program.
| continue to have an active role with the Child Advocacy Center and the Child
Protective Team. As a member of this team | am able to meet with juvenile victims
and their families early in the process. This facilitates a smoother and in some
cases, more successful prosecution in child sexual assault cases. Our local CAC
continues to be a wonderful resource for Carroll County and for our office.
In 2011, we attended numerous conferences in and around New England keeping
our knowledge of victim’s rights up-to-date and, in some cases, sharing with others
what has been successful in our program in Carroll County. In April of 2011 |
attended the End Violence Against Women conference again, this time in Chicago,
IL. | will return to that Conference again in 2012 for more prosecution based
information about serving victims of crime.
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As | work to expand and develop the scope of services this program provides to the
people of Carroll County, and continue to support and educate victims of crime, |
value the professional relationships and sense of teamwork that the law
enforcement community brings to our office. The program has transitioned well
under our new County Attorney.
Although the circumstances can be extremely stressful, | truly enjoy my work and
look forward to continuing my relationships in the community and among law
enforcement in 2012.

Respectfully submitted
Melissa Smith, DirectorVictim/Witness
Assistance Program

a2
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Carroll County Sheriff’s Office
To the Honorable Commissioners, Representative to the General Court, and
Citizens of Carroll County. | am honored to serve as your Sheriff and submit the
2011 annual report.
Our core missions include the service of all civil process, the protection and security
of the court complex,
movement
of detained
persons,
the emergency
communication infrastructure throughout the county, and the delivery of police
services. The year has been significant; our contributions as law enforcement
professionals, unparalleled.
The Sheriff's Office provides police services to the communities throughout Carroll
County. We are members of the Attorney General’s Task Force, Child Advocacy
Center (CAC), and the Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Task Force. We are
a full spectrum law enforcement agency.
Communications Center:
The communications center is a high intensity
environment that responded to approximately 80,000 calls for routine and
emergency
service.
We _ facilitated
over
400,000
radio
and _ telephone
communications. There were over 5,000 fire and rescue incidents in 2011. The
communications center is a model operation, fully integrated with partnerships
throughout the State.

Criminal Investigations/Incidents:
There have been significant crimes
throughout the county: assaults, burglary and theft, exploitation of children. There is
every problem in the county that you would expect in a metropolitan area. Drug use
and crimes have impacted families and communities.
Uniform Deputies:
Deputies served over 2,300 civil papers throughout the
county. Persons are transported, arrested, and assisted every day. The deputies
and support personnel responded to emergencies in every community. This Office
generated more than $90,000. in revenue to the general fund.

Special
Projects:
Deputies have embedded
relationships with the
communities we serve. We have conducted planning visits with schools and
hospitals. We leverage relationships — public and private. The purpose of
government is service.
Carroll County Court Complex:
The
Sheriffs
Office provided
security
throughout the year and protected over 900 court proceedings at the Circuit,
Probate, and Superior Courts.
We are a values based organization, committed to: Loyalty, Duty, Respect, Self-less
Service, Honor, Integrity, and Personal Courage. Our people are our greatest
resource and define this Office. Thank you for the trust and confidence you continue
to place in us.
Christopher E. Conley
Sheriff
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Carroll County Department of Corrections
Annual Report 2011
| would like to start this report by recognizing two employees for
accomplishments in 2011. First, Captain Fowler completed Excellence in
Leadership, which is a two week training held at the National Institute of
Corrections in Colorado. He continues his professional development in
leadership, and encourages the staff to do the same. Second, | would like
to recognize Lt. lan Phillips who received the New Hampshire Association
of Counties Corrections Employee of the Year Award at the Annual
Banquet, which was held in North Conway in October.
The Department of Corrections made some changes to the programs and
services being offered at the facility. We recently entered into a
contract for two physicians to provide medical services to the facility.
During the first few months of the contract we saw a tremendous drop in our
pharmacy bill as they implemented a formulary to control costs.
We
entered into a contract with Northern Human Services who will provide
mental assessments and psychiatric coverage to the facility. We also entered into a service contract to provide GED via internet. We chose to enter
into a contractual agreement with Ed Options. This will allow those who are
in the adult education in the Conway area to stay enrolled to receive their
GED,

or if an individual has enrolled while in the facility, he/she can con-

tinue through the Conway Adult Education after their release.
Based on some of the recommendations of the NIC operations audit in
2010, we re-wrote our whole policy and procedure manual.
This was
recently reviewed by legal counsel, and will be approved by the Board of
Commissioners for 2012. We had a slightly busier year in 2011 than 2010
for annual bookings. They were up to 935 from 909. The average daily
population for 2011 was up from 72 to 80. The inmate bed days increased
from 25,152 to 28,361. But, the cost per day dropped from $120.35 per day
in 2010 to $99.63 in 2011.
The Pre-Trial Release Program continues to help the bed days. However
the program will be modified this year to address some areas of concern.
We averaged 16 inmates out per week in 2011. For the year ending 2011
there were a total of 42 defendants who spent time on the Pre-Trial Release
Program, equaling a total of 826 combined weeks. Of those 42 defendants,
11 were electronically monitored for a total 153 combined weeks. Random
urine tests resulted in 3 positive tests. 11 defendants were’re-arrested
during the year 2011.
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The dispositions of those who were on the Pre-trial Supervision Program
were as follows:
e
3/7 were sentenced. Two sentenced to the New
Prison, remaining sentenced to the House of Corrections.
e

1case was dismissed

e

28 remain pending

e

2cases Nol Prosed

e

11 cases released to regular bail

Hampshire

State

Housing the 42 defendants as inmates for the year 2011 would have cost
$99.63 per day per inmate equaling $697.41 per inmate per week. That
total cost would have been $576,060.66. Releasing 42 defendants for the
combined 826 weeks effectively saved the county $562,322.

For the report, | would like to include some statistics to provide
information as to the activities that go on at the facility. In 2010, we began
transporting our own prisoners to various appointments or facilities with the
exception of court transports, or transports to and from the New Hampshire
State Hospital. In 2010 we conducted 179 transports. In 2011 we conducted
193 transports. Refer to the table below for the details:

PAM ioe eer Cu
leew iE Ce ce Me
BCOnIMUNIYZServiCe
Mee kara ce
| Re eB
Court Transport
ee eee
emergency Transport
-Furlough Transport
Home Confinement
Transfer to another facility

Vear
End Total

94

ee

a

|

ees

,

ae

oe

SN
ENS FA) OS
Pre-Trial Transports

mn

|

(agit

_Scheduled Medical |

She

ee

Sentenced Transports
We spent 631 man hours in doing transports.
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For Incidents in the facility refer to the following table.
types of activities that happen in the facility.

This is a synopsis of the
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For 2012, the Carroll County Department of Corrections will once again be seeking
assistance from the National Institute of Corrections for program development. We
will be looking to implement a transition from jail to community, which is designed to
address the recidivism and help ensure public safety. This program has been
implemented in various communities around the nation and has great success. It is
also being implemented in another county in this state. NIC worked with that county
as well to develop their program.
In closing | would like to thank the staff for their dedicated services to the citizens of
the community. With budgets being cut in the Department of Health and Human
Services, corrections as a whole is dealing more and more with mentally ill inmates.
This poses a significant challenge to the staff and the facility, yet the staff answers
the challenges with professionalism and integrity.
Respectfully Submitted,
Superintendent Jason S. Johnson
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Below are the types of crimes individuals were admitted to facility. For reporting
purposes, crimes were categorized using the New Hampshire Criminal Code. The
breakdown is as follows:

636 — Robbery
637 — Theft
638 — Fraud
639 — Offences Against Family
641 — Falsification in Official Matters
642 — Obstruction of Governmental Operations
644 — Breech of the Peace and Related Offences
645 — Public Indecency
649 — Child Pornography
318 — Drug Crimes
Alcohol Related Crimes

JAIL AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION

REPORT 2011

TOTAL NUMBER OF INMATES BOOKED
1.
2.
3.
4.

IN 2010 AND HELD OVER INTO 2011

HELD ADULT MALES ---------- 28
COMM. ADULT MALES -------- 27
HELD ADULT FEMALES -----4
COMM. ADULT FEMALES ---4

17

DAYS
DAYS
DAYS
DAYS

SERVED
SERVED
SERVED
SERVED

IN
IN
IN
IN

2011
2011
2011
2011

--- 4,168
--- 3,610
--- 639
--- 348
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TOTAL NUMBER OF MALES BOOKED IN 2011
1. HELD ADULT MALES-------2. COMM. ADULT MALES -----

582
DAYS SERVED IN 2011 -- 12,354
93 DAYS SERVED IN 2011 --- 4,016

TOTAL NUMBER OF FEMALES BOOKED IN 2011
1. ADULT FEMALES HELD ----2. ADULT FEMALES COM. ---

165
32

DAYS SERVED IN 2011 --- 2,211
DAYS SERVED IN 2011 --- 1,015

TOTAL NUMBER OF MALE AND FEMALE BOOKINGS
1. TOTAL 2011 BOOKINGS -----

872

DAYS SERVED IN 2011 ---19,596

TOTAL NUMBER OF MALE AND FEMALE BOOKINGS, PLUS CARRY
OVERS FROM 2010

1. TOTAL NUMBER OF INMATES HANDLED IN 2011 --------------935
2) TOTAL DAYS SERVED IN:201 (reese
28,361
3. TOTAL NUMBER OF MEALS SERVED IN 2011 --------------------- 69784
BREAKDOWN

OF INMATE AGE GROUPS

1°10 HBS BARS OLD secs teetecs cies meena meme 41
4%
2 1925.VEARS‘OLD === =e ee
301 32%
30026 =05 YEARS OLD Sse
256 27%
4, 26'=45:YEARS OLD seen ene
164 18%
50 46\- 55 EARS OLDseeeeee
te ene ee 129 14%
695614 BS:YEARS OL Dieeomeeeee
ee ee 39 4%
7#A66 7 5X EARS OLDistt
cee see ee
5 >1%
SILIOVERF/SYEARSIOLD een
0
0%
9) TOTAPORABOVE Seen
935
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Mountain View Community
It was a very exciting and historic year for the residents of Carroll County
and Mountain View Nursing Home. On Saturday, September 10, 2011 over
100 officials, residents, families, staff and Carroll County residents were in
attendance to celebrate the opening of Mountain View Community.
Commissioners
David
Sorensen,
Dorothy Solomon,
Asha _ Kenney,
Representative Betsy Patten, Resident Council President Velma Clark and
Nursing Home Administrator Sandra McKenzie took part in the ribbon
cutting ceremony which was followed by tours of our new community. The
“dream” for many had now become a reality.
The resident move into our new home took place on September 13, 2011
with the help of 56 volunteers from many Carroll County organizations as
well as families and staff. This process took about an hour and 15 minutes
and could not have gone any smoother. This was a tribute to the staff,
residents and family members who worked diligently for over a year
planning for this day. Mr. Don Litchko, a county resident, must be
acknowledged for giving his time and expertise to guide our staff in planning
and executing our move.
As we occupied the building, the name was changed from Mountain View
Nursing Home to Mountain View Community. This reflected the change in
our facility design from resident wings to households and neighborhoods.
The move was highlighted by a visit from the Material Girls presenting each
resident with a handmade quilt.
Two employees were recognized for their wonderful contribution to the
nursing home over the past year. Eva Eldridge was nominated by her
supervisor for the Nursing Home Licensed Nursing Assistant of the Year
award and Lisa Howard was recognized by the New Hampshire Association
of Counties as the 2011 County Nursing Home Employee of the Year.
Patient Day Breakdown:
Private Pay
Skilled
Medicaid

2010
10,284 patient days
1,682 patient days
24,881 patient days

2011
9,316 patient days
2,064 patient days
25,653 patient days

Total Patient Days

29,647 patient days

37,033 patient days

At year end, there were 30 admissions.
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Looking back over this past year, | would like to recognize all of the
employees of Carroll County for their help and support during our move into
our new community. When we asked for your assistance, you were there
without hesitation!
And most of all | would like to take this opportunity to thank each member of
the Mountain View Community staff for their hard work and dedication over
the past year. You are the backbone of our community!

Respectfully submitted,
Sandra McKenzie
Nursing Home Administrator
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Human Resources Department
Another year has passed and before we knew it 2011 was upon us. This
proved to be another busy year for the Human Resources Department. We
continue our work on keeping the County in compliance with federal, state
and local regulations as well as updating and developing new policies and
procedures.
Back in 2010 the County formed an IT Committee to develop a strategy to
address the Technology needs within the County. Since its inception the
Committee has developed an inventory system and identified key areas for
improvement in all departments. The IT Committee was instrumental in
identifying a significant need to have a strong IT support system in place
going into 2011. With a new state of the art nursing home being built there
was a need to have a high level of expertise in putting the infrastructure in
place to expand throughout the County in the future. The County
contracted with Cyberton, Inc. to provide contracted technology services for
the County. We have made great progress this year under Cybertron’s
direction and look forward to continue to build on the efficiency in 2012 that
information technology can provide.
Human Resources continue to maintain and
for employees.
Our focus this year was on
Family Medical Leave. We saw an increase
and have been working on benchmarking
issues.

provide many training options
Worker's Compensation and
in these areas in the County
initiatives to address these

This year we developed a committee to review the Health Insurance plan
options for the Carroll County employees. For many years we have seen
our health insurance premiums steadily rise and it was becoming quite
costly for both the employees and the County. This Committee was able to
choose a plan that was both cost effective for the employees and the
County.
Human Resources celebrated our Second Annual Employee Recognition
Ceremony in November. As always, | am in awe of the spirit, knowledge
and total dedication to the citizens of Carroll County that our employees
display.
It was a beautiful November day that we celebrated in the
multi-purpose room in the brand new Mountain View Community.
With
co-workers and family members in attendance, employees were recognized
for their many years of service to Carroll County. These employees were
recognized for 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 + years of service. This year was
bittersweet as we saw several dedicated long time employees retire, with
them all their wonderful experience and many memories. We wish them all
a wonderful retirement!
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The County website has been a source of information and frustration for
many. Our initial site was a great leap for the County getting on-line, but
within two years we quickly outgrew the functionality of the site. It became
clear that we had to upgrade our website to support the requests and needs
of the public. We partnered with Virtual Town Hall and Schools and in
December we launched our new site. We are so proud of the work we have
done and | want to personally thank Stephenie Milbury, Lisa Howard, Capt.
Michael Fowler and Teresa Shackford for their very hard work on
implementing and maintaining their department’s portion of the website. It
is a work in progress but they have worked diligently in providing an excellent resource to the public and the employees of Carroll County. Visit us at:
www.carrollcountynh.net. Look for our video tour book coming in 2012.
We have many exciting initiatives underway as well as many challenges in
the future. We are committed to providing our employees with the best
resources to do their jobs.
THANK YOU to the Employees of Carroll County for your hard work,
dedication and compassion in the challenges that you meet each day.
Respectfully submitted,
Robin Reade, Human

Resources Director
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Registry of Deeds Report
The Registry of Deeds is the recorder and preserver for all documents that pertain to
real estate property in Carroll County. Our records begin with the creation of Carroll
County in 1840 and contain many types of real estate documents. The documents
create the title for each property in the County. Visit our website for recording fees,
requirements and frequently asked questions:

www.carrollcountynh.net and follow the links for the Registry of Deeds
Presently we have 2905 of our 2978 document volumes/books scanned into our
computer system. All the Grantor and Grantee indexes from 1840 to present, all of
Our survey plan volumes, all original writs of attachments and releases from 1911 to
present, Town Tax Liens and releases from the levy of 1966 to present, and the
State of New Hampshire Old Age Assistance Liens are now scanned into our
computer system. These can be accessed through the twelve computer stations for
research in the vault area of the Registry. We are one of two Registry of Deeds in
this state that continue to make books. This provides uninterrupted service and
availability of the records if a power outage or computer failure should occur. The
books allow people who may be intimidated by the computers the option of using the
hard copy. These records are also required to be stored off-site as well as on site
for archival, disaster and security purposes.

Sources of Registry of Deeds Income:
The Registry of Deeds income for 2011 was $742,986.07 (this
Figure includes the surcharge for Registry of Deeds equipment of
$28,225.00).
1. Recording and return of 14,900 documents in 2011 was
$383,155.63
2. Copy Requests in 2011 was $93,040.39
3. Requests for Fax Copies in 2011 was $11,607.00
4. 4% Real Estate Transfer Tax Commission in 2011 was
$215,906.12
5. 4% LCHIP* Surcharge Commission in 2011 was $9,482.00
6. Bank Interest in 2011 was $392.18
7. Miscellaneous Income in 2011 was $1,177.75
*Land Community Heritage Investment Program
The total budget expense to the County for operating the Registry of
Deeds in 2011 was $447,977.25.
The effects here in Carroll County of the National Economy are evidenced
by the following Foreclosure Recording comparison totals:
Year 2005-18 Foreclosures
Year 2006- 51 foreclosures
Year 2007 - 106 Foreclosures Year 2008 - 175 Foreclosures
Year 2009 - 177 Foreclosures Year 2010 - 196 Foreclosures
Year 2011 - 233 Foreclosures
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The consolidation project which began in 2007 creating two volumes into one, ie.,
reducing space of 900 volumes to 450 is now complete. This project has saved the
County $36,450.00 in book covers and $17,600.00 in book shelving, for a total
savings of $54,050.00. This has reduced each budget expense by $9,000.00 per
year since 2007 and allows for the continuance of this savings through 2012.

This archival work could only be accomplished with our own experienced and
dedicated staff who continue to create the highest quality reproductions. All work is
done on-site with the best technology available at great savings to our County and
to ensure the authenticity for all time. Kudos to a wonderful staff.
Property Fraud Alert

We are also taking advantage of this opportunity to encourage everyone to protect
themselves from Property Fraud. “Property Fraud” is when someone illegally uses
your property for financial gain. According to the FBI “Property and Mortgage Fraud”
is the fastest growing white collar crime.
How does this happen? Someone records a fraudulent document in the Registry of
Deeds office, making it look like they own your home or property. What can you do
about it? You should sign up for a FREE service made available to you through our
software company. To subscribe free of charge you may go on-line to:
www.propertyfraudalert.com or call 1-800-728-3858

They will ask you very
your name(s) you will
Book and Page where
a document you have
subscribe to this free

basic information - it is easy_ If a document is recorded in
be notified very quickly as to the type of document and the
it can be found in our records. You will know whether this is
signed or not. We encourage all property owners to
service.

| would like to thank the business office for all of their guidance during the year. |
also express my appreciation to the County Commissioners and Delegation
Members for the courtesy they have extended to us.
Respectfully submitted,

Ann P. Aiton and Staff
at the Registry of Deeds
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Carroll County Farm Report
The farm products that were produced this year were sold to the Mountain View
Nursing Home, roadside stands and the public. The value of the products includes
$5,977.25 for produce, $36,408.75 for hay, $32,323 for firewood, and other income
of $3,023. The farm also added about 800 blueberry bushes to the garden this year.
Soil was amended and all 800 plants were planted by hand.
The campfire wood program expanded the amount of bagged wood that was sold
this year. Even with the hurricane that came through at the end of the season which
shut some of our campgrounds down for weeks we still sold over 7,000 bags of
wood. The farm crew conducted a small logging operation to harvest about 12,000
board feet of lumber which was milled out to build the future pole barn. The County
Farm also hosted the second annual Carroll County Farm Day. This was
Co-Sponsored by the Cooperative Extension and Carroll County Farm Bureau.
The County Farm Co-Sponsored three different twilight classes in how to raise a pig
in your back yard with the Cooperative Extension. The farm manager supplied the
pigs at no cost to the county for a live demonstration. Many members of the
community rallied to help supply donations for equipment for the pigs and this was
extremely appreciated by the farm manager. The pigs were here also for the
enjoyment of the community to come and see. We had a local preschool take a field
trip here, many residents from the nursing home came down and there were local
families that stopped by on occasion to visit the pigs. With the right support the
County Farm hopes to improve on this program and others like it in the future.
The Farm was able to get a new lawn mower this year which replaced an old one
that the farm has been using for well over 10 years. The addition of new lawns is
just one more reason this piece of equipment needed to be replaced. Another piece
of equipment that was replaced was the sanding truck. That truck was almost 20
years old and extremely rusted.

The Farm personnel also do maintenance of County buildings and vehicles, care of
grounds, including lawn mowing, plowing, shoveling sidewalks, and garbage
collections. They are responsible for the Complex Water Department, including
water testing, treatments, monitoring, state requirement reports, reading of the
meters, and customer service of 40 customers in the Ossipee village.
The Complex Sewer Department is also the responsibility of the Farm personnel.
Those responsibilities include monitoring the treatment plant, testing required by the
state, septic pumping of both sewage and grease tanks, and the monitoring of the
leach fields. The State of N.H. requires that these employees be licensed for both
the Wastewater and the Drinking Water Departments. Educational programs need to
be attended in order to keep their certifications valid.
In 2011, the Farm added to its operation and offered more community interactive
programs. Plans for other new programs will be proposed in the future and hopefully
the farm will have a chance to accomplish them. The Farm personnel are on call in
case of generator failure, roof leaks, and any other unexpected emergencies that
may take place. William DeWitte, Wayne MacBrien, and Wayne LaBranche make up
the Farm personnel.

Respectfully Submitted,
William DeWitte, Farm Superintendent
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2011 Report of Carroll County UNH Cooperative Extension
A professional staff of five educators work out of the Carroll County Extension Office
located in Conway. Additionally, trained volunteers assist with Extension programs
to increase our outreach capabilities. Our staff works with specialists on the UNH
campus to design and conduct educational programs that meet societal,
environmental and economic needs. Educational programs are designed to respond
to the local needs of citizens through direction and support of a 14 member
volunteer advisory council, representing all areas of the county and all areas of
programming.

Educational Program Highlights in Carroll County for 2011:
Agricultural Resources — Russell Norton, Extension Educator
Agriculture is an extremely important part of the economy in Carroll County
and provides open space an important factor in the enjoyment of rural New
Hampshire. The market value of agricultural products produced in Carroll County is
approximately $5,250,000, the agricultural resources program provides technical
advice and educational programs for agricultural businesses so they may continue
to be economically viable and environmentally sustainable.
In 2011 a variety of workshops and programs were conducted for both the general
public and agricultural producers including;Apple and blueberry pruning demonstration, All about Tomatoes, Backyard Swine Production, Garden Insects, Good vs.
Bad Bugs, High Tunnel Construction and Production, Orchard and Berry Production,
Planning your Garden, Preparing your Garden for Winter, Rain Gardens, and Seed
Starting. Significant effort was also invested in the Carroll County Farm Day event
which was attended by more than 500 individuals.
In 2011 more than 80 Farm Visits were conducted as well as numerous phone
consultations. The farm visits and phone consultations provide agricultural
businesses and the general public with site/situation specific information tailored
toward their needs regarding any number of agriculturally related topics
including pest management, business management, and cultural practices.
The Master Gardeners coordinated
by the agricultural resources
program
volunteered more than 440 hours reaching more than 2000 individuals in Carroll
County, significantly helping the outreach of the UNHCE. Master Gardeners work on
a variety of programs such as the Veggie Volunteer Program which provides local
fresh produce to low income support organizations. This year alone the VVP
provided more than 10,000 pounds of produce worth more than $14,000 to those in
need.
Family & Consumer Resources - Ann Hamilton, Extension Educator
In 2011, 233 food service workers participated in the two hour food safety education
program, SAFE -- Safety Awareness in the Food Environment, which focuses on the
most commonly reported causes of foodborne illness in food service establishments.
SAFE was offered to inmates in the Carroll County Department of Corrections.
ServSafe® programs were attended by 67 food service workers, of which 90%
received national food safety certification.
2011 Report of Carroll County UNH Cooperative Extension
A professional staff of five educators work out of the Carroll County Extension Office
located in Conway. Additionally, trained volunteers assist with Extension programs
to increase our outreach capabilities. Our staff works with specialists on the UNH
Campus to design and conduct educational programs that meet societal,
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environmental and economic needs.
Educational programs are designed to respond to the local needs of citizens through
direction and support of a 14 member volunteer advisory council, representing all
areas of the county and all areas of programming.
Educational Program Highlights in Carroll County for 2011:
Agricultural Resources — Russell Norton, Extension Educator
Agriculture is an extremely important part of the economy in Carroll County and
provides open space an important factor in the enjoyment of rural New Hampshire.
The market value of agricultural products produced in Carroll County is
approximately $5,250,000, the agricultural resources program provides technical
advice and educational programs for agricultural businesses so they may continue
to be economically viable and environmentally sustainable.
In 2011 a variety of workshops and programs were conducted for both the general
public and agricultural producers
including; Apple and blueberry pruning
demonstration, All about Tomatoes, Backyard Swine Production, Garden Insects,
Good vs. Bad Bugs, High Tunnel Construction and Production, Orchard and Berry
Production, Planning your Garden, Preparing your Garden for Winter, Rain
Gardens, and Seed Starting. Significant effort was also invested in the Carroll
County Farm Day event which was attended by more than 500 individuals.
In 2011 more than 80 Farm Visits were conducted as well as numerous phone
consultations. The farm visits and phone consultations provide agricultural
businesses and the general public with site/situation specific information tailored
toward their needs regarding any number of agriculturally related topics
including pest management, business management, and cultural practices.
The Master Gardeners
coordinated
by the agricultural resources program
volunteered more than 440 hours reaching more than 2000 individuals in Carroll
County, significantly helping the outreach of the UNHCE. Master Gardeners work on
a variety of programs such as the Veggie Volunteer Program which provides local
fresh produce to low income support organizations. This year alone the VVP
provided more than 10,000 pounds of produce worth more than $14,000 to those in
need.
Family & Consumer Resources - Ann Hamilton, Extension Educator
In 2011, 233 food service workers participated in the two hour food safety education
program, SAFE -- Safety Awareness in the Food Environment, which focuses on the
most
commonly
reported
causes
of foodborne
illness
in food _ service
establishments. SAFE was offered to inmates in the Carroll County Department of
Corrections. ServSafe® programs were attended by 67 food service workers, of
which 90% received national food safety certification.
Land management assistance was provided to 1,200 forest landowners, natural
resource professionals and others in the last year. Individuals were contacted
through on-site visits, phone calls, e-mails and 32 educational events. Workshops
covered topics included: tree care and woodlot management, managing for white
pine, wildlife habitat improvement, tree and shrub identification, and Tree Farm
Inspector trainings.
Over 1,400 acres were examined with 27 landowners and their family members and
basic forest management recommendations were made. Recommendations were
based upon the landowner’s objectives and discussions on topics including: timber
harvesting and forest improvement practices, wildlife habitat considerations, working
with natural resource professionals, cost share programs, timber sale contracts,
forest products markets, taxation, and other subjects.
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A timber sale was completed on an eleven acre parcel of the Carroll County Farm
located on the south side of Route 28. Hardwood and softwood sawlogs, pulp, and
chips from the sale generated over $5,500 in revenue. An additional 132 cords of
firewood was harvested for the County Farm program.
Other activities included:
- Offering a four part landowner workshop series in Ossipee that included a portable
sawmill demonstration and workshop sessions on pond building and maintenance,
trail building, and UNH bobcat research.
e

Participating in a County Farm Day celebrating local agriculture that was attended by approximately 500 people.

e

Youth programs such as Earth Day Celebrations at 100 Acre Wood, the Weeks
Act Celebration, FFA Career Development Event, and GPS program for Military
Families.
Nutrition
Connections
Joanne
Knowlton,
Educational
Program Coordinator (retired September 2011)
During the program year, Joanne worked with a variety of youth groups, including
the Head Start programs in Conway and Ossipee, the Paul School in Wakefield,
Ossipee Central School’s after-school and summer programs, Conway Elementary
School, Effingham Elementary School, and the Bartlett Pre-School. She worked with
adults in an assortment of group settings, which included classes at the Alternative
Life Centers in Conway and Wolfeboro, North Country Independent Living, and
Working Futures of the NH Employment Program, as well as one-on-one
programming that included referrals from Northern Human Services and the NH
Department of Health & Human Services. Lessons included basic nutrition and food
safety, food resource management, and physical activity. She continued her
participation in the Nutrition Council of the Gibson Center for Senior Services and
maintained contact with county food pantries and agencies.
2011Extension
Advisory
Council:
David Babson, Ossipee; Joe Benzing,
Wakefield; Sandy Brocaar, Madison; Tom Buco, Conway; Carol DeLaurier, Brookfield; Erik Ferguson,
Madison;
Rep. J. David Knox, Wolfeboro;
Catalina
Kirsch,
Madison;
Ralph
Lutjen,
Madison;
Noreen
McDonald,
Wolfeboro;
Commissioner
Dorothy Solomon, Albany; Henry Spencer, Effingham, Joan
Sullivan, Effingham and Miles Waltz, Conway.
Extension Office Hours are Monday through Friday from 8:00 am to 4:30 pm.
Phone: 603-447-3834 or 800-322-4166
Fax: 603-447-5192
Email: carroll@ceunh.unh.edu
Mailing Address: 73 Main Street, PO BOX 1480, Conway, NH 03818
Web Site: http://extension.unh.edu/
Mission
UNH
Cooperative
Extension
provides
New
Hampshire
citizens
with
research-based education and information, enhancing their ability to make informed
decisions that strengthen youth, families, communities, sustain natural resources,
and improve the economy.
UNH
Cooperative
Extension
is
an
equal
opportunity
educator
and
employer. United States Department of Agriculture, University of New Hampshire
and New Hampshire counties cooperating.
Respectfully submitted,
Ann M. B. Hamilton
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Carroll County Retired and Senior Volunteer Program
Carroll County RSVP
anyone aged 55 and
services of non-profit
medical transportation
RSVP

offers coordinated and supervised volunteer opportunities to
over, to lead productive and fulfilling lives, via extending
organizations such as schools, libraries, food pantries and
within their respected communities in the county.

Introduction:

RSVP is a federally funded program, under the umbrella of the Corporation of
National and Community Service. The program was started in 1971 under the Older
American Act. RSVP recruits volunteers to serve their local communities at food
pantries, hospitals, schools, and libraries and a medical transportation program plus
Meals on Wheels delivered in the county. The fiduciary sponsor is the North Conway
Community Center. In the past year 424 volunteers donated their time and talent to
provide services through out the county.
Programs that directly impact the community:
1.

Medical Transportation is provided through the following non-profit agencies:
American
Cancer Society, Carroll County Service Link, Caregivers of
Wolfeboro, American Veterans, Division of Elderly & Adult Services of N. H.,
Gibson

2.

3.

4.

5.

Center,

Memorial

Hospital,

Northern

Human

Conway Dinner Bell served 6,382 meals. RSVP

6.

Services,

Starting Point,

Vaughn Community Services, Northern Visiting Nurse & Hospice and the White
Mountain Community Health Services. Volunteers drove over 32,115 miles
bringing people to medical appointments and they donated 1,555 1/2 hours of
service.
Food Pantries: Bartlett/Jackson Food Pantry, Tamworth Community Food
Center, Conway Village Church Food Pantry, Freedom Food Pantry, Madison
Church Food Pantry, Vaughn Community Food Pantry and White Mountain
Community Health Center. 285,128 meals were provided to 4,447 households,
serving 12,119 individuals and volunteers served 4,492 1/2 hours of service.
Libraries: Conway Public Library, Freedom Library, Granite State College OLLI,
North Conway Library and the Ossipee Library. Volunteers provided 3,038
hours to local libraries.
Meals on Wheels: Gibson Center for Senior Service, Moultonboro/Sandwich
Meals, Ossipee Concerned Citizens, Tamworth
Community Nurse and
Wolfeboro Meals on Wheels. RSVP volunteers delivered 59% of all the Meals
on Wheels in the county. Volunteers drove over 83,772 miles delivering 72,988
Meals on Wheels and volunteers served 9,107.50 hours of service in this
activity.
Congregate Meals: The Gibson Senior Center and the Dinner Bell of Conway
volunteers served 4,103 hours of service. Gibson served 22,726 meals and The
volunteers were 60 [) % of all

volunteers.
The Ladies Guild of Freedom created 104 baby quilts and lap robes in 2011.
The Material Girls donated 103 lap quilts to the Mountain View Nursing Home,
33 Linus quilts were created, 13 quilts sent to Japan after the earthquake, The
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7.

8.

Wrap A Smile program was given thirty-eight quilts for the children after their
surgery. Mineral Springs received ten lap quilts and The Merriman House
received nine lap quilts. The North Conway Day Care received seventeen
napping quilts for the children. Eleven quilts were given to the Wounded
Warriors families who were in Jackson for the Christmas Can Cure Program.
Anew program was started in 2011 in the towns of Eaton and North Conway.
The Bone Builders Program was created at Tufts University with the goal of
helping to make it possible for older adults to live healthfully and safely in their
own homes and communities, with independence and dignity. Classes are
geared to women and men age 60+ or adults with disabilities, or those at risk
for osteoporosis, but everyone is welcome. All class participants must complete
and submit a physicians permission form prior to using weights, which are
provided at the site. Thanks to a grant provided by the Gibson Woodbury
Charitable Foundation we were able to purchase the weights for the program.
Starting in September 42 participants are taken part, with 470 hours of
exercised taken place.
Other non-profit agencies volunteers served at: Conway, Effingham, John
Fuller, Madison and Pine Tree Elementary Schools. The Conway, Greater
Ossipee and the Mount Washington Valley Chamber of Commerce. Blood
drives through the American Red Cross, Angels and Elves Workshop, the
AARP Money Management program, and the Carroll County Kennel Club,
the Conway Area Humane Society and Rozzie May Animal Alliance.

RSVP office hours are Monday through Friday from 8 AM to 4 PM.

Phone: 356-9331 Fax: 356-9322 E-Mail ccrsvp@roadrunner.org
PO Box 1182, North Conway, N. H. 03860

Mailing Address:

RSVP Advisory Council: Chair Curt Tinker of Center Conway, Ryan
Sommer, Executive Director of the North Conway Community Center,
Frank Bellevue of Conway, Cecelia Crapser of Center Conway, David Holt
of Effingham, Joan Kenney of North Conway, June Loud of Ossipee, Don
Miskelly of Freedom, Pat Parsons of Effingham, Roger Thurrell of Conway,
David Treadwell of Jackson, Mary Seavey of Conway, Kathy Stockbridge
of Conway and June Waltz of North Conway.
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Carroll County Conservation District 2011
Mission of the Carroll County Conservation District is to conserve and susfain the natural environment for present and future generations by working
fo make wise land-use decisions.

Carroll County Conservation District (CCCD) has been helping landowners
make informed natural resource decisions in Carroll County since 1946.
District Supervisors are appointed by the State Conservation Committee,
serve without pay, and develop an annual plan of work based on local concerns. All Supervisors are volunteers. The District assists agricultural producers, forest landowners,

schools and towns in conserving our natural re-

sources and implementing Best Management Practices (BMPs) through
education, workshops and tours. The District provides soils information, Soil
Potential Index calculations for NH Current Use program, historical aerial
photos 1930's -1982's, NH Wetland Inventory and FEMA maps and assist
upon request in submitting the Agricultural Permits to the Department of
Environmental Services.

The CCCD received National recognition from the National Association of
Conservation Districts in 2011. In their publication “Forestry Notes” an article was written on how the district assisted in the NRCS New England/New
York Forestry Initiative. The initiative is committed to improve forest stewardship and wildlife habitat, and conserve the value of the region’s forest
landscape for future generations. The District helped to coordinate five riparian buffer plantings in Carroll County.
CCCD greatly appreciates the continued support of the Commissioners,
Delegation members and all of the taxpayers.

Board of Supervisors: Chair Todd Marshall, Conway; Vice-Chair Tom
Cleveland, Tamworth; Treasurer Herbert Lucy, North Conway; Jon Marshall, Bartlett and William Stockman, Ctr. Tuftonboro.
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Carroll County Delegation Meeting
Minutes February 7, 2011
Delegation Members Present:
Betsey Patten, Chris Ahlgren, Norman Tregenza,
Laurie Pettengill, Frank McCarthy, Joseph Fleck, David Knox, Mark McConkey,
David Babson, Dino Scala, Steve Schmidt, Harry Merrow, Karen Umberger
Others

Present:

Commissioner

Sorensen,

Commissioner

Kenney,

Commissioner Solomon, Maureen Spencer, Henry Spencer, Daymond Steer, Will
DeWitte, Ed Comeau, Robin Reade, Melissa Ferland, Stephanie Milbury, Susan
Wiley, Paula Coates, Sandi McKenzie, Kathy Garry, Jason Johnson
Meeting called
Allegiance.

to

order

at

9:00

a.m.

by

Rep.

Betsey

Patten,

Pledge

of

1. Rep. Patten: Today is the beginning of the budget presentations. To begin, we
talked about having another meeting in February. The dates available are 2/21 or
2/28. By a show of hands, it is decided that it will be on 2/28/11.
Public Input

1. Henry Spencer: Have attended many subcommittee meetings. It was brought
up whether or not to have minutes taken for these meetings. It was decided that
there at least should be an attendance record. It was also suggested that quarterly
meetings be held.
2
Rep. Babson:
| have
Monday of each quarter.

already

set

up

oh
Rep. Patten:
Question addressed
numbers would be available for review.

to

quarterly

Kathy

4.
Kathy Garry:
Expenditures would be available,
available until the third Friday of the following month.

meetings

Garry

as

but revenue

on

the

last

to when

the

would

not be

5. Rep. Patten: April and July and October quarterly meetings suggested on the
third Friday of that month. Mileage for subcommittee meetings will have to be
discussed and voted on. Attendance/mileage sheets need to be signed by
representatives present so that mileage can be paid out.

Presentation from Jon Rich from Cybertron

1. Jon
Service
training,
services
remotely
the use
program

Rich, President and Co-founder of Cybertron.
Based in Belmont, NH.
oriented business.
Specialize in small to midsize networks. Offer user
PC maintenance, server level installation maintenance and repair. Offer
24/7. We are a hands-on company.
We offer support by phone calls,
going into the system or coming to the site. Carroll County has increased
of technology in recent years/months.
We have installed a new MDS
to the Nursing Home mandated by Medicare/Medicaid.
We have
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implemented the new Kronos time keeping system. In the short time we have been
here, county-wide, we have made sure that the county is getting the best deal, but
providing the service that they need. We have consulted on the nursing home
system. During the last 4-5 months, we have identified sever insufficiencies. We
have found that every server in this building, with the exception of the Sheriffs
Department, as well as the nursing home had insufficient RAM. This directly effects
productivity. The primary server in this building which holds the whole email system
for this complex had a resource allocation issue and this caused email to be
unreliable, but also caused the antivirus system in the whole building to be unstable
and unreliable which puts all the PC at risk. We have reconfigured the server and
this is now stable. The data on these servers was not being backed up properly and
this has now been fixed. We have gone to every PC and have removed thousands
of infections. Over 70% of the software on the systems are outdated and we have
made a plan to replace those. The service/time we offer is not limited.
2
Rep. McCarthy:
It was mentioned that you do not service the Sheriffs
Department. If this department was added, how much money would be added onto
the contract.

3. Jon Rich: We came up with an estimate of about $65,000. This was based on
what was reported to us. Captain Meyers has contacted us to start learning their
system as back up.
Budget Presentations:
Jail/House of Corrections:
Rep. Babson asks that Supt. Jason Johnson to
present the budget. We have spent a great deal of time going over this budget.
Supt. Johnson presents the budget and asks that the Delegation ask questions as
needed. Rep. Babson asks that Jason start with the request for five new hires and
why it is now down to three. Supt. Johnson reports that there was an operations
audit done last year. The auditor did recognize that staffing level was questionable.
| initially put in for five new hires and is now down to three. One is actually a
replacement person as one retired, so the request is for two new hires for
correctional officers. With this increase in staffing, it will provide the jail to run more
efficiently and overtime to decrease significantly. Rep. Umberger addresses the
increase in administrative salaries and decrease in regular salaries. Supt. Johnson
explains that there was some management reconstruction. Rep. Patten addresses
the nursing salary line. In 2007, the jail had no nursing. We were borrowing nurses
from the nursing home and this was causing a stressful situation for them. Part-time
nursing at that time was discussed. Asks how many full-time and part-time nurses
are on staff. Supt. Johnson stated that they have 3 full-time nurses and 1 part-time
nurse. We started with the nurses in 2003 and then we increased to 2 full-time in
2005. We increased one more this past year. The reason | am asking for the fourth
is because the staff that we have now is working a lot of overtime, $15,000 just last
year. Rep. McCarthy brings up the possibility of hiring LPNs instead of RNs. This is
an opportunity to save a significant amount of money. The role of LPN vs. RN was
discussed.
Sandi McKenzie reports that only RNs can do assessments.
LPNs
cannot work independently; they need to be supervised by an RN. Supt. Johnson
states that another thing that needs to be looked at is the use of force policies.
When we use force on an inmate, they have to be cleared by medical staff. This is a
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standard policy by the ACA. Rep. McCarthy asks that
week on how many inmates come in from 12:00 a.m. to
questions the photocopier expense, shows it more than
states that we need to purchase new photocopiers to
printers, scanners and fax machines.
Rep. Umberger
under the new equipment line.

Capt. Johnson report next
7:00 a.m. Rep. Umberger
doubling. Supt. Johnson
be set up as our primary
suggests that this be put

Registry of Deeds: Rep. Merrow states that he has met with the Registry of Deeds,
expenses discussed and revenue. Revenue is down, but that is due to the
economy. There are no cuts. Ann Aiton passes out her budget spreadsheet with
account breakdowns to all Representatives for their review.
Sheriff's
Department:
Rep. Umberger
reports that they have had _ two
subcommittee meetings. Other than some questions that Rep. McCarthy has on
Administrative Salaries, we are in pretty good shape. Administrative salaries cover
one secretary, the Captain and Lieutenant. As | understand it, once this budget is
passed, the Capt goes from wages plus overtime to simply salary and that will be
effective when the budget passes. In the past, he has been on overtime, but the
Sheriff decided this year that once the budget passed, he would go to a salaried
employee. As a result of hanging salary plus overtime, his income level went up.
Sheriff Conley reports it will go up to $80,000. Rep. Umberger discusses that on the
Court Bailiffs on line 011, the courts had been paying $65.00 a day and last year we
had agreed that the County would pick up $85.00 a day to match what bailiffs at
district court were receiving. This particular line item is going to be reduced by
$6,900 because of the increase from the State reimbursement. Rep. Patten asks
how many court days there will be. Sheriff Conley states there will be 511 court
days scheduled, but that may change. Rep. Umberger refers to page Q, line 072,
the vehicles that are looking to be purchased, also on line 089, we have agreed to
drop the camera dark room expense by $1,500. Those are the basic changes. We
did look at the union contract to make sure that the costs that are in here are the
costs that the union contract requires. There were some changes in the old budget
that have been corrected on the blue pages. Rep. Scala asks if the Capt
receives health insurance.
Rep. Umberger states that the Capt is eligible for
insurance, but has chosen not to take it.
Dispatch: Rep. Umberger reports that under 069, radio communications expense,
we reduced that by $6,000 because it in fact was new equipment, so it was moved
over to line 097. There were no other issues within the dispatch center budget.
Other Business

1. Rep. Patten: Rep. Babson has put in a Bill looking to say that Carroll County
would elect their County Commissioners per district instead of county wide.
2. Rep. Umberger: A major concern with this Bill is that our County Commissioners
today represent the entire county because they are elected by the county. They
don't represent a specific district. | feel that that provides a different perspective than
if they were elected by individual districts. Each of the Commissioners have to go
before all the voters and | feel that’s the right way to go.
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3. Rep. Babson: | feel that the county is so large that the commissioners running in
Conway may not be known by voters in Wolfeboro and vice versa. | would want my
commissioner to be more responsive to my district than the whole county.
4. Rep. Tregenza: Thanks Rep Babson for the work on this Bill. |have thought about
it a lot and | actually prefer to the system we have now because with Conway and
Wolfeboro, for example, being the two largest towns in the county, it gives a disadvantage for people from other towns to become a county commissioner.

MOTION: Rep. Fleck moves that we go into Convention. Motion seconded by Rep.
Ahigren. Motion carries.
Convention

MOTION: Rep. Umberger moves that to approve the minutes
2010. Motion seconded by Rep. Fleck. Motion carries.

of December

13,

Mileage for subcommittee meetings: If money runs out, there will be no mileage pay
for Delegation.
MOTION:
meetings.

Rep. McConkey moves to received mileage pay for subcommittee
Motion seconded by Rep. Fleck. Two against. Motion carries.

MOTION: Rep. Fleck moves to go out of Convention. Motion is seconded by Rep.
Ahlgren. Motion carries.
Public Input
1. Susan Wiley: Makes a suggestion for the Carroll County website to be updated
and be more user friendly. This website is being used to post subcommittee
meetings. Also, if we are going to rely heavily on subcommittee meetings that
people attend the subcommittee meetings. More representatives need to attend
these meetings.

2. Maureen: | had emailed some representatives regarding LSR Bills and how much
it costs to implement them. | did get a couple of responses and | am shocked at
some of the prices. The cost is a real concern.
3. Rep. Fleck: | did sent an email. It is difficult to get a handle on it. There is a range
of requirements when an LSR is developed. Some are rather complicated regarding
policy issues, etc. Even a simple Bill is farmed out to other agencies and this is
where costs come from. | have heard figures that would range up to around
$800.00.
4. Rep. Umberger: | did call and talk to the clerk about the cost of the whole process
and she said that years ago when legislative services used to be part time positions,
you would know how much was being spent. Since then went to full time
employment, it becomes very difficult to know how much of their salary is being
allocated to LSRs. She also indicated that the number of sponsors has an effect on
the cost.
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5. Rep. McConkey: When | received your email, | figured it would be best answered
by Reps Scala and Fleck being your representatives.
6. Rep. Fleck: | think Mrs. Spencer’s concern is a legitimate one. One other thing
that does impinge upon more recent costs, there was a time not too far back when
literally all changes to the Bills were developed to a cut and paste process and those
were then photocopied. Today, these changes are quite easier with the technology
of computers.
7. Chip Albee: | understand the budget process is difficult. In looking at the budgets
presented today, out of 33 departmental totals, 22 of them were under spent. The
only way we can come up with $1 million to give back to the tax payers is to under
spend the budgets.

MOTION: Rep. Fleck moves to adjourn at 1:00 p.m. Motion seconded by Rep. Knox.
Motion carries.

April Carpenter
Recording Secretary
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Carroll County Delegation Meeting
Minutes February 14, 2011

Delegation Members Present: Betsey Patten, Chris Ahlgren, Laurie Pettengill,
Frank McCarthy, Joseph Fleck, David Knox, Mark McConkey, David Babson, Dino
Scala, Steve Schmidt, Harry Merrow.
Commissioners
Present:
Commissioner Solomon.

Commissioner

Sorensen,

Commissioner

Kenney,

Meeting called to order at 9:00 a.m. by Rep. Betsey Patten, Pledge of Allegiance.
Public Input

1. Henry Spencer: Asks if when they are going over the budgets, can the public as
questions as well?
2. Rep. Patten: If there is a portion of the budget that you would like to speak about,
then you can speak about it or ask questions.

3. Chip Albee: Regarding the nursing home, | think it’s important to remember the
concept that we brought forward over a year ago which is that full beds make an
enormous revenue difference. | hope that you appreciate that as you go through it.
Budget Presentations:
Farm:
Rep. Babson asks that Will DeWitte talk about what he has done, how the
revenue stream has turned around and his business plan on bringing in a small
quantity of livestock to see if we can turn things around. We can make money on
this project. Will passes around the farm plan. Will talks about the money that was
put into the capital fund and the three different projects that were put into that.
attempted to make some revenue projections. We will need to have the livestock
for a year before we can start making money on that. Pole barn, campfire wood and
cord wood is discussed in the plan. Plans for the old barn is discussed.
It is a
safety hazard right now and we need to take that down. | have listed out all the
expenses
for the livestock plan. The total is $66,703.00
under capital
expenditures, page 20 of the budget. In order to get a return on investment, we need
some start up cash. Rep. Fleck asks if he is planning to sell calves to other farmers
to raise? Will explains that he would like to be able to provide beef to the nursing
home and jail and then eventually sell. Rep. Scala asks about the livestock income
in 2012 being $23,300.00. You had mentioned the piglets. Is that number abut 200
piglets? Will responds that it’s the piglets and the beef.
Snowplowing figures are broken down based on having two trucks with plows, a
sander. Rotating basis of trading those out. It will cost $40,000 a year for us to do
our own plowing and sanding. This fall, the Commissioners had us put the plowing
out to bid to see what the averages were. | heard from two people and took them
around the facility and the numbers are in the handout provided. The bids came
back with a $50,000 savings to the County by doing our own plowing.
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Water Works - Maintenance and repair have gone up. Homes and metered.
Hydrants need to be flushed in both the village and the county complex. Piping is
new.

Sewer - We have a sewer bond out that is being paid off. This looks to be down from
2010 budget.
County Attorney: Atty Dewhurst talks about the decrease in the insurance as he
will not be taking part in the insurance, so that line item has decreased. The dental
component is being reduced as well. We do have a significant increase which came
after the committee submitted their budget and that is for a civil commitment. It is a
line item that is usually put in at $1.00. We never know if we are going to have one
of these. This is under the statute for involuntary civil commitment of sexually violent
predators. In November, we received some information and the County Attorney had
filed for a review of the inmate that was at the NH State Prison who was due for release and his case was submitted to the multidisciplinary team for review. That team
did review his case and his history and found him to be qualified under that statute
for consideration. We had to make a decision which we brought to the
commission and also to the subcommittee of whether or not to file a petition to have
this go forward. The reason why we have chosen this amount ($25,000), after doing
research on how much these cases cost, and they are not a very popular situation,
but most of the cost is for experts and for deposition and expenses in preparing for
the court proceedings. We have 60 days to prepare for a trial. RSA-135C. Bottom
line is $459,777.00.
IT - $8,500.00 increase for Cybertron and $5,000.00 for a State
System.
Page 11 - Medical Referee. Currently at $13,402.00. There have been a number of
different budget items that come out of that. They are broken down by statute.
Requesting $16,500.00 based on last year’s expenses.
Assistant attorney salaries are discussed.

Victim Witness: Rep. Ahlgren refers to page 6. There is a $5,000.00 increase from
the previous year’s budget which is primarily due to the medical insurance and the
additional salaries. Everything else is pretty consistent with the previous year.
Melissa Smith speaks and states that the budget hasn’t changed in the last five
years. Every expenditure item that | have any control over is funded by a grant. | am
asking for an increase in my salary this year, getting it at an acceptable level in line
with the other counties. My job is to let people know victims of crime have rights and
one of my jobs is to let them know what those rights are. None of the other line items
have changed. Atty Dewhurst comments on how this position is important to the
County Attorney’s office and he would recommend the salary increase. The amount
suggested to increase $3,812.00. The sub-committee did vote this down, so this is
not shown in the line item today. Budget is set at 2% increase.
Carroll County Conservation District: Rep. McConkey states the subcommittee
met a couple of weeks ago. It is level funding and has been for a number of years.
There is no issue with the amount brought forward.
A packet is given to the
representatives and they are asked to do a resource assessment which is included in
the packet.
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RSVP: Rep. McConkey states that the budget is level funding. They provide a
tremendous service to the county. We are in support of the level funding that they
have asked for.
Child Advocacy Center: Rep. Ahlgren reports that the subcommittee met with the
CAC. They are asking for the same level funding of $40,000. They provide support
as well as a place for children to go to testify upon which whatever situation they
may be in. They opened a satellite office in Conway in January.
Carroll County Health & Home: Rep. McConkey reports that they met a couple of
weeks ago. Their funding is essentially the same, level funded. There seems to be
nothing out of line. This group of people does a wonderful job for our population.
Ann Getchel passes out some general information, statistics on hours and visits,
expenses, etc. Last year, we did 21,190 home visits. We have been in business for
36 years. We have increasing number of adults needing our services as we are the
largest aging population in the state with 45% of people over 65 years old in Carroll
County.
UNH Cooperative Extension: Rep. McConkey reports that the extension is looking
at essentially the same funding. We did not have many issues with that. Most of our
conversation revolved around the future. Ann has been very good with providing
information needed to consider them moving here to the campus.
| am in full
support of what this group does. Ann Hamilton passes out the budget breakdown
for review. They are State, Federal and County funded. In 2010, we were under
budget 1.4% which was returned to the county. Requested that the surplus go into
capital reserve for our building fund. Com. Sorensen reports that they will be
putting together a committee to look at the old nursing home facility and coming up
with a plan for housing UNH Coop Extension and will come up with a recommendation for the Delegation as far as funding.

Human Services: Com. Sorensen reports that the only item under Human Services
is the DEAS that we send to the state. That was increased $195,000. Steph Milbury
reports that they base the figures on the first six months because the state hasn't
figured out what’s going on for the last half of the year. There will be updated figures
in March or April. The net obligation was $3,886,720.00. The Delegation asks for a
better explanation. Steph reports that the State tells us what we are going to pay.
They tell us the net obligation and we get rebates for drug programs and things like
that. We got two rebates at the end of last year that we didn't expect. We don't
include them because we don't know if we are going to get them or not. We took
the figures that we knew for the last half of the fiscal year and used those figures to
estimate our total year figure.
Human Resources: Robin Reade reports that one thing they have done this year is
a county wide employee recognition ceremony. Generally, the nursing home has
had one every year. Besides doing all the resource work for the county, my
department handles the county website which is heavily used now. When we started
two years ago, we developed the website and we didn’t have a budget for it. We
have outgrown what we have. We are looking to do some design work on our
website this year. The other thing we are heavily involved with is the time and
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attendance system that we have put into place. | passed out information on that last
week. Those are some of the areas above and beyond in our department that we
are actively working on. Advertising line item has been reduced. A good portion of
the IT line is for the hopes of redeveloping the website. The product we are looking
at is called Virtual Town Hall. The Town of Wolfeboro and Moultonboro and Belknap
County use this product. Cybertron maintenance is also included in_ that.
Maintenance for Kronos is also included in that line item.

Commissioners: Com. Sorensen reports that the budget has increased 2% for
salaries. We would like to increase the travel expense from $5,000 to $6,000. New
equipment line is $1,500 which is to replace computers.
Administration Building: Com. Sorensen reports a 2% salary increase. The
Commissioners reduced the new equipment line item down to $300. | would like to
encourage you to add $1.00 to the impound area which is under capital
improvements. We have done some design work on that area and we will need to
stump it and bring in some fill. We will move all of the vehicles from the farm yard
over here to where it’s more secure. At some point, we will put fencing around it.
We are moving it over here so that the Dispatch Center will have a key. If a vehicle
comes in in the middle of the night, Dispatch will have a key and they can into the
yard. Capital expenditures for the Administration Building is broken down in the
following way: $10,000 would go towards the impound yard, $65,000 would go
towards rehabbing the lighting and the panels in this building (State enercy audit
recommendations), we could reduce that number by $25,000. We are still waiting
for other bids to come in.

Nursing Homm: Rep. Fleck reports that he has met twice with Sandi and Paula and
have had a full subcommittee meeting a couple of weeks ago and met briefly this
morning. | am going to let Sandi McKenzie speak. Sandi reports that last year’s
census was at about 95. This year, our census has been at 103. Budget is based on
103. Private pay rate has increased from $254 to $262 per private pay resident per
day. Medicaid reimbursement increased in January from $140.67 to $144.07. The
stimulus monies for the first and second quarter of this year and they are going
away. Stimulus money $341,592.00 was received last year. We know that is going
to be cut in half and we have been told that it’s going to be cut more in half for the
amount of money we are going to get this year. Resident breakdown for 2011 is
65.5% Medicaid, 28% private, 5.5% skilled and 1% empty. Paula Coates reports on
some of the changes. Handouts are passed around. Adjustments have been made
on salary line item for LNAs and line items associated with that. We did increase 2
line items in nursing for medical supplies and services. We still decreased our
original budget by $44,000. With all the expenses this year, it's a 4.75% increase
which includes health and salaries. Without the health and salaries, the budget was
increased by only 1.72%. Revenue increase is 6.3%. Com. Sorensen comments
that the electrical estimate was from our design team, but it could be lower.
Handouts were discussed. Nursing overtime discussed. Cooling and heating costs
discussed. Maintenance and storage in the new building discussed.
Public Input

1. Henry Spencer: Questioned about Rep. McCarthy stated that the appropriation
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requested for this year’s budget a $66,000.00 over what he spent last year.
like more clarification.

| would

2. Rep. Fleck: | think what Atty Dewhurst was referring to the fact that he was not
taking any of the medical or dental insurance.
3. Rep. McCarthy: Last year’s budget usage was actually $393,000 and he is asking
for $459,000 which is the $66,000 difference.

MOTION: Rep. Knox moves
McConkey. Motion carries.

to adjourn at 1:30 p.m.

April Carpenter
Recording Secretary
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Minutes February 28, 2011
Delegation Members Present: Joseph Fleck, David Knox, Mark McConkey, David
Babson, Dino Scala, Steve Schmidt, Harry Merrow, Karen Umberger, Gene
Chandler.

Commissioners
Present:
Commissioner Solomon.

Commissioner

Sorensen,

Meeting called to order at 9:30 a.m. by Rep. Fleck.

Commissioner

Kenney,

Pledge of Allegiance.

Public Input

Ed Comeau announces that all meetings can be viewed at
www.governmentoversite.com

EXPENDITURES
Commissioners - Revision for line 070, Travel Expense, change from $5,000.00 to
$6,000.00. Total bottom line changes to $224,998.00. Will hold on the motion until
quorum.
Treasurer - Total bottom line is $6,267.00.

No changes

Special Fees & Services - Total bottom line is $19,400.00.

No changes.

Human Resources & Services - Total bottom line is $155,897.00.

No changes.

Water Works - Total bottom line is $57,666.00. No changes. Question is asked
about the increase in workers compensation. Kathy Garry explains that there are
different categories of jobs and the rates fluctuate from year to year.
Attorney - Revision for line 008, Salary-Assistant Attorney, change from
$160,472.00 to $165,472.00, a 2% increase. Atty Dewhurst wants to increase the
lowest salary which is substandard for assistant county attorney. There has been a
lot of turnover in the last 10 years. It’s been very difficult to keep associates due to
the low salary. Rep. Umberger requests a breakdown for line item 008. This is provided to the Delegation on white board. 6
MOTION:
Rep. Knox moves to retain line item 008 at $160,472.00
seconded by Rep. Umberger. 5 in favor, 3 opposed. Motion carried.

Motion

is

Revision for line item 012, Medical Insurance, decrease from $56,607.00 to
$49 060.00.
Revision for line item 016, Dental Insurance, decrease from $1,056.00 to $864.00.
Revision for line item 030, Civil Commitment, increase from $1.00 to $25,000.00.
Total bottom line is $459,777.00.

Victim/Witness Assist. Grant - Request for 2% increase for line item 009, Salaries,
to $43,000.00 from $39,188.00.
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MOTION: Rep. Scala moves to increase line item 009, Salaries, by $1,906.00 for a
total of $41,094.00.
Rep. Merrow seconds this motion. 1 in favor, 7 opposed.
Motion fails.
Total bottom line remains at $97,893.00.
Medical

Referee - Total bottom line is $16,500.00 with the revision of line item 070,

Travel Expense, to $5,500.00.
MOTION:
$3,500.00.

Rep. Chandler moves to revise line item 070, Travel Expense,
Rep. Umberger seconds this motion. 8 in favor. Motion carries.

to

New total bottom line is $14,500.00.

Registry of Deeds - Total bottom line is $515,540.00.

No changes.

Sheriff's Department Revision in line item 001, Administrative Salaries, from $189,522.00 to $184,522.00.
Revision in line item 002, Grant-Salary, from $1.00 to $15,000.00
Revision in line item 003, Special Details, from $69,380.00 to $49,000.00.
Revision in line item 004, Salary-Personal Days, from $25,260.00 to $21,000.00.
Revision in line item 005, Overtime, from $40,402.00 to $33,402.00.
Revision in line item 011, Court Bailiffs, from $139,101.00 to $132,201.00.
Revision in line item 052, Uniform Expenses, from $12,000.00 to $10,000.00.
Revision in line item 089, Camera Dark Room Expense, from $2,000.00 to $248.00.
Total bottom line - not calculated at this time.

Dispatch Center Revision in line item
$24,895.00.

O69,

Radio/Communication

Expense,

from

$30,895.00

to

Revision in line item 097, New Equipment, from $1.00 to $6,000.00.

Lines 069 and 097 were re-arranged to reflect the new equipment, so no change in
bottom line.
Total bottom line is $752,592.00.

Administration Building Revision in line item 096, Impound Area, to $1.00.
Total bottom line is $202,398.00.
Human Services Department - Line item 056, DEAS, $3,590,505.00. This is the
figure we get from the state. The cap is at $3,886,720.00. Kathy Garry reports that
last year, we received stimulus to reimburse that line and they received four quarters
of stimulus when we only budgeted for two quarters of stimulus. So, this year, we
only budgeted for two stimulus as we are not sure we are going to get four quarters.
Kathy will provide a printout of the stimulus money credited from last year.

Maintenance - Total bottom line is $88,887.00. Question is asked of how many
people are employed under this department. Kathy Garry states it is one person.
Will DeWitte states that there are some people from the farm that are split into this
department. Rep. Babson reports he thought it was 3 full-time and 1 part-time.
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Com. Sorensen states we will have an answer on this next week. Rep. McConkey
comments about the fact that no one knows how many people are in the
Maintenance Department.
Secondly, in the past, employees are commingled
between Maintenance and the Farm.
Also comments that he would like snow
plowing as a separate item on the budget. Would like this to be deferred until next
week’s meeting.

Sewer System - Total bottom line is $50,901.00. This is an increase from last year
mostly due to water testing and waste removal. This is required by the state. More
details on the testing will be provided at next meeting.
Jail/House of Corrections - Rep. Babson discusses nursing salary line and the
suggestion of Rep. McCarthy suggesting hiring LPNs vs. RNs. The subcommittee
could not come to a consensus of what to do and wanted to leave it up to the
Delegation. Regarding the Inmate Programs, we would like to try this for one more
year with the stipulation that more information is gathered regarding what happens
after they are released.
New hires were discussed. Originally, 5 new hires were
requested, this was brought down to 3 and 1 Is a replacement hire due to one
employee who has retired.
There are certain items to be discussed related to the Jail that should be discussed
in Executive Session.

Revision in line item 017 Education & Conferences, from $14,600.00 to $13,100.00.
Revision in line item 038, Postage, from $4,000.00 to $3,145.00.
Revision
Revision
Revision
Revision

in
in
in
in

line
line
line
line

item
item
item
item

065,
069,
070,
078,

Heating Expense, from $108,000.00 to $150,000.00.
Laundry Expense, from $5,808.00 to $3,408.00.
Travel Expense, from $3,123.00 to $2,300.00.
Generator Expense, from $3,601.00 to $2,101.00.

Supt. Johnson reports that he would like to bring on another full-time person for
nursing. Right now, we have 1 LPN and 2 RNs. We have nursing coverage from
8:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. | would like to provide enough coverage 24 hours, 7 days a
week.
Right now, security staff respond to medical emergencies. Rep. Schmidt
requests that Supt. Johnson provide information going back two years of the number
of occurrences during the overnight shift, costs involved and what happened.

Other - Executive Session is scheduled for next Monday, March 7", at 8:30 to
discuss equipment and security issues of the Jail/House of Corrections. Regular
meeting to be started after that at 9:15 a.m.
Rep. Umberger and Rep. Merrow leave the meeting at 1:00 p.m.
Minutes 1. Rep. McConkey comments on the discussion of the nursing home, Rep. Patten
brought up that she wanted the Commissioners to comment to the validity of the
statement that | repeat many times and members have heard said that the facility
cost no more if not anything less than to heat and cool in the past. Requests that
this remark be put in last week’s minute.
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2. Com. Sorensen
the heating should
home. In the case
estimate was given

comments that he had spoken to the designer and she said that
not be a tremendous amount of an increase from the old nursing
of electricity, there will be due to more lights in the facility. No
to us regarding that.

3. Rep. McConkey requests that the designer's state be put in writing and brought
to the Delegation.
Public Input

1. Chip Albee: With all due respect to Rep. Umberger, | appreciate what she did
with the Sheriffs Department budget and there appears to be around $50,000 worth
of savings on that budget. | want to remind the Delegation, you are creating an
$80,000 salary position in the form of the Captain, making him the second highest
paid individual in the county; far more money than we are paying people with law
degrees, far more money that we are paying people with medical degrees and
experiences, more money than we are paying the director of our jail which is one of
our two highest exposures for liability. This is a failure of management. There is no
captain of any Sheriffs Department anywhere in America who is worth that much
money more than the Sheriff is getting paid, or that much more than his job
escribed in paid.
Secondly, as Delegates, you are aware that there is going to be an additional cut in
court time and there is increases in the bailiff lines.

Lastly, the last board of Commissioners was told that overtime was being paid by
the AOC. Today, | heard the Sheriff say that some counties have to pay overtime
for the bailiffs. Which is it? There should be no overtime at all. There is no
management for the bailiff staff.

MOTION:
Rep. Knox moves
Fleck. Motion carries.

to adjourn at 1:15 p.m.

April Carpenter
Recording Secretary
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Minutes March 21, 2011

Delegation Members Present: Betsey Patten, Joseph Fleck, Chris Ahigren, David
Knox, Mark McConkey, David Babson, Dino Scala, Steve Schmidt, Harry Merrow,
Gene Chandler, Frank McCarthy, Laurie Pettengill, Norman Tregenza.

Commissioners
Present:
Commissioner Solomon.

Commissioner

Sorensen,

Commissioner

Kenney,

Meeting started at 9:15 after a non-public session was held.

EXPENDITURES
Administration Building - Total bottom line is $202,398.00.
MOTION Rep. Fleck moves to accept the total bottom line for Administration
Building of $202,398.00.
Rep. Babson seconds this motion 13 in favor. Motion
carries.
Human Services Department - Bottom line is $3,590.505.00.

Rep. Ahigren states

that in his review, last year’s actual was $3 million and we budgeted for $3.3 million
last year and now we are budgeting for $3.59 million. This expenditure is a little
high at 3%. Com. Sorensen reports that this is the number sent to us by the state
and we have no control over it.
MOTION:
Rep. Ahlgren moves to reduce the bottom line for DEAS for Human
Services Department to $3,496,731.00. Rep. Chandler seconds this motion. 9 in
favor, 4 opposed.
MOTION:
Rep. McCarthy moves to reduce the bottom line for DEAS for Human
Services Department to $3,300,000.00. Rep. Pettengill seconds this motion. 9 in
favor, 4 opposed. Motion carries.
Maintenance - Total bottom line is $88,887.00.

MOTION:
Rep. Chandler moves to approve the bottom line for Maintenance for
$88,887.00. Rep. Fleck seconds this motion. 12 in favor, 1 opposed. Motion carries.

Sewer System - Total bottom line is $50,901.00.
MOTION:
Rep. Babson moves to approve the bottom line for Sewer System for
$50,901.00. Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion. 12 in favor, 1 opposed. Motion
carries.

Jail and House of Corrections $20,922.00 to $9,325.00.

Revision in line item 097, New Equipment, from

MOTION: Rep. Merrow moves to reduce line item 097 to $9,325.00. Rep. Pettengill
seconds this motion. 8 in favor, 5 opposed. Motion carries.
MOTION: Amendment by Rep. Chandler to reduce line item 097 to 0. Rep. Schmidt
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seconds this motion.

6 in favor,

7 opposed.

Motion fails.

Revision in line item 008, Nursing Salaries, from $216,149.00 to $162,320.00.
MOTION:
Rep. Chandler moves to reduce line item 008 to $162,320.00.
Tregenza seconds this motion. 13 in favor. Motion carries.

Rep.

Revision in line item 009, Salaries, from $705,208.00 to $671.443.00.

MOTION:
Rep. Chandler moves to reduce line item 009 to $671,443.00.
McConkey seconds this motion. 13 in favor. Motion carries.

Rep.

MOTION:
Rep. Algren amends the motion for reduction in line 009 to make sure
that all the applicable reductions in Social Security and Retirement also be reduced
in the budget. Rep. McCarthy seconds this motion. 13 in favor. Motion carries.

Revision in line item 028, Inmate Programs, from $82,630.00 to $52,630.00.
MOTION:
Rep. Schmidt moves to reduce line item 028 for Inmate Programs to
$52,630.00. Rep. McCarthy seconds this motion. 12 in favor, 1 opposed. Motion
Carries.
Total bottom line for Jail and House of Corrections is $3,187,959.00.
MOTION:
Rep. Schmidt moves to approve the bottom line for Jail and House of
Corrections for $3,187,959.00. Rep. McCarthy seconds this motion. 12 in favor, 1
opposed. Motion carries.
Farm - Total bottom line is $185,377.00.
$6,300.00 to $7,000.00,

Revision in line item 076, Fertilizer, from

MOTION: Rep. Babson moves to increase line item 076 for Fertilizer to $7,000.00.
Rep. Scala seconds this motion. 9 in favor, 4 opposed. Motion carries.
New bottom line is $186,077.00

MOTION: Rep. Fleck moves to approve bottom line for the Farm for $186,077.00.
Rep. Babson seconds this motion. 11 in favor, 2 opposed. Motion carries.
Cooperative Extension Services - Total bottom line is $230,786.00.

MOTION:
Rep. Babson moves to approve the bottom line for Cooperative
Extension Services for $230,786.00. Rep. Knox seconds this motion. 10 in favor, 3
opposed. Motion carries.
Interest Expense - Total bottom line is $1,206,337.00.
MOTION:
Rep. Merrow moves to approve bottom line for Interest Expense
$1,206.337.00. Rep. McConkey seconds this motion.
Rep.

Chandler

questions

line item

100
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anticipation notes. Asks if this is too much when we have surplus. Kathy Garry
discusses interest rate of 1%. Rep. Chandler states that he doesn’t believe an extra

$58,000 is needed.
MOTION:
Rep. Chandler moves to reduce line item 100 down to $180,000.00.
Rep. Fleck seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed. Motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow moves to approve the new bottom line for Interest Expense
to $1,186,337.00. Rep. McConkey seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed.
Motion carries.

Long Term Debt - Total bottom line is $1,857,487.00
MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to approve the bottom line of $1,857,487.00 for
Long Term Debt.
Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion 12 in favor, 1 opposed.
Motion carries.
Regional Appropriations - Total bottom line is $189,425.00.

MOTION:
Center.

Rep. McConkey moves to approve $40,000.00 for the Child Advocacy
10 in favor, 3 opposed. Motion carries.

Rep. Knox seconds this motion.

MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve $70,000.00 for Health and Home
Care Services. Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed. Motion
carries.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve $40,000.00 for Retired Senior
Volunteer Program. Rep. Scala seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed.
Motion carries.

MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to approve $39,425.00 for Conservation District.
Rep. Babson seconds this motion. 11 in favor, 2 opposed. Motion carries.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve the bottom line of $189,425 for
Regional Appropriations.
Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion.
13 in favor, 0
opposed. Motion carries.

Carroll County Convention - Total bottom line is $12,150.00.
MOTION: Rep. Fleck moves to preserve money in the travel expense for mileage to
be paid for regular meetings.
Rep. Knox seconds this motion.
3 in favor, 0
opposed. Motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. Ahlgren moves to add a line item of $1.00 for performance audits.
Rep. Tregenza seconds this motion. 9 in favor, 3 opposed, 1 abstained. Motion
carries.
MOTION:
Rep. Schmidt moves to approve total bottom line of $12,151.00 for
Carroll County Convention.
Rep. McConkey seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0
opposed. Motion carries
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Capital Expenditures - Total bottom line is $220,543.00. Com. Sorensen suggests
reducing line item 089 from $100,000.00 to $80,00.00 for the Administration
Building.
MOTION:
Rep. Chandler moves
Rep. Babson seconds this motion.

not to approve the Impound Area for $10,000.
12 in favor, 1 opposed. Motion carries.

MOTION:
Rep. Chandler moves to decrease line item 089 to $70,000 for
Administration Building. Rep. Babson seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed.
Motion carries.

Rep. Babson suggests for the Farm to separate out the pole barn and the livestock
from the pigs.

MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to reduce the Livestock Start-up from $49,203.00
to 0. Rep. McConkey seconds this motion.
Rep. Scala votes no
Rep. McConkey votes yes
Rep. Merrow votes no
Rep. Schmidt votes no
Rep. Tregenza votes yes
Rep. Chandler votes yes
Rep. Fleck votes no
Rep. Patten votes yes
Rep. Ahlgren votes yes
Rep. McCarthy votes no
Rep. Babson votes no
Rep. Knox votes no
Rep. Pettengill votes yes
6 in favor, 7 opposed. Motion fails.
MOTION: Rep. Babson moves to put the Livestock Start-up at $33,700.00 for the
pigs (no cattle). Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion.

MOTION: Amendment by Rep. McConkey to reduce the Livestock Start-up for the
pigs to $17,350.00. Rep. Scala seconds this motion. 9 in favor, 4 opposed. Motion
Carries.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to reduce the Pole Barn project to $12,500.00.
Rep. Ahlgren seconds this motion. 8 in favor, 4 opposed. Motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to reduce the Capital Expenditure for the Farm to
$29,850.00. Rep. Scala seconds this motion. 7 in favor, 6 opposed. Motion carries.

Capital expenditures for the jail - Removing $14,5000 from the budget for the HVAC
cleaning ductwork/Defusers/Intakes.
MOTION Rep. McCarthy moves to reduce the jail capital expenditure by $14,500.00
for a total of $39,340.00. Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion.
Rep. Chandler makes

an amendment

to make the bottom line $14,500.00.
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Tregenza seconds this motion.

5 in favor, 8 opposed.

Motion fails.

Rep. Chandler makes an amendment to make the bottom line of 097 $22,700.00.
Rep. McConkey seconds this motion. 11 in favor, 2 opposed. Motion carries.

MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to approve the bottom line of the Capital
Expenditures for $122,550.00.
Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion. 9 in favor, 4
opposed. Motion carries.

MVNH Annex - Total bottom line is $55,000.00. Com. Sorensen states that the
move may be delayed until the end of August, so that bottom line can be reduced to
$30,000.00
MOTION:
Rep. Fleck moves to approve the bottom line for the MVNH Annex for
$30,000.00.
Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion. 10 in favor, 3 opposed Motion
Carries.

Nursing Home Administration - Total bottom line is $1,063,596.00 after revisions.

Revision
Revision
Revision
Revision

in
in
in
in

line
line
line
line

item
item
item
item

017,
036,
037,
067,

Education and Conferences, from $6,600.00 to $4,500.00.
Office Supplies, from $13,000.00 to $12,000.00.
Dues/Training/Subscription, from $5,500.00 to $5,000.00.
Advertising, from $5,000.00 to $4,000.00.

MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to approve the Nursing Home Administration for
$1,063,596.00.
Rep. Fleck seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed. Motion
Carries.
Nursing Home Dietary Dept. - Total bottom line $1,561,871.00 after revisions.
Revision in line item 023, Consultant, from $15,500.00 to $14,000.00.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve the Nursing Home Dietary Dept. for
$1,561,871.00. Rep. Scala seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed. Motion
Carries.

Nursing Department - Total bottom line is $6,022,495.00 after revisions.

Revision in line item 007,
Revision in line item 010,
Revision in line item 013,
Revision in line item 017,
Revision in line item 018,
Revision in line item 027,
Revision in line item
$115,000.00.
Revision in line item 038,
Revision in line item 039,
MOTION:

Rep.

Salary LNAs, from $2,049,010.00 to $1,966,161.00.
Social Security, from $238,969.00 to $233,853.00.
Retirement Expense, from $267,040.00 to $260,030.00.
Education/Conferences, from $22,420.00 to $20,000.00.
Medicare Expense, from $55,910.00 to $54,698.00.
In-service Training, from $4,000.00 to $1.00.
030, Medical Supplies/Services, from $101,000.00 to
Postage, from $600.00 to $400.00.
Medical Supplies, from $165,000.00 to $185,000.00.

Chandler

moves

to

reduce
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$320,000.00.
Carries.

Rep. Ahlgren seconds

this motion.

MOTION:
Rep. Schmidt
moves
to approve
$6,022,495.00. Rep. Merrow seconds this motion.
Carries.

13 in favor,

0 opposed.

Motion

the Nursing
Department for
13 in favor,
O opposed. Motion

Plant Operations - Total bottom line is $656,000.00 after revisions.
Revision in line item 061, Electrical Expense, from $84,000.00 to $97,000.00.
Revision in line item 070, Travel Expense, from $900.00 to $775.00.
MOTION:
Rep. Fleck moves to approve Plant Operations for $656,000.00.
Knox seconds this motion. 10 in favor, 1 opposed. Motion carries.

Rep.

Laundry Department - Total bottom line is $151,743.00.
MOTION: Rep. Fleck moves to approve Laundry Department for $151,743.00.
McConkey seconds this motion. 10 in favor, 1 opposed. Motion carries.

Rep

Housekeeping Department - Total bottom line is $466,989.00.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve Housekeeping Department for
$466,989.00.
Rep Fleck seconds this motion.
10 in favor, 1 opposed.
Motion
Carries.

Physicians and Pharmacy - Total bottom line is $92,950.00.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve Physicians and Pharmacy for
$92,950.00.
Rep. Fleck seconds this motion.
13 in favor, 0 opposed.
Motion
Carries.

Physical Therapy Department - Total bottom line is $340,348.00.
Revision
$750.00.

in line item

082,

Equipment

Maintenance/Repair,

from

$1,000.00

to

MOTION:
Rep. Schmidt moves to approve Physical Therapy Department for
$340,098.00.
Rep. Knox seconds this motion.
11 in favor, 2 opposed.
Motion
carries.

Recreational Therapy - Bottom line is $435,919.00 with revisions.
Revision in line item 039, General Operating Supplies, from $3,000.00 to $2,250.00.
Revision in line item 074, Entertainment, from $6,000.00 to $5,500.00.

MOTION:
$435,919.00.
Carries.

Rep. McConkey moves to approve Recreational Therapy for
Rep. Scala seconds this motion.
11 in favor, 2 opposed.
Motion
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Social Services - Total bottom line is $144,184.00 with revisions.
Revision in line item 017, Education & Conferences, from $1,000.00 to $500.00.

Revision in line item 036, Office Supplies, from $500.00 to $200.00.
Revision in line item 038, Postage, from $800.00. To $600.00.
Revision in line item 070, Travel Expense, from $3,000.00 to $1,500.00.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve Social Services for $144,184.00.
Rep. Knox seconds this motion. 13 in favor, 0 opposed. Motion carries.
Special Services Department - Total bottom line is $312,720.00.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve
$312,720.00. Rep. Knox seconds this motion.
carries.

Special

Services Department for
11 in favor, 2 opposed.
Motion

Total bottom line for nursing home is $11,248,565.00 for Enterprise Fund.
MOTION:
Rep. Knox moves to approve total Enterprise fund for $11,248,565.00.
Rep. Fleck seconds this motion.
Convention

-

MOTION:
Rep. Fleck moves to go into Convention.
motion. 13 in favor. Motion carries.

Rep. McCarthy seconds this

Hales Location Budget - Revenue to be raised through Property Taxes as
determined by NH DRA for 2011 - $134,750.00.
=Total gross appropriations for
Hale’s location is $171,800.00. Total revenue is $37,050.00.
MOTION:

Rep. McConkey moves to approve the Appropriations for Hale’s Location

for $171,800.00.

Rep. Merrow seconds this motion.

13 in favor.

MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve Revenue
$37,050.00. Rep. Merrow seconds this motion. 13 in favor.

Motion carries.

for Hale’s Location
Motion carries.

of

MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to approve revenue to be raised through property
taxes as determined by NH DRA for Hale’s Location for 2011 of $134,750.00. Rep.
Schmidt seconds this motion. 13 in favor. Motion carries.

Rep. Patten: One of the things that happens is that the Commissioners need to get
Our approval before they do transfers.
Normally, we do this in February.
The
transfers have already been done. One transfer is going from Human Resources to
Special Fees of $2,115.86.
From Human Resources to Medical Referee of
$3,028.00. From Human Services to the Jail of $89,070.92. Total is $14,114.78
from the General Fund.
From the nursing home, going from nursing to administration, housekeeping,
physicians and pharmacy, physical therapy and special services for the sum of
$243,838.56.
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MOTION: Rep. Chandler moves to approve the transfer requests as of 2/14/11 fora
total of $243,838.56.
Rep. Fleck seconds this motion.
11 in favor, 2 opposed.
Motion carries.
Sheriff's Contract - Com. Kenney reports that the minimum is 2% of the CPI and
the maximum is 3% of the CPI. The health insurance is a 3-year contract and it
cannot go over a 10% increase each year.

Com. Sorensen reports that 2% is in the budget. Regarding the health insurance,
there was an agreement with the union that they would not go over 10% each year
for the next 3 years.
Rep. Babson
insurance.

asks what

asks what

the department

contributes

on the medical

Com. Sorensen answers - 80/20. There is a committee to look at health insurance.
| would suggest that they look into incorporating the Sheriffs department in with the
County insurance.

This contract starts April 1°', 2011.
MOTION:
Rep. Chandler
Negotiation of Contracts.
Scala - Yes
McConkey- Yes
Schmidt - Yes
Chandler - Yes
Fleck - Yes
Patten - Yes
Ahlgren - Yes
McCarthy - Yes
Babson - Yes
Knox - Yes
Pettengill - Yes
Motion carries

moves

to go into non-public

session

under 91A for

Out of Non-Public, still in Convention - Discussion regarding whether the contract
reads that it can go up 10% per year for the next 3 years vs. 10% for the length of
the 3 year contract. Com. Sorensen confirms that it is 10% per year.
MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to accept the Sheriffs contract.
conds this motion. 8 in favor, 2 opposed, 1 abstains. Motion carries.

Revenue- Revenue that needs to be raised
$13,719,388.00 to $13,095,836.00.

by taxes,

line 010, revision

ExpenditureTotal bottom
line number
for the General
$14,688,678.00.
Total bottom line for the Enterprise Fund is $11,248,565.00.
Grand total bottom line is $25,937,243.00.
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Rep. Chandler compares General Fund budget and Enterprise budget from last
year, it is $1,337,827.00 higher. That does not include the principal and interest in
the nursing home.

Com. Sorensen:

$2.5 million from surplus is being put in to decrease the taxes.

Rep. McCarthy would like to reconsider his vote on the Expenditures for the Farm. |
voted the wrong way as | was confused. | voted in affirmative, but would like to
change that vote.
Rep. Patten: There was a motion that we wanted to zero out the farm. That vote
was 6 in favor, 7 opposed.
MOTION:
Rep. McCarthy moves to reconsider
Expenditure. Rep. Chandler seconds this motion.
fails.
MOTION:
Rep. Chandler moves that we come
seconds that motion. Motion carries.

his vote for the Farm
6 in favor, 6 opposed.

out of Convention.

Capital
Motion

Rep. Fleck

Executive Session -

MOTION:
Rep. Schmidt moves to approve the budget of $25,937,243.00
Knox Seconds this motion. 5 in favor, 7 opposed. Motion fails.

Rep.

Rep. Patten recesses until next week, March 28" at 9:00 a.m.

Public Input

1. Henry Spencer: When the Commissioner sign a contract, it becomes a public
document. Why did you go into non-public session to discussion a public document.
Under 91A, this does not need to be discussed in non-public. | am very upset with
this process. There was a non-public session at the beginning of the day. What
was that for? Were the minutes taken during the discussion of the Sheriffs contract
sealed?
2. Rep. Patten: Personnel was discusses as well as security reasons.
no minutes taken during the Sheriffs contract discussion.

There were

3. Maureen: Asks how long it will take for the minutes to be posted.
be posted within 5 days.

They should

4. Daymond:

Asks about Executive Session vs. Convention Session.

5. Rep. Patten: We have to sit as a group in Executive Session, but we have to go
into Convention to make our votes legal. We were in Convention when we were
talking about Hale’s Location, the contract, the transfers. We went into non-public to
talk about the contract. We came back out again and we approved the contract. We
had to go back into Executive session to talk about the budget again for votes. The
votes in Executive session have to be ratified in Convention.
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MOTION: Rep. Babson moves to adjourn.
favor. Motion carries.
Meeting adjourned at 3:00 p.m.

April Carpenter
Recording Secretary
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Minutes March 28, 2011

Delegation Members Present:
Betsey Patten, Joseph Fleck, Chris Ahlgren, David
Knox, Mark McConkey, David Babson, Dino Scala, Steve Schmidt, Harry Merrow,
Frank McCarthy, Laurie Pettengill, Norman Tregenza, Karen Umberger.

Commissioners
Present:
Commissioner Solomon.

Commissioner

Sorensen,

Commissioner

Kenney,

Meeting started at 9:00. Pledge of Allegiance.

Moment of Silence for Registrar Lillian O. Brookes
Public Input

1. Henry Spencer: Comments on an email that was sent out amongst the
representatives about some plans and how to cut the budget.
States that this
contravenes 91-A.
2. Rep. Patten: This is why there are copies available to the public today. When
the representatives start sending emails to one another, | realize that it is open to
91-A and that is why copies are provided today. There are some new members that
are not aware of this email policy.

3. Henry Spencer: Comments that the multimillion dollar budget that has only went
up $7,000 is much less than the 2% guideline that was requested.
We do not
understand why the budget wasn't voted on at the last meeting. There has been
plenty of time for discussion.

4. Susan Wiley: Comments that the delegation and commissioners have come a
long way in the last several years.
| feel that the commissioners have done a
wonderful job. We have new leadership in so many of the departments. | would like
to talk about the farm. We have a man with a plan and he has done a wonderful job.
He has looked at the management plan, he has looked at the many different things
that could happen on this land. With the labor that we have sitting in the jail, they
need to have some work to do. He has worked hard to find them work that is appropriate year round. He has developed a whole new initiative with the firewood program. | don’t see that anyone has any lack of trust in what he can do. We have
seen agriculture grow in NH and Carroll County. We talk about local food supplies
and local food security. | am very disturbed and bothered by the fact that the subcommittee on the farm recommended that we invest some money in livestock and |
would like to think that our representatives are up to speed on how important that is
and show some support and put that money where it’s needed into the budget so
that the farm manager can do what he needs to do. | think that Carroll County
government has come a long way, but | think that the process is very important.
5. Chip
applaud
Some
nursing

Albee: | spent a significant
the delegation for having
facts that | came
up
home was running a 22%

amount of time going over the budget. | want to
a second year in a row with no tax increases.
with is when
we _ started
in 2008, the
deficit. In 2010, it was down to 9%. We did a
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$1.2 million turnaround in two years. There is no way anyone here or anyone that
works at the nursing home can know the day-to-day intricacy of efficiency and
savings that are available. It’s important to remember that when you are talking
about that particular group over there, that through motivation, encouragement and
goal setting, we were able to drop the deficit from 22% to 9%. We have a $2 million
bond payment this year on the new nursing home, and we are looking at a $7,000
increase which should go away because we have plenty of money in our surplus.
We are looking at no increase in the taxes in spite of a $2 million bond payment that
is coming due. The whole county in that period of time with the exclusion of the
Sheriffs Department grew at a rate of 9% which is approximately 3% a year, just
about the rate of inflation. That is management.
Prior to that, in 2008, we were
looking at double digit increases every single year.
The area that | am most
concerned about having looked at this budget is the Sheriffs Department where we
are looking at a 20% increase over that period of time. Every other department gives
back money into the surplus. The nursing home gave back $170,000 plus last year
in spite of the fact that they were reducing their expenses and increasing their
revenue. The Sheriffs Department gave back $2,500 and the Dispatch Department
gave back $3,000. The commissioners have been told that they have nothing to do
with the Sheriffs Department management of their money and this is the result of
that. This team of commissioners needs to have the authority given to them from
you to take control of that budget. It’s out of control and will continue to be out of
control. We need to have efficient county government.
6. Gene F: | read the article in the paper the other day. | have been listening to a
very good friend of mine for 15 years, a farmer from Jackson, about the old county
farm, when they raised their own crop, when they raised their own pigs and cows
and every year turned a profit. When people are locked up in jail, we shouldn't get
to the point where we think they can sit there all day and play basketball for
exercise. You have a perfect opportunity here to spend $35-40,000 on the
recommendation of a committee and the man that maintains the property to do
something to help these people get back into the system by doing something
workman-like. To stand back and say that we have a budget crisis means you have
to cut everything. If that’s the case and point, the delegation probably could stay in
Concord and send a no vote. This is something that you should really look at and
look at if very closely. People are upset, money can be made by selling pigs. | think
it is a good idea and it’s not a lot of money to spend.
7. Carol Deloria: | want to say that | am in favor of money to go to the farm. | think
that the people that are in the jail that are going back into our community will be able
to learn skills and be able to work on local farms. | wish you would reconsider that
money.
8. Bob Bridgham: | have attempted to stay abreast of the budget process, but had
fallen behind and hadn't gotten all the information. When | went to the website to
look at the minutes, | couldn’t find any recent minutes. | would urge you to keep this
up to date. Secondly, | followed the process through the newspaper accounts and
it's clear that you have put in a great deal of time. | hope very much that you can
finish up here today with the budget and not take it down to Concord for two
reasons. One is because there is always a suspicion when we do that. Second,
you all know what the next few days in Concord are going to look like. It's going to
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be crazy and you are not going to find time to do things in a thoughtful and careful
way. If it requires you to take an extra step today, | would urge you to take that step.
Emails

1. Rep. Patten: Speaks about the emails that are sent to each other when we are
discussing issues. If you send emails to everyone and one of us responds, that
becomes the process and beginning of the procedure of who we make are
decisions.
Emails can be sent amongst each other to ask for scheduling times.
Once there is back and forth between any members of the email, that becomes
subject to the Right To Know. | also noticed that when | did the emails, that a few of
them were only sent to half of the delegation.
| did end up emailing them to
everyone in the delegation so that everyone would have a copy of the email. | urge
you and caution you into what you do for emails about county business One
representative emailing another representative does not fall under that law.

2. Rep. McCarthy: Suggests that Carroll County put out a booklet regarding the
rules and regulations as other counties do.
Budget - Proposal 1
1. Rep. Patten:
Proposal 1 - Reduction of $250,000.
general fund and $75,000 out of the nursing home.
determine where the cuts can come from.

Suggest $175,000 out of
The Commissioners can

2. Rep. Fleck: The figure of $175,000 from the General Fund and $75,000 from the
Nursing Home is not just an arbitrary one. If you look at the two major component of
the budget, the General Fund makes up roughly 56% of the budget and the
Enterprise Fund 44%. If you take those percentages of $250,000, also consider that
last week we took off about $96,000 from the nursing home in cuts that were made
just last week, the figures above would develop from that kind of thinking that took
place.
There was a sense of trying to distribute them equitably based on
percentages and also based on the fact of the $96,000 that was cut last week from
the nursing home budget.
3. Rep. Babson: This appears to be nothing more that dartboard budgeting. | don't
think it’s good government to come in and just say we are going to cut out 10%. We
need to look at certain areas.

4. Rep. Merrow: | agree with Rep. Babson with a caveat. | have given this a lot of
thought.
| am not opposed to the $250,000 cut, but | would rather let the
Commissioners let them make the cuts were appropriate instead of us telling them
where they need to make the cuts from.
Suggest taking it off the bottom line.
Requests another vote on the pigs.
5. Rep. Fleck: | want to comment on the line of interest, appropriately so simply
because of the size of it. The overtime line for the nursing home continues to be a
huge item. However, just to point out again that the agency and overtime budget 3
years ago was $841,760. Last year under the current budget, $265,787. That was
done after a tremendous amount of work was done to reducing the agency
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utilization, to get our own nurses to fill those overtime slots.
area. The idea that we can go out and pick up someone who
any given time who doesn’t regularly work there is an irritant
something to me about the low esteem that might be held for
that people do.

This is a very critical
might be available at
to me. | really says
the professional work

6. Rep. Ahlgren: | would like to mention, however, that that is not the objective of
per diem employees; it's common practice within the healthcare industry to have per
diem employees. They are very well trained, they are not people off the street.
These are people that would be called and vetted through the staff of the nursing to
decide who would be qualified because of their experience and then be offered to
work on a per diem basis. Agencies are much more expensive than paying per
diem employees.

MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to remove $250,000.000 from the bottom line of
$25,937,243.00. Rep. Fleck seconds this motion.
7. Rep. McConkey: Last year, the Commissioners and the department heads did a
wonderful job doing what they were doing, but there was $750,000 not spent in the
budget last year.
We have made great strides in the sub-committee with the
Sheriffs Department as others have looking where overtime is and where
expenditures are. | feel that there is more than enough room in this budget to take
that money out of the budget. There is always the opportunity to come back with
supplemental if need be.
8. Rep. Fleck:
| think it is well reasoned.
| think the Commissioners
management skills to make the appropriate cuts.

have the

9. Com. Sorensen:
Last year, we had roughly $700,000 left over in our budget.
Every Delegation member and everyone here in the public should be proud that our
people saved that money. Our employees deserve the credit for saving that amount
of money. There are some departments that do go and spend their money, yet get
more money for the next year. Second, we have 27 per diem employees that we
can call on to fill in. They are not available all the time. We are talking about
servants to the residents of our nursing home. It was the Commissioners that found
that we were spending to much money on agencies and decided to use our own
employees. We have a one-time expense of $95,000 for this year. This will not be
in next year’s budget. Unemployment expense has gone up over $30,000 which is
not under our control. Insurance expense has gone up $200,000. We have no
control over the DEAS expense either. Going for a supplemental budget is spending
the taxpayers money, it costs us money. If the Delegation decides that we need to
cut $250,000, then we will do it.

10. Rep. McConkey: We have a job. If the Commissioners state that we have a
bad apple out there and did not have the time to relay to this committee what that
might be, then shame on them. We are at a point now that we are looking at a vote
of this Delegation. | think to say that you are cutting services when we know that
you are returning $750,000 last year and much more than that in previous years,
there is not anyone sitting on this Delegation that has done nothing but applaud the
efforts of our employees and administration.
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MOTION:
Rep. McConkey makes a motion to move the question.
Rep. Fleck
seconds this motion. 6 in favor, 7 opposed. Motion fails. More discussion
11. Rep. Umberger: Comments on the “one bad apple”. If you go to the budget
dealing with the Sheriff, you notice that we added $60,000, one in grants, and we
now are carrying that money into the budget. We got $20,000 from the US Forest
Service which is in the budget. We got $40,000 in grants, which is in the budget. It
had not been there before. When | hear comments that the Sheriffs Department
has not contributed to this reduction in the budget, | get very annoyed.
MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to remove $250,000.000 from the bottom line of
$25 ,937,243.00 from the County Budget. The Commissioners will determine where
the reduction takes place. Rep. Fleck seconds this motion.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Ahligren - No
Babson - No
Fleck - Yes
Knox - Yes
McCarthy - No
McConkey - Yes
Merrow - Yes
Patten - Yes
Pettengill - Yes
Scala - Yes
Schmidt - Yes
Tregenza - Yes
Umberger - Yes
Chandler - Absent

The new bottom
$12,845.836.00.

10 in favor, 3 opposed.

line is $25,687,243.00.

Motion carries.

The amount

to be raised by taxes is

Proposal 2

1. Rep. McCarthy - Withdraws Proposal 2
Proposal 3

1. Rep. Tregenza - The nursing home overtime is an issue. The contract, as |
understand it, is required by the union that all overtime is paid “time and ’%%” and first
opportunities for overtime go to nursing home staff by order of seniority (and the
senior nurse earn a bit more).
Overtime is a privilege. This privilege could be
afforded to members of the community such as retired nurses or nurses who gave
up work to rear children. In other words, to Carroll County citizens who are qualified
to do the job and would do it for less. Many of these people would like to continue
participating in their professional field even though they may not desire to be hired
full time.
2. Sandi McKenzie:
Overtime in 2009 was
$256,000. The issues is the level of continuity.
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the budget. Paula and | look at the budget continually throughout the year. We are
dealing with human individuals. You want to make sure that people have the
continuity of care that they deserve. We have trained per diem employees. We
have trained full time and part time staff. This is nota game. This is providing the
best care we can to the residents that are in our home. Per diem is offered. We are
struggling. | don’t want to pay additional taxes, but | also want to make sure that our
residents at the nursing home get appropriate care. The projected overtime budget
was increased this year due to the fact that we will be changing facilities. More time
will need to be put into this.
3. Rep. Tregenza:
The second part of the proposal is to reduce the Sheriffs
Department by two employees over and above the reduction that we already voted.

MOTION:
employees.

Rep. Tregenza moves to reduce the Sheriffs Department
No representatives second this motion. Motion fails.

by two

MOTION:
Rep. Babson moves to reduce line item 052 of the Sheriffs Budget,
uniforms, from $10,000.00 to $6,500.00. Rep. McCarthy seconds this motion.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Ahligren - Yes
Babson - Yes
Fleck - No
Knox - Abstain
McCarthy - Yes
McConkey - No
Merrow - No
Patten - No
Pettengill - No
Scala - Abstain
Schmidt - No
Tregenza - Yes
Umberger - No
Chandler - Absent

4 in favor, 7 opposed, 2 abstain.

MOTION: Rep. Umberger moves to go into Convention.
motion. All in favor. Motion carries.

Motion fails.

Rep. Merrow seconds this

Convention

MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to reduce the total Expenditures for Carroll
County for fiscal year 2011 to $25,687 ,243.00. Rep. Merrow seconds this motion.
MOTION AMENDMENT:
Rep. Ahlgren moves to include in that total the
Expenditure contained from 100.9400.091, Farm, decreasing from $66,703.00 to
$29,850.00. Rep. Tregenza seconds this.
1. Com. Sorensen: The Delegation has asked us to cut the bottom line, let us find
the areas to cut the money from. Give us the opportunity to do what we have to do.
2. Rep. Merrow: We should let the Commissioners decide where to cut the money.
We need to stop trying to micromanage.
3 opposed, 10 opposed. Motion amendment fails.
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Role
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

call for total bottom line motion Ahligren - No
Babson - No
Fleck - Yes
Knox - Yes
McCarthy - Yes
McConkey - Yes
Merrow - Yes
Patten - Yes
Pettengill - Yes
Scala - Yes
Schmidt - Yes
Tregenza - No
Umberger - Yes
Chandler - Absent
10 in favor, 3 opposed.

Motion carries.

MOTION: Rep. McConkey moves to approve the total amount to be raised by taxes
is $12,845,836.00. Rep. Merrow seconds this motion.

Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.
Rep.

Ahligren - Yes
Babson - Yes
Fleck - Yes
Knox - Yes
McCarthy - Yes
McConkey - Yes
Merrow - Yes
Patten - Yes
Pettengill - Yes
Scala - Yes
Schmidt - Yes
Tregenza - No
Umberger - Yes
Chandler - Absent

12 in favor, 1 opposed.

Motion carries.

Minutes

MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves to approve the non-public minutes of 2/21/11,
2/28/11 and 3/14/11. Rep. Schmidt seconds this motion. 12 in favor, 1 abstain.
Motion carries.

Correction for minutes of 3/21/11 - 1) Page #4 - Amendment by Rep. McConkey to
change the line item for livestock startup for the pigs to $17,350.00 with the balance
for the capital items listed being raised by contributions/donations.
2) Page #3 - Under Carroll County Convention.
O opposed.
3) Page #2 - Total bottom
$3,187,959.00.

The motion should read 13 in favor,

line for the Jail/HOC,
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MOTION:
Rep. Schmidt moves to approve the minutes of 2/14/11, 2/28/11 and
3/21/11 as corrections.
Rep. Knox seconds this motion.
12 in favor, 1 abstain.
Motion carries.
MOTION:
Rep. Umberger moves to come out of Convention.
this motion. Allin favor. Motion carries.

Rep. Fleck seconds

Executive

1. Rep. Kenney: Comments - This is a big budget for Carroll County.
my budget. It is one that | inherited. | will work with this budget.

This is not

2. Com. Solomon: The $250,000 that you have told us to cut reduces the taxes
overall by .02 cents per thousand, give or take. | want to thank you for saving me
under $10.00.

3. Com. Sorensen: | want to make clear that the Commissioners have the authority
to cut $250,000 from anyone’s budget. Secondly, | will donate $1,000 worth of
plant material to go into the new nursing.
| challenge every member of the
Delegation to contribute. Also, it is ridiculous to have pre-trial inmates in our prison
for two years and longer; it’s not fair to them, they are supposed to be innocent until
proven guilty. | would challenge each of you while you are in Concord to try to
reform the judicial system.
4. Rep. Umberger: The budget that has left the House Finance Committee includes
some additional money for the judicial system so that they can do some
modernization. It has also gone out of finance with the understanding that there will
be no furlough days starting July 1°. The Governor's proposal is no longer on the
table. What is going to the House tomorrow includes the dollars to solve the problem
that you have just outlined.
5. Rep. McConkey: Judicial has also put money in for video conferencing so that
arraignments will happen in the jail as opposed to having an expense cost of
transferring inmates this will have great savings for the counties. This infra-structure
will be paid by the State.
6.

Rep. Tregenza: Sup. Johnson wrote an excellent letter which was published in
the Conway Daily Sun 4-5 weeks ago. | learned a lot in that letter. A tremendous amount of expense put on this county was put on this county because of
the Federal Government. The Superintendent did a superb job of explaining
the
hoops
and
liabilities that he goes through just to make sure that the jail is not sued. | bring
this up is because this is something we all should know. Washington DC has
downshifted responsibilities and costs to the States and to the Counties. The
only tunnel that | see through is through our US Congressman’s office. | will
definitely be contacting our Congressman and will begin a process of trying to
reverse this downshift.
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Resolution
1. Rep. McCarthy presents this Resolution:

Whereas RSA Title II chapter 28:12 provides authority to the county commissioners
to adopt rules for governing the county departments of corrections, including county
farms, county nursing homes, county welfare office, and other county departments
under the jurisdiction of the county commissioners, and;
Whereas RSA Title Il chapter 24:14 states in part; “Appropriates by the county
convention shall be itemized in detail”. 24:14 also states “The county convention
may require that the county commissioners obtain written authority from the
executive committee before transferring any appropriation or part thereof under RSA
24:15, and;

Whereas RSA Title Il chapter 24:15. l-a states, “an appropriation is an amount of
money authorized for a specified purpose’, and;

Whereas RSA Title Il chapter 24:15.1 states; “No county commissioner, elected or
appointed
county officer shall pay or agree to pay or incur any liability for payment of any sum
of money for which the county convention has made no specific appropriation...or in
excess of any specific appropriation’, and;
Whereas RSA Title Il chapter 24:15.Ill states; “unless otherwise ordered by the
county convention, whenever it appears that an amount appropriated for a specific
purpose will not be used, in whole or in part for such purpose, the county
commissioners may use such sum of to augment other appropriations’, #NOTE: The
statute does not grant such authority to the officers of the county...only to the
commissioners.
Keep in mind that 24:14 states that “the county convention may
require that the county commissioners obtain written authority from the convention
executive committee before transferring any appropriation or part thereof’. And;
Whereas RSA Title Il chapter 24:15 IV states; “If any county commissioner, or
elected or appointed county officer is found, in prosecution for violation of RSA
641:1, to have paid or incurred any liability for payment of any sum of money
contrary to this section it shall be prima facie evidence that such county
commissioner or officer has knowingly refrained from performing a duty imposed by
the law’, and;
Whereas RSA 641:1 (Abuse of Office) states; “A public servant is guilty of a
misdemeanor if, with purpose of benefit to himself or another or to harm another, he
knowingly commits an unauthorized act which purports to be an act of his office, or
knowingly refrains from performing a duty imposed on him by law or clearly inherent
in the nature of his office”. Therefore be it resolved that the Carroll County Convention hereby directs that, a authorized by RSA Title Il chapter 24:14 described above,
the Carroll County ommissioners, prior to transferring or allowing an officer of the
county, elected or appointed, to transfer an appropriation, or any part thereof, from
One line item to another line item must first obtain written approval from the
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Executive Committee.
The request must contain the total amount of the
augmentation, (not to exceed $1,000.00), the line item from which the augmentation
will come and the line item to which the augmentation will be added. Such written
approval for augmentation must remain on file for a period not less than two years.
Be it further resolved that the Carroll County Convention urgently requests that the
County Commissioners immediately adopt and promulgate rules requiring strict
adherence to Title Il chapter 24:14, 24:15.1 and 24:15.lll. It is recommended that
said rules contain, but not be limited to, the following:

Any officer of the county, elected or appointed, prior to augmentation an
appropriation specified by the County Convention for a specific purpose, i.e. (line
item) with an appropriation specified by the County Convention for a different but
specific purpose, i.e. (a different line item) must first obtain written permission to do
so from a majority of the County Commissioners.
Said written permission will
specify the reason for the augmentation, the specific amount for the augmentation,
(not to exceed $1,000.00). Such written approval for augmentation must remain on
file for two years from the date of approval. Under no circumstance will revenue line
items be used for a line item appropriation transfer. Finally, under no circumstance
will the bottom line of any department exceed the sum total appropriated for that
department, nor shall they split expenditures among budget lines in order to avoid a
line item transfer.
MOTION:
Rep. McCarthy moves that the Resolution be accepted.
seconds this motion.

Rep. Babson

2. Rep. Umberger suggests that instead of accepting this Resolution today, that a
sub-committee be formed to go over such policies and procedure that we have.
3. Rep. Merrow: Line items need to be interpreted, sum of line item vs. itemized
line within that line item.

4. Rep. Schmidt:
| won’t support the Resolution
Attorney. Feel it may be too restricted.

5. Rep. Ahligren:

until this is reviewed

by County

| agree that this needs to be looked into further.

6. MOTION:
Rep. Ahlgren moves to table this Resolution at this time pending
sub-committee and County and/or State Attorney input. Rep. Fleck seconds this
motion. 12 in favor, 1 opposed. Motion carries.
7. Rep. Patten: Asks who would like to be on the committee.
Schmidt volunteer. Others may be appointed.

MOTION:

Rep. McCarthy

moves

Rep. Tregenza, Rep.

to urge the Commissioners to make rules for
Rep. Tregenza seconds this motion. 6 in

transfer of appropriations by department.
favor, 7 opposed. Motion fails.

8. Rep. McConkey:
Asks about the plans for the renovation of the old nursing
home. There are bids out for Project Manager/Coordinator. My concern is that we
have a 50,000 sq. ft. building that we are in the process of Knowingly going to
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demolish parts of. The building committee has not brought forward for how large
that would be. | am at best disappointed in the fact that the Commissioners are
moving ahead with what | understand saving approximately 60% of the old building
and would could be a substantial cost without at least having a conversation from
the building committee.
9. Com. Sorensen: The date for the renovation committee meeting is April 25" at
9:00 a.m. here. At that point time, they will select what ever bid specifications are
needed. We are not going ahead and making that decision, we want the committee
to make that decision. Plans have been brought forth to the Delegation of plans for
the old nursing home. We have to house the maintenance, laundry, Coop Extension
will be house in that building. We had discussed that two wings are going to be
taken down. | am sorry if that didn’t get conveyed to everybody.
10. Rep. Babson:

| have been aware of the plans for the old nursing home.

11. Rep. Tregenza: There was an email sent to me regarding the naming of the
new nursing home neighborhoods. | came up with two lists of founding fathers. The
first list are all from NH: William Whipple, Nicholas Gilman, Matthew Thornton,
Josiah Bartlett and John Langdon. The second list were not all from NH, but the
names are prominent in our county: George Washington, James Madison, Josiah
Bartlett and Charles Carroll.
12. Com. Sorensen: There has been a group put together to come up with some
names. There are group of mountains in Carroll County that have been suggested.
We will take your suggestions into consideration as well.

Final Budget

1. Rep. Patten: The Commissioners are responsible for taking $250,000.000 from
the bottom line of $25,937,248.00. This gives a new bottom line of $25,687,243.00.
Public Input

1. Chip Albee: Addresses Rep. McCarthy - Everyday that | sat as a Commissioner
as well as the other Commissioners, we were asked for every dollar that needed to
be moved. | think the Resolution that have proposed is already in place. | am still
baffled by the budget for the nursing home.
Lastly, | did take a look at Rep.
Tregenza’s email. The Delegation needs to be schooled in slanderous use of a
citizens name. | am now a private citizen and | am not going to be subjected to him
slandering me or making some sort of assertions to what | do.
2. Rep. McCarthy:
Asks Mr. Albee if he was aware of and went along with a
transfer of $154,000 worth of appropriations in the Sheriffs budget last year.
3. Chip Albee: No. | was saying that in most departments, with one exception, we
are fully informed of every transfer. In my beginning comment, | was pretty clear
about the dysfunctional relationship between the Sheriffs department and the Board
of Commissioners while | was a Commissioner and that needed to be addressed by
the Delegation.
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4. Maureen Spencer: | am very happy to hear that the $30 registration fee is gone.
| did go on the website last night and perused the rather lengthy pages, and | know
you can't do anything about it now, but | am concerned as a citizen, as a welfare
officer, as a nurse; If all these things get passed, this is downshifting. Effingham is a
very small town. If all the programs get cut, we are going to have to borrow money.
| am just really scared.
5. Com. Sorensen: | want to thank the Representatives that voiced their praise for
our sub-committees.
| think it is really good to have a positive side from the
Representatives.
MOTION: Rep. Merrow moves to adjourn.
favor. Motion carries.

Meeting adjourned at 1:04 p.m.

April Carpenter
Recording Secretary
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Minutes June 27, 2011

Delegation Members Present: Betsy Patten, Joseph Fleck; Chris Ahlgren, David
Knox, Mark McConkey, David Babson, Dino Scala, Harry Merrow, Frank McCarthy,
Laurie Pettengill, Norman Tregenza, Karen Umberger.
Commissioners Present:
Representative Patten
Pledge of Allegiance.

David Sorensen, Dorothy Solomon, Asha Kenney.

called the meeting

to order at 9:00 am, followed

by the

Mitchell Walker, DES

Representative
Patten: The Commissioners wanted to obtain information
regarding the possibility of whether or not we would be able to do laundry in-house
and what the toll would be to the system. Mitch Walker from DES is here today to
let us Know whether our septic system is large enough and to answer questions.
Wayne MacBrien, Primary Operator of the Waste Project, introduced Mitch Walker,
DES, who manages the ground water discharge permit program which handles all
waste water discharge in the ground or ground water about 20,000 gallons a day.
Mr. Walker stated that this facility has been in operation for many years. The system
itself has a unique discharge in that it doesn’t go underground or into a leech field, it
has an overland capability, and it goes across the surface of the ground, the soil is
infiltrated.

He stated that he was here today to talk about today is kind of expansion or change
in the character of tthe waste water. Carroll County has the capacity to expand, as
you have a permit now that is written for 28,000 gallons a day give or take a few
gallons on each side; and it is within the permit limits. All the compliance issues are
within policy. If there is an increase over 28,000 you will need to re- evaluate the
site and re-evaluate your system to insure that the water meets compliance. The
County has a continuous monitoring system Discussion ensued and a question and
answer session followed. .( Mr.Walker’s presentation and discussion can be seen on
www.governmentoversite.}
The Delegations, Commissioners and Public in attendance appreciated Mr. Walker's
presentation.

Public Input
Ann Aiton stated that she thinks she has been in this building longer than anybody.
She has watched what has happened in this building, needing space, changing
space, making space. Bit by bit she has watched this building totally reform itself,
and expounded on the various changes.
Her only suggestion is that everybody
moves very slowly, as all of us have to keep certain criteria forever. She is the
smallest department they would have to worry about; others have great needs, and
she is talking about, when you have the opportunity in the nursing home facility to
purchase in large quantities at a lower price, it can be stored there, it doesn’t matter
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what the facility looks like. Whether it is the jail, the nursing home or anybody over
in this area that we could possibly need a place for it that is not high impact.
Handouts

Representative Patten reported that she has some handouts today. She made
copies of just the County Convention, and there is a little bit in here about RSA
23:14 19 and RSA 24 which is the County Convention; we also have handouts from
Commissioner Sorensen on some minutes, dated 9/22/09; we Carroll County
Delegation Meeting Minutes June 27, 2011 Page 2 have our expenditures and
revenues, and yearly statistical from Jason Johnson HOC as to what we were doing
last year comparing to what we're doing this year. We also have letter from the
Sheriff to the Commissioners regarding the purchasing of pens that were delivered;
it is part of our drug demand reduction effort and support of school safety and
response plans at Kingswood, Kennett and many Middle Schools. There were no
appropriated funds disbursed and funds are through court ordered drug forfeitures
allotted to the Sheriffs. There is also a report here that the Sheriff has spent money
on advertising for two full-time positions. She does know that the cost for that
advertising is much larger than we are used to. There is Flyer for Farming in your
backyard with Farm Day July 30, 2011; the pigs are in, have not been bought with
County funds, they have been donated.
Representative
attended.

Babson stated that the first educational seminar was held and well

Representative Umberger had a question regarding the statistics from the Jail.
She noticed that last year there were furlough days associated with the court
system, and that this year there will not be any furlough days. She asked Jason if he
anticipates the pre-trial time of inmates decreasing. Jason replied that it should affect the pre-trial time for inmates.

She asked what the maximum capacity was for men and women at the jail. Jason
replied that we have 131 beds, 19 of which are female beds and the rest are male
beds. During the past year, how many times have you been at capacity? Jason
replied we have not been at capacity since we opened.
Representative
McCarthy On the agenda, the next item is the County
Convention, RSA 24:2
Office of the Executive Committee
“At its first regular
meeting, or at any subsequent meeting when necessary, the county convention
shall elect a chairperson, vice-chairperson, clerk, and an executive committee”. (He
does not remember electing any executive committee.) The chairperson,
vice-chairperson and clerk shall be members of the executive committee, ex officio.
The county convention may designate the executive committee to act as a
subcommittee to consider the budget, or other matters, and make recommendations
to the county convention”. It goes on to say “the executive committee shall elect its
chairperson, vice-chairperson, and clerk. Officers of the county convention may be
officers of the executive committee”. It doesn’t say shall be it says maybe. Then if
you go on through the RSA’s you will find a dozen different places where the Commissioners and other people make reports to, not the convention, but the executive
committee, and the executive committee is given specific powers in the RSA’s to
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act. He was told unofficially because we are a small convention we are all members
of the executive committee. If that’s true fine, but he thinks we should follow the law
and elect an executive committee and officers of an executive committee.

Representative Patten stated that never since she has been here, which is 17
years, have we had an executive committee doing the work of what the RSA say.
She understands that every county runs itself differently. She thinks that the set up
that we have of our subcommittees with the chairman and people there works. Still
though it is not the way the RSA says, no one has ever asked that we have an
executive committee before and always there has been that there are 14 of us, and
have been able to share.

Representative
a motion.

Babson asked can’t we solve this problem immediately by making

Motion

Representative Babson made a motion that we have an executive committee,
made up of the subcommittees that are standing along with the chairperson,
vice-chairperson and clerk being part of the executive committee. Representative
Merrow seconded the motion. Vote was taken, 11 were in favor, Representative
McCarthy-voted no. Motion carried.
Representative Fleck stated that first of all he thinks that the subcommittee(s), that
we have established, dealing with various areas of the budget has worked very well.
We have people who delved into those budgets and look at those in depth. Also if
you look at the RSAs, there is a very restrictive statement here. The County
Convention, (all of us) may designate to the executive committee to act as a
subcommittee to consider the budget or other matters and make recommendations
to the County Convention. Anything the executive committee may do is always in
the hands of the Convention. It isn’t that the executive committee has some rights
without limitations set by the Convention.

Representative Patten stated that on page 4 of the Handout for RSA Counties,
there is a section about Hillsboro County RSA 24:13(c)- She thinks, Representative
McCarthy, this is where the Executive Committee reports to the Commissioners and
in the statutes it is for Hillsboro County only. Their process is something we may
like to do, because there is concern that we are not looking close enough at what is
happening with out appropriations.
Representative
Umberger
stated she would certainly like to see what
Representative Fleck puts together and take a look at the whole flow, and if we
could get that prior to the meeting, we could look at it and see what areas might
work at little better for us.
Representative McCarthy stated if you remember several months ago, | submitted
a resolution relative to what the Commissioners are going to discuss on
Wednesday. He commends Chairman Sorensen for what he is doing, that’s in line
with the resolution that he brought forward and it was laid on the table to be studied
He asked if any study had been done on it.
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Representative Fleck stated that now that we are out of session, we can move on
to some County business.

Old Nursing Home
Representative Patten would like to have a discussion about the old nursing home.
The Building Committee has asked questions about what was going on. She senta
letter to the Commissioners to be able to ask what the authority you are doing for
renovations is. She asked that the Delegates look at RSA 24:13 and there has also
been a question about who has control now of the building for repair. “The powers of
the convention are to raise County taxes, to make appropriations for the use of the
County and to authorize the purchase of real estate for its use, the sale and
conveyance of its real estate, the erection, enlargement or repair of it’s of buildings
exceeding an expense of $5000.00 and issuing of bonds for its debt shall be vested
in the County Convention”. So whatever we chose to do or not to do with the old
nursing home is something that the Delegation does have the authority to do? The
Commissioners do have some thoughts for us and recommendations. The
Delegation had concerns about the direction that the Commissioners were going in
and she asked to have the authority that Commissioners are doing or thinking of
doing in the old nursing home.
Representative Patten— Commissioner Sorensen, one question is that there has
been discussion that there was a vote by the Delegation to use money to do a
feasibility study, and she thinks that the information that Commissioner Sorensen
supplied us in the handout of the minutes, is what they do, but, we would like to
know how and why.
Commissioner Sorensen reported that on 9/22/09, the Delegation authorized up to
$15,000 to be spent for a feasibility study of the old nursing home. We contacted
EGA to do a feasibility study regarding the old nursing home, for use by Cooperative
Extension; the Cooperative Extension had a preliminary design of their needs that
they wanted, and we gave that to EGA and asked if it was feasible to put them into
the Core section and to also look at the facility in general.

We spent $7,000 not $15,000, and they came back with a preliminary design; they
also stated that walls were sound; the interior petitions were not supporting the roof
so that the interior petitions could be moved/changed to whatever design we wanted
it to be.
He believes their preliminary design was given out to the Building
Committee and there are five or six members here who were on that committee.

There is still $8,000 left. His issue is that he knows the Delegation would like to find
out what it would

cost to renovate

it. To do that, we

need

some

money.

Do we

spend that extra $8,000 that was approved, to get somebody like BPS to come in
and give us an estimate as to what it would cost to put a new roof on or to redesign
the interior? He stated that he did not have that expertise and he doesn't believe
that the other Commissioners do. That is where we stand on that.

He had a handout which he shared with the Delegation regarding the asbestos
that’s in the building. He contacted All Ways Wrecking who tore down our old old
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nursing home and the jail. They took thirteen samples out of the old nursing home
because they thought there might be asbestos on the roof material. These samples
were analyzed by a laboratory in MA.
The report showed that there was no
asbestos in the ceiling or roof material. That is not to say that there might be
asbestos in the floor tiles. With that said, the Commissioners discussed the size of
the building on Wednesday, and it was unanimous that we recommended tearing
down two wings and saving two wings in the Core section.
Representative McCarthy - Did he hear you say Sir, that the vote was unanimous?
Commissioner Sorensen stated yes, of the Commissioners.
Commissioner Kenney stated that if we go to rehab, we can save two of the wings.
She is a new Commissioner. She doesn’t have all the history. The building is over
40 years old and she thinks every building has a life expectancy; the old nursing
home has outlived theirs, therefore, she is for tearing the building down. If you read
the EGA report it stated that because of the structure it is difficult to rehab, and
because the continuous roof leaking we have suspected mold.

Representative Patten - Commissioner Kenney are you telling us that you are not
in agreement with the other two Commissioners to able to save the core?
Commissioner Kenney replied — Correct.

Commissioner Sorensen said he need to get this straight now. After the
Wednesday meeting, he asked Commissioner Kenney if she would support two
wings and the core section, and she said at that time that she would, Is that Right?
Commissioner Kenney replied No, she is for tearing the building apart; if they are
going to rehab the building, then we keep two wings.
Representative Umberger - She knows that Commissioner Sorensen said that he
would like to save the Core. She certainly would like to hear a) how much square
footage there is and b) what their plan is to do with the square footage that they are
talking about.
Commissioner Sorensen stated that some of that is undecided, for example the
laundry, whether we do that or not. Probation is a possibility but we don’t know
whether or not they are coming in; they would need at least 1000 square feet. We
need more storage, for two trailer trucks, boxes, and the old building, that housed
the old old old boiler that we took out, is being used by the nursing home. If we
combined the two trailers and moved them into one of the wings, it would be more
efficient for the maintenance department to function.
Bob Murray is here and you
can ask him for more information.
Representative Umberger said that she did not hear the square footage that you
are talking about.
Commissioner Sorensen replied that he did not know what the square footage is.
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Representative McConky said that it is his understanding that the need of the
extension is 3,000 sq ft, the Core is 9,000 sq ft and the wings are another 3,000 sq ft.

Representative Babson has a letter from EGA which says that it was 15,000 sq ft
when they did their examination. This analysis assumes that the resident wings will
be demolished and the center building would remain, leaving 15,000 sq ft.

Representative McCarthy report that he had copy of that EGA report, you
mentioned something about Cooperative Extension, but it is not mentioned in the
report. The report does state there are approximately 15,000 sq ft and it also says
that the core would possibly be saved, but all four wings would be demolished.
When did it change that you wanted to keep two of the wings.
Commissioner Sorensen reported that it came initially when we put in the request
for the new nursing home; $100,000 to take down the destruction of two wings, not
the four.
Representative Patten said that when we went through the process in 2009, the
$100,000 was put in for the new nursing home construction for the destruction of
two wings, not four.
She said remember the Commissioners are recommending to us that this is what is
going to happen under the assumption they had the full authority to be able to do
what they wanted to do in the old nursing home. We now found out in the RSA that
it's the duty of and charged to the county convention. We have to be able to figure
out what it is we want to do.

recommendation.

Two to one, the Commissioners

have given us their

This is a discussion whether decided today or not, probably not.

Representative Fleck stated that he made a request a few months ago. He knows
he cannot make a decision about the appropriation of funds unless we have
specifics; not only the square footage, but several months ago he asked for at least
a tentative assessment of the allocations that would be needed to perform certain
functions, storage, may be the return/replacement of Cooperative Extension
services on the complex, whatever it may be. We have to have those packages
before us where we know there are specific needs and what those needs will require
in terms of square footage. . We can’t go around in circles. He does not think there
is opposition to moth balling, repainting etc. We cannot make a decision without
that information. He would like to see that as soon as possible. It could be fluid, but
we need to start with something.
Representative Treganza asked what is the difference between the two north
wings, and the two other wings that causes the conclusion as to why they should be
taken down.
Commissioner Sorensen replied that those are the two wings closest to the new
nursing home. He thinks that it was taken under consideration when we put those
boilers in there; we had to go around, versus going under it and at that time we were
going to take them down because of the piping going from the boilers in the Core section for the pellet furnaces going directly in the new nursing home.
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Representative Merrow agrees with Representative Fleck. He stated that after the
last Building Committee Meeting we toured through the old kitchen and back room,
Commissioner Sorensen, at that time, you said that maybe this could be a
Delegation room and this could be something else. Even today you said maybe
probation, but we don’t know that. We have 15,000 sq ft. Was any thought given to
tearing down all four wings and just leaving that space behind the boiler and
extension for storage, offices?

Commissioner Sorensen - reported that we had talked about a culinary arts
program through the jail, using the kitchen facilities as a training opportunity. We
talked about the dining area as space for storage or delegation meeting. He
realizes now that the Delegation could meet in the new nursing home. There was
consideration for expansion of the laundry, which we don’t know at this time.
Commissioner Sorensen stated that we could get one thing settled today, that is
Cooperative Extension, are they going in there or not.
Representative Patten responded saying that Cooperative Extension is on the
agenda. What she wanted to do was to get all the questions out on the table so that
we could have a discussion about things that are real.

Commissioner Sorensen reported that we need to have another meeting with the
Building Committee to deal with the old nursing home. The most urgent portion of
rehabbing the old nursing home is Cooperative Extension. The building is paid for.
We own it, does that mean we should tear it down. We know that we have to have
more space for maintenance and storage.
Commissioner Solomon stated when she was in touch with Probation, the 1000 sq
ft that they need could be part of the Core building. Things that are presently being
stored in the present boiler room are stored there for maintenance and they need to
come of out there. That is also going to be pushed back into the core building.
There are also supplies scattered around the complex that need to be in a more
appropriate storage facility, so that they have some degree of dryness, so that we
could use the moth balled two wings for. We don't have specifics in that sense as to
how many sq ft we may need for the maintenance portion. We don’t know about the
laundry but we do hope, if it is feasible, to keep that in the Core building as well. We
do know certain things we want in the core building. It is not that there are thousands of square feet that we are able to put numbers to.

Representative McConkey - He would suggest to you that all of your needs which
you just told him are not in excess of another 3000-4000 sq ft. Storage trailers are
only 50 ft by 8 ft, Even if you add your needs, the pellet stove, and the extra
maintenance and all that you will have enough space for one or two more
Cooperative Extensions.
Commissioner Solomon - Her question is this, we only have $100,000 in the
budget to take down wings that would be sufficient for only two wings. Where would
that other money come from?
Representative

Patten stated that she thinks what is happening is that we have an
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issue of an old nursing home, what we are going to do with it and where we are
going to go with. We at the Delegation, would like to Know your wish list of what you
would like to do with the old nursing home; at that point, the Delegation will either
turn around and say your wishes will come true, they will not come true and then,
what we can do is have a vote to be able to tell you what we are going to do. We
are going to talk about the Extension, and she has strong feelings about the
Extension; what we have told them and what we promised and what we have
thought we were going to be able to do. What we have to do is get from the
Commissioners is an idea and a want list. You’re not going to be able to put any
money on what it’s going to cost to rehab the Core, because you don’t know. We
have $7,000 that we have spent of the Extension’s money for what we have gotten
from EGA right now, and to go with the report Representative Fleck has done to be
able to get where we are going.
Representative Ahlgren - the first item is the demolition of the old nursing home
and the amount of money that was appropriated in the original budget for the
demolishing of the old nursing home. It was set at $100,000. That amount as we
were told and was specially asked to the Commissioners and was responded to by a
Commissioner that the $100,000 was enough to tear down the entire old nursing
home.
That was part of the budget, because the Delegation was not going to
approve a budget that did not include demolition of the entire old nursing home.
In response to Commissioner Solomon question, where are we going to get the
money for the demolishing of the nursing home? There is a contingency fund of
$800,000 approximately in the budget for the building of the new nursing home for
contingencies. There is money to tear down the old nursing home. At the time, of
the budget analysis, that the scrape that was available and the cooper and what
ever that was coming out of there, was so valuable, that we were told that demolition
of those buildings could be done for virtually nothing and that $100,000 would be
plenty. So either the memory is not correct or somewhere along the line a different
impression came along. This statement is fact; his recollections are very clear
because that question was asked specifically of the Commissioners whether there
was enough money in the budget to demolish the nursing home.
Representative Umberger asked Commissioner Sorensen if personal laundry is
currently being done in-house. Is personal laundry moving to the new nursing
home? Commissioner Sorensen replied No it is staying in the old building.

Representative Pettengill stated that she thinks that why we are having this
discussion is because we built an 82,000 sq ft nursing home that didn’t include
heat, laundry, maintenance, or storage and we don’t want to make that mistake
again.
Commissioner Sorensen replied that we have heat in the new nursing home.
There are propane boilers in the new building. We are putting in a pellet stove in the
old building to supply heat for the old building as well as he new building.
Representative Pettingill reported she has minutes dated 12/23/09 that have
Commissioner Albee saying, in a response to Representative Babson that depends
on accounting, $100.000 is for tearing down the old home. Representative Ahligren
is being told that he is making things up, but it is here in writing
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Commissioner Solomon stated that she thinks that may have been said, but when
he was talking about old home, he was referring to wings, not the home. Under any
conditions you could even think that $100,000 could take down the entire complex.
But if indeed you are thinking along the lines, then why in the world would the
Delegation have decided to expend $15,000 to bring Cooperative Extension into the
core building.
Representative Merrow stated that two terms ago he was here when this first came
up about the Extension, it was very clear at that time and made very clear to
everybody, that they were going to move Extension out of Ossipee and they would
move back in five years that they would be back in the Complex. We were going to
amortize some money and build a building for them to be put in. How it ever got over
to the existing nursing home, he doesn’t know. If you could put them in the old
nursing home cheaper than you could build, than | am certainly going to be for it.

Representative Babson - As far as he knows we haven't had any discussion about
new rent. Their contract is good for another year and one of the things he was going
to propose today is that the Delegation gives Cooperative Extension authority to
negotiate an extension on its contract. It’s only for five years and just to be sure we
don’t come up against any road blocks.
Representative Patten - has the EGA plan of the Core, what it looks like, and what
the square footage is. She would like very much to put the issue on hold. Before
we go out today, she would like to be able to figure out what we are thinking about
Cooperative Extension. There is a thought that we might need to have the Extension
negotiate for another year to stay in Conway. If that negotiation goes forward they
would need to get authorization from the Delegation. Their current contract ends in
11/2012, so that if they did not re-negotiate they would have to be out of Conway or
the building wherever they go, by Oct or Nov 2012. That means we have a year and
four months. If we were going to put them in the Core they would have to be able to
move in Nov 2012.
She has heard that there are grumblings out there that we should not have
Cooperative Extension at all. The reason she has put this on the agenda is because
she thinks that if there is support of the Delegation to get rid of the Cooperative
Extension they need to know that. In the Memorandum of Understanding that we
have with them, they need to be able to be up and off on their way. If we are not
going to shut down the Extension, it would also be a good thing for the Extension to
know because we are going to have to do something about where they are going to
go, whether we have them negotiate for a year or just tell them to go away. There
are some Counties that have done that, she, for one, is not in favor of doing that.
Representative Babson - He hopes that under no condition are we planning to vote
on the issue of whether we have the Cooperative Extension or we don’t have. It is
just not fair to the public and the people we serve. He hopes that we have an open
air discussion and not anything of a permanent nature.

Representative Patten - What she wanted to do was to let the Delegation know
that she has heard the grumblings. And that we can legally do business about the
Cooperative Extension today, as our notice in the paper says, and other matters that
legally come before the Delegation. She wants to get a clue from the Delegation,
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where we are going, so that is why she brought it before this meeting.
Representative Knox - reported that a couple of weeks ago he was talking to a
constituent and she asked him to bring before the Delegation the question of
continuing with UNH Cooperative Extension. She was not saying that she was in
favor of discontinuing Cooperative Extension, but it is important for the Delegation to
have this discussion. She brought her grandchildren to the Carroll County Farm
to see the growing pigs. She was a 4-H member in ME as a child and she would
like to hear the value of continuing Cooperative Extension.

Representative Ahlgren - The Cooperative Extension is funded. We just put in a
small piece of their off their budget. We are not voting to trying to stop Cooperative
Extension, they are their own entity. They are an extension of the County. Our
business with them is that they provide their service, and we appropriate funds as
we see fit and they use them within their needs. Is that correct?
Representative Patten - There is a Federal portion, there is a state portion through
UNH and the County portion. If the County portion doesn’t pay and we pay the
salaries of the Extension educators, (which other counties have done) she would
assume that the University would not pay their salaries. If we choose not to fund
Extension, apart from finding a place for them; the Extension will stop in Carroll
County.

Noreen
McDonald
—- Chairman
Advisory Committee
UNH
Cooperative
Extension - She wasn’t prepared today to speak about UNH Cooperative
Extension, but she would like to explain what happened in Strafford County. They
opted not to fund it. They have lain off all five educators, there is no program, there
is no 4-H, no Agg, no forestry, nothing is left in Strafford County. The reaction of
many people afterwards was, Oh we didn't think it would go away. It will go away
especially with the cuts to UNH this year. She would see it as gone if the Delegation
does not support it.
Representative McConky - He is supportive and has been supportive of the
Cooperative Extension. He is not in favor of going forward and increasing budgets
on the behalf of the Cooperative Extension. If we can live within our means and
what the tax payers are willing to pay for this service, he is happy.
Representative Umberger - Basically her question was that it has been hinted that
UNH is going to reduce funding to the Cooperative Extension and we certainly need
to know what that is. If it's a great deal of money than she agrees that the County
should not pick it up. As far as she knows the university has not come to a complete
conclusion about what their doing on the University budget. For someone to say that
the money that the state cut to the University is affecting the Cooperative Extension
is a big stretch. There was no direct or indirect result to the University system that
affected the Cooperative Extension.
Ann Hamilton
funding will be
not just work
administration

- What the latest has been is about 25% of Cooperative Extension
reduced from the University to Cooperative Extension which includes
in the County but also on the state level with our specialists,
and our IT departments. Our cuts will be across all of that. It will be
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approximately 20-25 people who will be reduced in staff, they don’t the numbers yet.
They have until June 30, 2011 and then they will know where the reductions will be.
Commissioner Solomon - first she would like to say unlike Representative Babson
and Commissioner Sorensen, she looks through different eyes at Cooperative Ext.
She is the Cooperative Extension Commissioner and she attends meetings. What
she has learned over these past few years about what the Cooperative Extension
does has opened my eyes greatly. She is in absolute awe over what they are doing
with 4-H and the children.
It is absolutely magnificent and the work that the
gentleman Kraus Hilmark does there is superb.
She would like to read something from July, 2009 — Commissioner Sorensen
stated that $7500 had already been spent on the old nursing home. The Commissioners had worked with the designer who is looking to take down the wings and
save the Core building. Commissioner Sorensen asked the Delegation if they would
be willing to release $15,000 out of the capital reserve for the Cooperative Ext which
is currently at $27,000. Chair Rep Patten advised the Delegation that the Core of
the old nursing home would be renovated for the Cooperative Extension to move in.
Representative Butler advised that previously Cooperative Extension was looking to
build a new green home, but was willing to take this as an alternative.
Representative Bridges made a motion to move $15,000 from UNH Cooperative Extension Capital Reserve Cap for the purpose of developing office space for
the Coop Ext. This motion was seconded by Representative Fleck. Vote was taken,
all in favor. Motion carried.
Commissioner Solomon stated that if you’re going to continually change with
every change of the Delegation, we will get absolutely nowhere and monies will be
expended for no good reason. In that case, who is going to pay back the tax payers
the $7,000 that we already paid for the work by EGA.
Public Input
Mr. Thompson - He is posing this in his personal capacity not in connection with
any other group. Representative McConky suggested that we should be supporting
the Extension if we can do so within available finances. With respect he thinks that
is the wrong way to pose it. The question shouldn't be if the money is there but the
question should be is this a legitimate function of government, and that question isn't
answered by talking about the wonderful things done by Cooperative Extension.
That question is answered by whether it is appropriate to use government's unique
ability to coerce money from the citizens. Only government has that power. To
support one activity, farming for example over another - Do we say to taxpayers,
many of them don’t have any money, and you have to give up some of your
earnings because somebody else has decided to become a farmer. He thinks that
question answers itself. Last Wednesday he heard Commissioner Sorensen stated
that he was concerned about the fact that because of cuts in the UNH budgets, that
some of these very talented people have to go out and seek private grants. Well.
those private grants are what those people in the private sector call earning a
paycheck. He doesn’t see it as a great loss, disgrace, shame or anything else if
they have to go into the market and sell their services the way the people whose
taxes have been supporting them have to do. He hopes that when we deliberate
over this building or UNH Extension and in every other capacity that you deliberate
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your first question won't be what is it going cost, but is their a principal by which this
is a legitimate use of government power. Unless the answer is a very clear Yes,
then that should end the deliberation regardless of the finances.
Mr. Albee In response to Mr. Thompson, he also believes that we need to
examine what is appropriately a government function, but that is not your job solely.
He thinks that part of the slippery slope you may be going down is to make some
determination here in this room today about the fate of the Cooperative Extension
without engaging the public. It is not a philosophical discussion among a single party
of Delegates. It is a discussion that should be had with the public. So if you’re going
down the road of removing something from what some perceive as a public benefit
you need to engage the public in some public hearings about it. Hopefully you will
do that.
Sue Lamonica - She definitely supports the Cooperative Extension. She considers
it part of her children’s’ education as they were in 4-H and she has friends who do
canning and have called the Ext to find out how to proceed through that safely. It is
more than just to do with farming. The Core building would be an excellent place for
it to be. The County owns it free and clear. Why would you not use it?
Representative Knox - This is a question, he doesn’t know the answer too, but
UNH is a land grant college like University of Maine. is this as a land grant college,
one of the things that are expected to be done?

Ann Hamilton - There is an RSA that states the Delegation may fund the
Cooperative Extension. She will get that RSA to the members of the Delegation.
Representative Patten - She thinks that what we did was have a discussion.
feels there is support in the Delegation to keep them going. .

She

Representative Umberger - This is just a comment on the year lease. She feels
that it would make a lot more sense to do it one month at a time as opposed to
going for the whole year. If in fact the Coop Ext moved down here we may finish the
building in January or February, but then we have the whole rest of the year that we
have paid for and they moving out. She doesn’t have a problem with the year lease,
but that would be my second choice. It’s not like commercial space is being lapped
up in Conway. The place where the Cooperative Extension is very nice, but they
should be able to get a good deal even on a month to month basis.

Representative
Fleck - He just has a question for the Cooperative Extension,
does that present a problem with budgeting or handling the negotiations to be that
flexible is that a doable approach to negotiate for the shortest term possible or does
that have an impact on the budget or would it make it impossible.
Ann

Hamilton

- It would

not make

it impossible,

but a little more

difficult to

determine how much money we would need to do that. She will work with their UNH
Business Administration to negotiate.
Motion
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Representative Merrow moves that the Delegation requests the Cooperative
Extension to negotiate with the landlord, an extension of their current lease option
for up to an additional year. Representative Knox seconded the motion. Vote was
taken. 12-0 All were in favor. Motion passes.

Representative Ahlgren - He does not think that the motion is in order. We don't
have the statutory right to give them permission to negotiate on their lease. All we
do is fund them.
We are working cooperatively, but we are not giving them
permission. They should do what they need to do.
He moves that the Delegation intends as funds are available to fund the UNH
Cooperative Extension for the next year, 2012 in the amount of $230,000. Any reductions from other sources of revenue will not be offset by additional funding from
the County. Discussion ensued.
Representative Fleck - We are really talking now about two different issues, the
sustaining of the Cooperative Extension program and/or we’re talking about the
rental, the location of it. Those two things are cloudy in that kind of a motion. If we
want to talk about the continuation, the sustainability of Cooperative Extension we
should do that, and then we can also talk about separately, the location, whether or
not we rent, get them back here and what kind of a lease we want to support. We
do have to support them and it also involves the appropriation of funds. So it isn't
like we are saying, you have permission to do just like the things we do with any of
our agencies in county government; we appropriate money so they can do certain
things and we look at lines. He thinks that motion is very muddy and he couldn't
support it.
Ann Hamilton - What we would like to do is gather that information and bring it
back here so everyone knows what it is. We are not going to ask the University sign
anything.

Representative Patten stated that next on the agenda is our First Quarterly Report.
What would you like to do about?
Keeping the Cooperative Extension or not
keeping the Extension. She does not know what we want to do about that.
Representative Umberger would suggest that it become part of our budget
discussion for next year with the subcommittee that has UNH under it, coming back
to the Delegation with a recommendation. In this case it might be something that
the subcommittee needs to come to grips with prior to January 1°". because what we
normally do between January and March 31st is to allow the organizations to spend
what they had last year. If we are making a decision not to fund UNH, than it should
be made prior to December 31°. Her recommendation is that the subcommittee
takes a look at it and makes a recommendation back to the Delegation.
Representative Treganza stated that his question is for Noreen. He would like to
know the efforts that have been made on fund raising and funds coming in from the
private sector.

Noreen McDonald - What she understands is that the University has asked
Cooperative Extension Management to go out and look for finding other grant
opportunities to help fund the program. We don’t charge tuition. Our programs
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offered to our farmers and foresters and 4-H programs are without a fee and that will
be the challenge to UNH as to how they continue to fund the Cooperative Extension
service. They have just put together a 14 member committee to look at how and
what they can do for the future. They are not looking to make any drastic cuts this
year. If they are coming they are coming from the top management, not from the
program itself. As a grant writer for years, she doesn’t know how we could actually
to do that.
She thinks that it should come from the University itself versus
ooperative Extension offices. If they do a public drive, we would all have to help
support that. We are looking at what is the most valuable program offered to the
County as a group , and she thinks there are fourteen of us looking at this. What is
key to helping our residents in this County whether it is the 4-H program, forestry,
farming, the nutrition program and be able to say to UNH needs.
Representative McConky agreed with earlier speakers, Mr. Albee and Mr.
Thompson. There needs to be an outreach to the community public hearing
process. His question to Representative Umberger: Do you see the subcommittee
meeting ahead of that or after that and do you see that the subcommittee might be
the appropriate forum when we go to
public forum.
Representative Umberger replied that to answer that question, she thinks it is the
Commissioner's responsibility to hold public hearings. It certainly would be helpful if
they could occur before that, as long as the Delegation could make the decision
prior to January 1°. and obviously we should attend some of those meetings. But it
appears that the Commissioners have a different idea.
Commissioner Sorensen reported that he was pooh poohed at the beginning of
this meeting because some people did ’’t think the Board of Commissioners did not
do their job of coming up with a proposal for the old nursing home. Now he hears
that it hasn’t been voted that Cooperative Extension will be going here. How do we
plan for the old nursing home? You're talking about possibly eliminating it next. Is
he going to be putting together a plan for Cooperative Extension to be in the old
nursing home? when we don't know if the will be here. Is that proper planning? Is
that something we should be looking at in the future?
Representative Umberger - She believes that as the discussion has gone on
around the room today, that UNH Cooperative Extension has the support of the
Delegation. In her mind it would be prudent for the Commissioners to consider the
fact that they would move here, and it would be prudent to plan on that. If, in fact,
we make the decision prior to 12/31, prior to any money being expended in 2012,
we could then make the decision not to expend the money to create a Cooperative
Extension area. To me that would be prudent.
Commissioner Solomon stated that it seems to her that if we are going to go
ahead, as you are directing us, again, if we go forward with some ideas and
accommodate the Extension, to the old nursing home, that has to go into our next
budget and cannot wait for the following budget. If we are going to do anything of
any consequences, we need direction from this Board.
Representative

Umberger - This decision should have no affect on the budget. We
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are looking at trying to make that decision by 12/31/11. If the decision is made not
to go with the Cooperative, in December, then we just take it out of the budget. But
she certainly would not take it out of the budget until such time as a decision about
whether or not we are going to continue with it is made by the Delegation. She
would hope that we could have that decision prior to January 1, 2012.
Representative Fleck - just a comment. He would say what others have echoed, he
senses a support for Cooperative Extension. You probably have to be some what
concerned with what happens within Cooperative Extension; because we don’t know
what services will be cut. He thinks that we have to go with what we have right now.
You have a sense that the Delegation supports Cooperative Extension; you have
the knowledge of the services provided now, you don't have to expand it, you may
have to come back down. We have to accommodate what is going on right now. He
would like to make a comment about the placement on the agenda. When we
talking about a facility that is going to house a service. It’s appropriate that we talk
first about whether or not we want that service. That’s what this is all about. .
Commissioner Sorensen reported that several people have suggested that they
support Cooperative Extension. Is it possible to get a vote and see how many feel
that they support Cooperative Extension? All he hears is that some people support
it, He would like to see in the minutes that a vote was taken, and whoever supports
It, supports it.
He asked if the Delegation would release some of the money that is in Coop-

erative Extension. Currently there is roughly $30,000. They turned back $24,000
from last year. If we are going to get a cost estimate, we have to pay for it. How
much is going to cost to rehab — let’s say just the Core section?
Representative Patten - the issue that she has with expending the money, the fact
is that what we want are the specifics of what we want to put in that building. She
doesn't necessarily at this time need to have the exact costs. What she would like
from the Commissioners is what is going where, how much square footage is
needed for storage, how much square footage for the laundry which is a little more
complicated, how many square feet is needed for Cooperative Extension, for
probation if they should come here.
Representative Umberger concurs with Representative Patten, until such time until
the Delegation agrees what is going to go into the old nursing home. She will not
agree to spend any money until that time.
Representative McConky would like the Commissioners to sincerely
maintaining a second kitchen for the possibility of a very small minority
4-H and/or a culinary class. He would like the Commissioners to think
space without a kitchen in it. There are a lot of other variables they
looking at, and once you remove some of those thoughts you will see
wings won't become quite necessary.
Representative Ahlgrens

look at is
to use for
about that
should be
that your

— Motion

Representative Ahlgren made a motion that the Delegation moves that the
Commissioner shall present a plan for the use of the current MVNH with a cost not
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to exceed $750,000 by September 30, 2011. We further move to appropriate from
the Capitol Reserve of the UNH Cooperative Extension, an additional $10,000.00
which they may need to be used for additional consultation for architects to give us
this plan and budget by 9-30-2011
Representative McConky seconded the motion
for discussion.
Representative Ahlgren speaks to the motion: He is not suggesting that we
should spend $750,000, but he knows that he is not voting to spend more than
$750,000. They need some sort of budget. What we are looking for was somewhere in that neighborhood of $500,000 which we discussed last fall, that was the
plan which was to include moving Cooperative Extension there, which he thinks they
should include in their plan. Because he thinks that is what we wish. We have
money in the Capitol Reserve, and they may need some help to put this together so
that they have an understanding of what they can do for $750,000. We can change
the number they can spend, but they need a target, they need a budget and direction on what we want them to do. We can amend the amount presented. It gives
them some funds to come up with a plan.
Representative Babson would like to point out that so far we have talked about the
Probation office, pellet furnace, laundry and Cooperative Extension; except
Cooperative Extension seems to be the one carrying the load here. We talked about
$500,000 was roughly what it was if we amoritize the rent basing the rent on
$40,000, assuming that the rent wouldn't increase in the next thirty years. We’re the
Ones carrying the load and that is not fair.
You can say what you want
Representative Ahlgren, about $500,000 for the building, but you can’t charge it all
to the Cooperative Extension.

Representative Merrow stated that seems like we're going around in circles. A few
minutes ago we weren't going to appropriate any money until the Commissioners
decided what was going to be in the building, now were talking about appropriating
money. He can’t vote for that, he is not against that proposal but he can’t vote for it
until he knows what is going to be in there.
Representative Umberger stated that she believes that Representative Alhgren’s
motion has the cart before the horse. She thinks it had been stated that there is
$8,000 out there; Representative McConky stated that BPS would provide a rough
sketch.
We are not talking about waiting until March to come to some sort of
decision on this. She is hoping that this would be done prior to September 1°. and
that would give us the opportunity to do what was necessary. The motion in my
Opinion has certainly taken us totally off-track of what we were trying to discuss
about UNH Cooperative Extension, and now we are back to our previous discussion
which was dealing with the old nursing home. For me, this particular motion a) is
the cart before the horse and b) is out of sequence because it just is not going, she
thought this was going.
Representative
Ammoritize

Patten

stated

that

she

is not

going

to support

the

motion.

All those in favor of amending the motion to remove the appropriation of $10,000.
Vote taken, 2-10 the amendment failed.
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The motion by Representative Alhgren failed to pass.

Vote taken 2-10

Motion fails.

Representative Patten - What she would like the Commissioners to do is to figure
out what you can do for less than $8000 and bring it to us as quickly as you can.
Mr. Albee stated that just for clarification and just because he was on the on the
Building Committee and addressing Representative McConky’s understanding of
BPS proposal was a little different. In having negotiating the proposal and the final
work product on the new nursing home, he understands how they do business. If
they spend $8,000 presenting a plan and you choose to go forward that $8,000
would be charged off against any percentage they would be paid for the project. If
you choose not to go forward you still owe them $8,000. It is not free.

Representative Umberger wants to make sure that the Commissioners are going
to hold a public hearing about the Cooperative Extension and soon. She does not
want it to wait until December or January.
Representative Patten reported that Representative McConky is the Chairman
of the Regional Appropriations, so she is hoping that he will decide when he wants
to do that and let us know.

Representative Scala - would like to know, if the Chairperson would recognize the
straw poll asked for by the Commissioner over an hour ago. These folks are looking
for direction; and whether we are going to be on-board as they move forward with
their plans. He is all for it, but it would be at the discretion, of the Chairperson.
Representative Umberger she believes the context of the question that was asked,
should the Commissioner continue to put the Coop Ext into the old nursing home. If
that is question we are doing a straw poll on then She has no prolem. But she can’t
sit her and say she totally supports the Cooperative Extension, no matter what,
because she can’t answer no matter what. But should the Commissioners plan to
put UNH Cooperative Extension into the old nursing home, her answer is an
overwhelming yes.
Representative Fleck - He thinks the issue that generated the interest was the
question of whether or not we even want to do this or do we really want Coop Ext.
We look to every element of the budget. We are not committed to the Sheriff's
Department, we look at every cycle. He doesn’t think that it’s inappropriate now to
say that we would support Cooperative Extension understanding that we have to
appropriate every budget cycle. He thinks we could say that we do support the
concept of Cooperative Extension. It has been part of the land grant system for a
good number of years and he thinks we should decide whether or not we would
support the concept.

Motion
Representative Umberger made a motion that says do you support the concept of
continuing with Cooperative Extension. Representative Knox seconded the motion.
Vote was taken, 9 -2 Motion passed.
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Representative Patten reminded the Delegation of the upcoming meeting dates:
Monday July 18, 2011 at 9:00 am and Monday August 22, 2011. She asked that at
the August 22, meeting, the Commissioners present their specific concepts of what
they would like to put in the Core section of the old nursing home.
Representative McConky asked to hear about the progress of the 501© 3.
Maureen Spencer stated that she knows that some of us are new, but she is
hopeful that all of us have reviewed the Annual Report. Back in March, 23 09, a
motion was made by Rep Ahlgren that the first 2 million of the newly formed 501 c3
FMV be applied to the new nursing with a bond to pay it down. down. She checked
with Terry Knowles. We have been in discussion since that time and the motion is
not going to carry Representative because you have no authority to do that. In the
annual report, page 73, is the Mission of the 501 c3. Terry Knowles said the Board
of Directors has a fiduciary duty to carry out.
The Board of Directors has a fiduciary duty to carry out the stated mission of at
the non-profit and may not use the access of the organization for any purpose not
related to that mission. In the case of the Friends of Mountain View, the mission
does not include payment of the bond indebtness; it is inappropriate for the Board of
Directors to expend the access of the charity for this purpose.

Representative McConky - my question is, To form the 501c3 and for monies to
be expended on behalf of the county projects to form that cooperation or whatever it
might be, do you need authority from the Delegation to form that.
Maureeen Spencer replied — No
Representative Ahlgren believes that the motion was that we directed the
Commissioners to make this Corporation with this mission statement.
Maureen read the mission statement of Friends of Mountain View. It has nothing to
do with what you had talked about on March 23, 2009.

Representative McConkey

asked that the 501c3 be an agenda item for the July

18" meeting.
Ann Aiton stated that part of this meeting was to be a first quarter review. Inn July
we will have six months. Could we be first on the agenda and go through our budget
with any questions you have before you get into these other issues?
Representative Fleck -he can imagine that it is frustrating, but we had to do what
we did with the Building and that in turn lead us with what want to do with
Cooperative Extension and other issues. The first quarter reports will be on the
agenda for July 18, 2011 Meeting.

Mr. Albee stated that after he left being a Commissioner he was asked top be a
board member of the 501c3. From that point forward knowing your concerns about
the information you have receiving today. We finally got an answer from the AG
office, and he also inquired with the IRS to see if there was a way were we to collect
money and some how funnel it through the Treasurers office and submerge it
through the County. The information he was given thru the IRS was if the non-profit
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owned the building then service of the debt could be accomplished through
charitable contributions.
Where the County owns the building, the only way to
service the debt is through a local taxing authority. He was unable to get clarity on
that so that we could actually take a donation, give a receipt for the donation and
know that the donor was going to receive a charitable taxable right off as a reward
for the donation. We are sort of stuck between the AG and the IRS but we are still
working on it.
Commissioner Sorensen stated that the Commissioners have nothing to do with
the 501 © 3, we don't belong to the 501, and they are strictly Friends of Mountain
View, and act on their own.
Representative Fleck would like to defer further discussion on the 501c3 to the July
18 2011 meeting.
Representative Umberger would like to defer the first qtr reports to the July
meeting and they won't have the 2™ ready at that time, but will by the August 22
meeting. We will plan for first qtr in July and 2™ quarter in August.

Representative Tregansa - He realizes that the Sheriff was not here today, but
maybe this issue can be on the agenda for the July meeting. There have been
check points for drunk drivers usually located in Wakefield. When we take our oath
to serve the public, we swear an oath to the constitution, and it should be reminded
that the US Constitution Amendment #4 reads as follows the right of the people to
be secure in their persons, houses, papers and effects against unreasonable
searches and seizures
shall not be violated and no warrants shall be issued but upon probable cause
supported by oath and aforementioned and particularly describing the place to be
searched and persons or things to be seized.
The checkpoints are a violation of the #4 amendment.
take this up with the County Attorney and the Sheriff.

Rep Fleck suggested that he

Representative Umberger would suggest that the County Sheriff or County
Attorney at the state level that funds all of this is the appropriate person to come and
talk about the legality of this. All of the police units are doing the work of the state. If
we are going to have that discussion we need to make sure that someone from the
state be on the agenda.
Representative McCarthy made a motion to adjourn at 12:50 pm
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Minutes July 18, 2011

Delegation Members Present: Chris Ahlgren, David Babson, Joseph Fleck, David
Knox, Frank McCarthy, Mark McConkey, Harry Merrow, Betsey Patten, Laurie
Pettengill, Dino Scala, Steve Schmidt, Norman Tregenza, Karen Umberger.
Rep. Patten calls the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.
Pledge of Allegiance
Rep. Patten passes out the agenda for today. Announcement of UNH Extension
Public Hearing being held on July 18'" at 6:00 p.m. held by Rep. Mark McConkey.
Public Input

Ed Comeau asks if the 4° Amendment issue is going to be discussed today. Rep.
Patten responds that it will be discussed when Sheriff Conley is here today
regarding the check points.
First Quarter Report - Expenditures as of 3/31/11

General Fund, Commissioner's Budget at 20%. Rep. Umberger states that she sent
Kathy Garry a list of questions via e-mail regarding the budget. She received input
from the nursing home, but that was the only response that she received. Kathy
Garry offers to make copies for everyone to review.
Comm. Sorensen answers
once question about the increase in unemployment tax expense.
The rate was
increased and they have no control over that. It’s at 90% for the first quarter and
that’s a one-time expense, paid in the first quarter. Another question was regarding
the Advertising expense. This expense was for the Annual Report and advertising
for bids. There are two companies that always bid, one from Ossipee and one from
Conway. Rep. Patten suggests that this be discussed during the budget process
and perhaps not advertising for a bid as the same bids are always received from the
same two companies.
Rep. McCarthy asks to review the overtime,
Sorenson replies that we have auditors come in
to spend extra time to buy the material for the
would be spent on that, but this does take place
Treasurer is at 18%.

line 005, as it’s at 50%.
Comm.
the first part of the year. They have
auditing group. Probably no more
in the first quarter.

Rep. Babson asks of worker’s compensation varies regarding occupation within the
organization. Anne Aiton states that the State sets the rates and it is based on level
of risk.
Special Fees and Services - no posting as of 3/31/11, 0%.
Human

Resources and Services at 19%.

Water Works is at 17%.
County Attorney is at 21%.

Rep. Babson asks if we have lost any assistants from
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the County Attorney in the last six months. Com. Sorensen states that we have not
lost any, but they are looking for other jobs because of the low pay rate.
Victim Witness Assistant Grant is at 21%.

Registry of Deeds is at 22%.
Sheriffs Department is at 20%. Com. Sorensen states that this department has had
a change over in deputies. The Sheriff has hired a part-time prosecutor who is also
prosecutor for the Wolfeboro Police Department. This is to help do a better job
prosecuting people that he deals with rather than the deputies doing it. As it’s parttime, no benefits are paid. It’s less than 30 hours a week and on an as needed
basis. Rep. Umberger states that she has several questions for the Sheriff when he
arrives.

Dispatch Center - Several questions will be asked of the Sheriff when he arrives.
Medical Referee is at 12%.
Rep. Umberger questions the phone consults and
pronouncements, line 031.
Kathy Garry states that this is a new line item, no
additional expenses.

Administration Building is at 24%. Com. Sorensen states that one of the questions
that came up was the fuel cost, line 065. The first quarter covers the coldest months
of the year and from now on, it should be less. Regarding Care of Grounds, it is
higher because of snow removal. Care of grounds also includes mowing and trash
removal. Rep. Umberger states that part of her concern of the fuel is whether or not
we are going to be able to meet the remaining fuel cost with the 40% of the dollars
that we had. Asks if we have a contract with a set price. Com. Sorensen states
propane costs fluctuates from delivery to delivery. We have given the best estimate
for this year. More discussion ensued regarding fuel prices, wood pellets and the
option of pre-buy of fuel vs. buying when fuel costs are at their lowest.
DEAS is at 21%.
Maintenance is at 20%.

Sewer System - Rep. Umberger states concerns for the maintenance and repair line
being at 80%. Questions a one-time rate/cost, but this could be a problem. Will
Dewitte replies there was a mistake in the line; maintenance and repair should be at
15% and labor is at 54%.
Jail/House of Corrections is at 22%. Rep. Umberger brings up the heating cost for
this as an issue for someone to look into.

Farm is at 13%.

July 30", 9-3.

Will Dewitte announces that Farm Day will be held on Saturday,

Rep. Pettengill asks how many people work at the farm. Com. Sorensen answers 3
full-time and 1 part-time. Rep. Pettengill asks about the overtime. Will Dewitte
states this is fairly regular for this part of the year and is due to mostly plowing. Will
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says that 50-60% is due to snow removal and 30-40% is due to haying.
Rep. Ahlgren requests that when the budget is being reviewed at the six month
mark, if it would be possible to get the actual expenditures from last year as well.
There are always questions about what was spent last year and this may be helpful
for comparison. Kathy Garry will try to accommodate this request in Excel format.

Sheriff Conley - Sobriety Checkpoints
Sheriff Conley addresses the issues regarding the sobriety checkpoints. He
introduces Chief Fifield from Wakefield who gives an overall description of the
checkpoints. Chief Fifield talks about the Wakefield checkpoint. The reason it came
to the Delegation is more or less because of the Sheriffs involvement.
We
participate with other agencies for manpower availability and also to have a working
relationship from other towns. There are eight positions on the checkpoint night that
are funded by the Highway Safety Grant. This money initially comes from Federal
Highway Safety funds.
Money is allotted to different municipalities for many
reasons. In this instance, we put in an application and got the grant which allowed
us to pay our people and also allowed two other agencies to dovetail onto our grant.
In that process, the Sheriff has to say that he is going to pay two deputies for an
existing grant in Wakefield and, therefore, he has to come to the Delegation to get
permission to do the work. That’s how the overall project gets funded, that is how
its set up with the people. | think that there is more of question as to why we do
these things.
Rep. Patten states that she doesn't think it is required that the checkpoints need
come to the Delegation for approval; it's a Commission, not a vote of the Delegation.
Rep. Tregenza would like to speak.

Rep. Tregenza: Each of us that are elected and those of us who serve in public
service have taken an oath to uphold the Constitution. Amendment #4 reads - The
right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,
against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants
shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and
particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be

seized. It is in my opinion that the checkpoints are not consistent with the 4°"
amendment.

Chief Fifield: | think | am the most constitutional-strict person. All enforcement
officers take an oath to uphold the constitution. We are here to protect the people
and their constitutional rights. The Constitution is the foundation of all of our laws. If
you believe in the 10° Amendment, you believe the State has the right to make its
own laws and if you believe in the people’s house which is the legislature, you
believe that the people have the right to make laws which they feel are good for their
safety. In this case, the people spoke and they made a law which is the ultimate
court. They said they needed checkpoints. We are not doing unreasonable
searches. We are not searching anybody, we are not pulling people over and search
their cars. We do a vehicle stop which does not take probable cause, it takes reasonable articulable suspicion to stop cars. We stop the vehicle within strict
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guidelines for a specific purpose and that purpose is under three minutes to see
whether a person might be drinking, to see whether a person might kill somebody.
We have a specific agenda, a specific timeline and a specific procedure. Not only
do we not need probable cause to stop somebody because we are not doing a
search, we are doing a momentary detention.
A momentary detention is well
founded in law, that is a stop based on reasonable articulable suspicion. In the NH,
we are the most strict state with checkpoints. We go above and beyond all
requirements that the Constitution will dictate.
The application process goes
through the Superior Court. The question is, are we going out “willy nilly” putting up
checkpoints anytime and anywhere we want? No we are not. We are asking the

Court for permission, we tell them what we are doing, why we are doing it, what the
purpose is and how we are going to do it and then we tell them the mechanism for
pulling the cars over, how long we are going to keep the person siopped. If we find
the person suspicious, then we go from there. We don't act on anything that is not
suspicious once we make a stop. We do a Survey of these stops (100 surveys). |
get 98% of the people with positive feedback.
There is nothing about the
checkpoints that is unreasonable. We have gotten permission, we advertise it and
we do it in less than three minutes. That is not unreasonable to keep the roads
safe.
A long discussion ensued about stopping the cars, how many stops, how many
arrests, how many stops, advertising the checkpoints, goals, station set ups, positive
feedback.
Rep. Ahlgren: How many people from the 274 people that were stopped on the
checkpoint status resulted in a DWI arrests vs. the chase cars?

Chief Fifield: From the checkpoint status alone, there were no DWI arrests. The
checkpoint status alone had 5 arrests. When | run a checkpoint, this is an overall
operation. We have 2-3 chase cars that are given specific instructions. We did
have DWI arrests with the chase cars. Some cars turn around because they know
there is a checkpoint ahead.
Rep Fleck: Are the checks done on a random
probable cause or suspicion of?

basis or are those prompted

by

Chief Fifield: Inside the checkpoint, of 284 cars, only 15 of those did the officers feel
they needed to check a little bit further. VWhen you find someone that has been
drinking, they often are not DWI because drinking and driving is not against the law,
drinking when you are impaired enough to be arrested is against the law. You can
pull people out who are drinking and they will pass field sobriety testing and in all of
those cases, all 15 of those people were drinking, they just weren’t impaired by the
drinking. The standard for arresting a person is pretty high. You have to make
some pretty bad mistakes on the field sobriety and have other indicators to get you
to the point of being arrested.
Rep. Scala: Who came up with the three minutes checkpoint time frame?

Chief Fifield:
Office.

This time frame is the standard time set by the Attorney General's
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Rep. Pettengill:

How many other municipalities are used?

Chief Fifield: We have four officers from the town of Wakefield, two from the
Sheriffs Department and two from Ossipee. The chase cars are not paid from the
grant. They are from the State Police; officers that have been assigned to work that
night.
Ed Comeau:
It is of my opinion that in three minutes flat, we are losing a right.
People confuse amendments to the Constitution as rights to us, but it’s rights to
restrict government. When you give the government an inch, they take a yard. |
don’t want this to be misconstrued as defending drunk drivers, defending the 4”
Amendment defends everyone’s right to not be searched.
People also get the
Amendment confused; you cannot take unreasonable searches out of the
amendment. It’s all in one sentence. | am confused, and most people are, of how a
judge can give a warrant to stop someone if you don’t know what the person’s name
is, if you don’t know the place that’s going to be searched.
Chip Albee:

Do you go to the Superior Court prior to setting up the checkpoint?

Chief Fifield: Yes. The application for the checkpoint tells the Judge the time, the
location, what we are looking for, the manner of which we do the stops. These are
not searches, they are stops. We ask specific questions and it’s well laid out. NH
goes way beyond what would be constitutionally valid.
Rep. Patten closes the discussion.

Continuation of First Quarter Report - Expenditures as of 3/31/11
Cooperative Extension is at 25%. Rep. McConkey addresses the Commissioners It’s my understanding the part of the Cooperative Extension funding comes from the
State University System, part of it is shared by us with housing expense, it’s my
understanding that their appropriation from the State has been cut, it’s my
understanding that it’s been cut significantly; is that going to play into our proposed
budget for this year or is that income that they won’t have for next year? Com.
Sorensen states that it is income that they won’t have for next year.
Rep.
McConkey had a question on the rent schedule as to their presentation rent
allocations that they are going for, maintenance, heat, snow removal, trash, etc. Do
the Commissioners have a breakdown of where that is and how much of the
$40,000 a year is actually attributed to the envelope for space. Com. Sorensen
states that information will be available on August 22" at the meeting.

Interest Expense is at 0%.
Long Term Debt is at 0%
Regional Appropriations/Home Health Care is at 25%.
Capital Reserve is at 0%.
Convention is at 14%.
Mountain View Annex is at 0%.
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Overall for General Fund is at 16%.

Enterprise Fund - Nursing Home Administration is at 21%.
Rep. Umberger
requests that Paula forward to all of the Delegation her answers to my questions.
Sandy McKenzie replies that this will be done.

Nursing Home Dietary is at 20%. Rep. Babson asks about the overtime expense for
dietary.
Sandy McKenzie states there is an employee out on FMLA/illnesses,
supplementation is needed.
Rep. Fleck asks a question about the Dietary
Consultant - Is that going to continue that way or is that related to the new nursing
home or transitional activity? Sandi explains that that line is for the dietician and in
the first quarter, we had residents with very tenuous medical situations and so that
caused the dietician’s time to increase.
Kathy Garry responds to an earlier question regarding the Unemployment rate.
employees/departments are set at the same rate.

All

Nursing Home Department overall is at 21%. Rep. Umberger makes a statement: |
do feel that when Rep. Babson is looking at the propane costs that he also get
information regarding the cost of the wood pellets for comparison.

Plant Operations is a 22%. Rep. McConkey asks about care of grounds. In looking
at the new building that has many more doors, exits and entries, | am assuming that
we have a additional cost for snow removal for that. Are we able to use the prison
population in the winter to help keep the cost down? Com. Sorensen answers yes.
He also states that there is more lawn and the lawns are more difficult because of
the sloping. Inmates will be involved with the maintenance of this.
Laundry is at 17%
Housekeeping is at 20%
Physicians and Pharmacy is at 17%.
Physical Therapy is at 24%.

Recreational Therapy is at 19%.
Social Services is at 22%.
Special Services is at 23%.
Enterprise Fund overall is at 23% as of 3/31/11.

Grant total is at 18% as of 3/31/11.

First Quarter Report - Revenue as of 3/31/11
General Fund is at 25%. $23,000 is from the Cooperative Extension return.
Sheriffs Department is at 24%.

Registry of Deeds is at 23%.
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Jail/House of Corrections is at 26%.
Farm is at 25%.

Maintenance is at 45%.
Interest Income is at 1%.

Other Revenue is at 24%.
Enterprise Fund - Nursing Home income overall is at 27%.
Com.
comments that the nursing home made $11,5000 in the first quarter.

Sorensen

Overall is at 25%.

501C3

Rep. Patten: Discusses that we can’t expend the money coming in from the 501C3
to reduce debt. Maureen Spencer states that the Delegation doesn’t have any
authority to direct us where to spend that money. The mission statement is in the
annual report. Com. Kenney requests to get a copy of the bylaws of the 501C3.
Rep. Ahigren states that the original intent of the motion was that for the Delegation
to agree to the amount of bonding, that there would be an effort put forth by the
Commissioners upon which there was a public money and private donation
partnership and that the 501C3 was to be the vehicle upon which that would be
facilitated. That was the essence of the motion. Subsequently, something else was
formed that was not in the efforts or hopes of the Delegation. One thing is very
clear, that private people can make donations to the County and they are deductible
as a charitable contribution.
What we need is a committee formed by the
Commissioners to set up private partnership towards the building of this new nursing
home. That is what our hope was. Chip Albee comments that we are trying to work
out a mechanism so that could be a private public partnership for people that
wanted to donate for the purpose of reducing the debt of the County. That’s not off
the table completely from our standpoint. We are still trying to figure out the structure of this. Our mission is to give the residents of the nursing home a better life
experience for the end of their lives. Our mission is for those people, not for the
reduction of debt.
Having said that, we are still in discussions about how to
accommodate that. Rep. Knox states that he has been involved in the 501C3 and
he has been the one that has been carrying this to meetings and states that he is
more than satisfied that the legality of doing this through the 501C3 is impossible
and we should let the group continue to do what it seeks to do. Rep. Umberger
states that she is concerned that we have proceeded along with construction, but
have not suggested any ways to raise private money to help offset the cost. She
states she is upset at the lack of action to take care of any of that. Rep. Umberger
suggests that somebody look at what might be done between now and the opening
of the nursing home, or things that can be announced at the opening of the nursing
home, options to offset costs. Chip Albee states they are putting together a list of
items that will be funded through non-profit.
Rep. McConkey shares the
disappointment of Rep. Umberger and Rep. Ahlgren in the direction of the 501C3
and how that was formed. States he hears very little conversation at the meetings
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upon where we are regarding the actual expenses of the nursing home.
| keep
hearing we are saving money. Would like to solid numbers on the money being
saved.
Rep. Patten comments that when the Delegation voted to approve the

bonding for the $23 million for the nursing home, it was an 11 to 3 vote; Rep.
Chandler, Rep. Umberger and Rep. Ahlgren voted against the nursing home. The
$23 million was there, it's expensive, it is would was brought to us. | can’t say that
when Rep. McConkey made the statement that the intent of the whole delegation
was that we would not spend that much money. | believe that the 11 to 3 vote was
for the $23 million and if there was the ability to have $2 million in donations come in
for debt, | think was a dream because nobody is going to do that. People would
want to donate not to debt, but to part of the nursing home, ie; gardens, wings, etc. If
the Delegation feel they can come up with a better offering and a better structure
than the 501C3 right now, then | think what you are obligated to do is to get
together, not as delegation members, but as people and come up with something
that is structured that will say that the first $2 million that we make out of this will go
to the nursing home. If you can get it approved through the IRS or wherever else,
then do it and do the fundraising. | feel that we spend so much time on the issue of
the nursing home, that we have been bogged down, we have had too much angst
and | really think that the nursing home, the 501C3, and the residents that are going
into the nursing home are very proud of what they have accomplished.
Rep.
McConkey states he respects Rep. Patten’s opinion, but makes the point that they
were sold on the number of $23 million, sold on the fact that it was coming in for less
and that we were going to save money. We are not seeing what we have spent and
the savings. Com. Sorensen states that he has made plan donations in the amount
of $1,000 and hopes that others will make such donations to reduce costs.
Construction is still going on and we still have more bills coming in. When all the
expenses come in, we will have a detailed report of where we stand.
Health Insurance Subcommittee

Rep. McConkey has talked with Robin Reade and they have worked together on
this. Rep. McConkey reports that discussions have been had about reducing the
increases on medical costs to the County. Several meetings were attended with
Robin Reade and Kathy Garry staying on top of this. Henry Spencer and | worked
well with them. The first round of costs came back that they could reduce the
expense from 12% to 3-4%. We found that a disagreeable number and they came
back and it looks like where we an work with our unions, we are hoping to see a 3%
reduction.
Resource has worked very well.
It was a wonderful merger of the
Delegation and Commissioners, Robin and Kathy in making a real difference for us.
Public Input

Chip Albee commends Rep. McConkey for the insurance work and the working
relationship between the union and the Delegation.
Rep. McCarthy states that he had submitted a bill in June to allow members of the
Delegation to be, if not on a negotiating team, at least observers on all County
government employee contract negotiations.
Rep. Umberger states that there are minutes to be approved at the next meeting.
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The dates include February 7", February 14"", February 28'"", March 21°, March 28",
March 31*, June 27" and today, July 18". The next meeting will be August 22”° at
9:00 a.m.
Rep. Umberger moves to adjourn at 12:30 p.m..
So moved.

April Carpenter
Recording Secretary
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Minutes August 22, 2011

Delegation Members Present:
Betsey Patten, Chris Ahlgren, Joseph Fleck, David
Knox, Frank McCarthy, Mark McConkey, Harry Merrow, Steve Schmidt, Norman
Tregenza, Karen Umberger.
Commissioners

Present:

Commissioner

Sorensen,

Commissioner

Solomon,

Commissioner Kenney.
Meeting called to order at 9:03 a.m. by Rep. Betsey Patten, Pledge of Allegiance.
Public
1. Carol Delorey, Brookfield: Supports the renovation of the old nursing home
to house UNH Cooperative Extension.

Expenditures - 2"° Quarter
Enterprise Fund - Nursing Home Administration: Sandi McKenzie looks at bottom
line, subtracting the revenue, we are in the black of $682,023.00. We have been
looking at nursing initiatives to work on the nursing overtime. One open position
was hired as two part time positions. We have also had 6 or 7 staff members out on
Family Medical Leave Act which does impact the salary line items.
Minutes

MOTION:
Rep. Umberger moves to approve the minutes of 2/7/11, 2/14/11,
2/28/11, 3/21/11, 3/28/11, 3/31/11, 6/27/11 and 7/18/11. Rep. Fleck seconds this
motion. Motion carries.
MOTION:
Rep. Fleck moves to go into Convention.
motion. Motion carries.

Rep. Umberger seconds this

MOTION:
Rep. Umberger moves to ratify the motion to approve the minutes of
2/7/11, 2/14/11, 2/28/11, 3/21/11, 3/28/11, 6/27/11 and 7/18/11/
Rep. Fleck
econds this motion. Motion carries.
MOTION: Rep. Fleck moves to go out of Convention.
motion. Motion carries.

Expenditures - 2"° Quarter
General Fund - Ending June 30, 2011
Commissioners are at 48%
Treasurer is at 37%

Special Fees and Services is at 22%
Human Resources and Services is at 40%
Water Works is at 36%

County Attorney is at 45%
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Victim/Witness Assist Grant is at 45%
Registry of Deeds is at 45%.
Sheriffs Department is at 40%
Dispatch Center is at 45%
Medical Referee is at 27%
Administration Building is at 46%
Human Services Dept is at 53%
Maintenance is at 44%
Sewer System is at 54%
Jail and House of Corrections is at 45%
Farm is at 40%
Cooperative Extension Services is at 50%
Interest Expense is at 44%
Long Term Debt is at 7%
Regional Appropriations is at 49%
Capital Reserves is at 0%
Carroll County Convention is at 33%
Capital Expenditures is at 33%
MVNH Annex is at 33%
Overall General Fund is at 41%

Enterprise Fund - Ending June 30, 2011
Nursing Home Administration is at 47%. Rep. Umberger states that the nursing
home department heads and commissioners are monitoring expenses quite well and
is very pleased.
Nursing Home Dietary Dept is at 43%
Nursing Department is at 44%
Plant Operations is at 42%
Laundry Department is at 37%
Housekeeping Department is at 44%
Physicians and Pharmacy is at 38%
Physical Therapy Department is at 60%
Recreational Therapy Department is at 38%
Social Services Department is at 46%
Special Services Department is at 62%
Overall Enterprise Fund is at 45%

Revenues - 2™ Quarter
County General Income is at 50%
Sheriffs Income is at 46%

Registry of Deeds Income is at 48%
Jail and HOC Income is at 73%
Farm Income is at 36%
Maintenance Income is at 83%
Interest Income is at 57%
Other Revenue is at 50%
Overall General Fund Income is at 50%

Enterprise Fund overall is at 55% as of June 30, 2011
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Renovation and Use of old nursing home
governmentoversite.com - Plan drawing used)

(this presentation can be seen at

Com. Sorensen:
Estimated costs were asked to be presented at last meeting.
Randy Remick from BPS has a preliminary cost study for various options (Handouts
are passed around to the Delegation members).
1. Demo the remainder of the facility (includes and
abatement, decommission of utilities, etc.) $300,000.00

allowance

for asbestos

2. Replace the areas of the facility if demolished with alternate solution (UNH Coop,
maintenance and repair area, resident laundry, wood pellet boiler house and support
area, etc.) These are all questionable at this point.
3. Options if green outlined sections are retained (approx. 15msf core and 1 %
wings).
a. Renovate the potential Coop space into “like new - $500,000.00
b.
Renovate the Coop working with existing office layout and systems $300,000.00
c. Create a shop area for the facilities dept at the old dining/activities area $50,000.00
d. Improvements to laundry room (flow & dirty / clean separation) - $125,000.00
e. Add a itched roof system to retained areas (options e, f & g based on 15msf) $600,000.00
f. Add new internally drained membrane roof system to retain - $500,000.00
g. Repair/patch the exiting metal roof system (allowance) - $50,000.00
4. Construction of a new 3 bay bus/equipment barn - $175,000.00
5. Add soft costs
contingency) - TBD

to the

selected

options

(add

approx.

15%

for design

and

Costs are discussed amongst the delegates. Two wings vs. four wings were
discussed as being taken down. Rep. Merrow asked about cost for demolition of the
whole building vs. demolition cost for the “red area”. Mr. Remick explains that some
of the costs are already included in the new nursing home project. “Green areas”
and “red areas” were discussed as being taken down. The cost of taking down the
“red area” is already included in the new nursing home budget. Rep Fleck has
questions about the buses and housing of equipment. It was thought that
discussion was had previously about accommodating that within the old facility
rather than constructing a new barn. Mr. Remick doesn’t think that it would be
possible due to height constraints. Measurements have been taken to look at this
option. Rep McConkey asks about the square footage of the cooperative extension
that is outlined in the drawing. Mr. Remick replies that it’s a little over 4,000 sq. ft.
Rep. McConkey recalls speaking in the past of a 3,000 sq. ft. area and asks why this
is now increased to 4,000. Mr. Remick states he was asked to apply that space for
the cooperative extension area. This area is discussed more and the plans looked
at. Rep. McCarthy recalls already budgeting $100,000 for the demolition of part of
the old nursing home. Now he is realizing that most of the old nursing home (2 and
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Y2 wings) has already been budgeted in the cost of the new nursing home. He asks
if the $100,000 budgeted for that could be used for something else. Mr. Remick
replies that the $100,000 that was budgeted is for keeping the “green area”. That
money is dedicated to taking down some of the wings. This is explained further.
Rep. Schmidt asks about having a second stand alone building that would
accommodate the buses and equipment, laundry and maintenance.
Mr. Remick
talks about piping systems and relocating the pellet boiler, etc. Com. Sorensen
adds that the pellet boiler was obtained with a grant and has to be housed in the
location they obtained the grant for. Rep. Ahlgren proposes that he would like to set
an amount of money and do with that what can be done. Lower cost options
discussed such as not brining the cooperative extension to Ossipee. Building a new
building and taking down the old nursing home discussed. Com. Sorensen talks
about other potential uses for the wings including other that are asking to rent office
space, private child care, county attorney needing more storage space Rep.
McCarthy does not think Coop extension should be here. Rep. Fleck states that he
believes the Coop extension belongs here on campus.
Rep. McConkey reports on the public hearing that was held on July 18, 2011. We
had good representation. The majority of those present were in favor of bringing the
UNH Cooperative Extensive to the campus.

MOTION:
Rep. Fleck makes a motion to retain the core of the old nursing home with the cost
not to exceed $1,000,000.00 Rep. McConkey seconds this motion.
A long discussion amongst the representatives ensued regarding whether the
motion includes the housing of the UNH Cooperative Extension, roofing issues,
tearing down part of the core part of the building and keeping a new part, the cost
limits, etc.
Votes are taken:

Algren

No

Fleck
Knox

Yes
Yes

McCarthy
McConkey
Merrow Yes
Patten
Yes
Schmidt
Tregenza
Umberger

Yes
No

No
No
Yes

Motion carries with a vote of 6 to 4.
determines the core facility.

Rep. Patten

states we

need a plan that

MOTION:
Rep. Ahigren makes a motion to keep the core of the old nursing home, not to exceed $1,000,000.00 with the inclusion of the UNH Cooperative Extension in the
plan. Rep. Knox seconds this motion.
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After further discussion, Rep. Ahlgren and Rep. Knox withdraw the motion.

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION:
Rep. McCarthy asks to reconsider his
previous vote to keep the core facility, not to exceed $1,000,000.00. Rep. Tregenza
seconds this.
Ahigren No
Fleck
No
Knox
No
McCarthy
McConkey
Merrow
Patten
Schmidt
Tregenza
Umberger

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

Motion for reconsideration fails with a vote of 3-7.

Policy Committee Report
Rep. Fleck: Policy Committee did meet on August 15, 2011. The representatives
there were Rep McCarthy, Rep. Merrow, Rep. Schmidt and myself. Com. Solomon
and Com. Kenney also attended.
| started out by stating the purpose of the
meeting. (copies of the minutes were provided). Rep. McCarthy thought that we
would deal only with the proposal that he put forth at an earlier delegation meeting.
We did go ahead and again hear Rep. McCarthy’s resolutions. | can sum it up by
saying the issue hinged on whether or not, legally, the Delegation appropriated
funds to specific lines. That discussion continued and finally, we determined that we
could not go further because we wanted a legal opinion as to whether or not transfer
of funds could be made between lines without Delegation approval. Rep. McCarthy
also stated that he felt that we were the only county transferring funds between lines
and Com. Solomon indicated that she was going to get in touch with NHAC for a
reading on what other counties do. Another item did come up was whether or not
Delegation members should be involved in negotiations and it was the consensus
that that was not appropriate. That it was essentially confidential negotiation processes and that only those people directly involved in the negotiations should be
involved in that process. We did come up with several other items for continuation.
One was a concern that county equipment not be used off the complex grounds, a
point that Rep. Schmidt brought up and he will address that in his memo. We have
some comparative data that would give us a sense of whether or not our agencies,
our departments are operating effectively and efficiently. We also decided that the
Delegation should set parameters for employee negotiations. The Commissioners
should have a handbook on policies for the employees.
Policy was discussed
regarding that Commissioners develop a policy governing line item accounting, ie;
would you restrict your department heads from transferring funds between lines
within certain boundaries. Continued discussion on these items will continue.
Rep. Schmidt reports regarding his memo, regulations within a particular Rep.
Schmidt reports regarding his memo, regulations within a particular department.
The jail for example; how does the jail rate in comparison to the nine other counties?
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What are their key measurements? It's a basic management tool that we always
used to use. If you can’t measure it, then you can’t manage it. What is our expense
as compared to the other nine counties? The would hold for all other departments.
Within county government, we have nondiscretionary spending that we have to do
and we have discretionary departments that we maintain, hopefully for the benefit of
the county. My question is to the departments heads - How do you measure your
effectiveness? | would like to have them be in contact with their peer groups and tell
us how they are doing. That is what | would like to propose on a going forward basis. Rep. Umberger states that the end goal wouldn’t be to compare us to other
counties.
| think that we should ask the Commissioners, the department heads,
elected officials, etc. to come up with a set of metrics. The key is that we should
have something within our county to measure us. | doubt that any other county has
come up with a measurement system. We can't get the state office to come up with
a measurement system. Rep. Schmidt states that he would just like to know where
this county stands, ie; most expensive, least expensive, etc. Rep. Fleck states that
the subcommittee will meet again and perhaps at that meeting, we could have one
or more of the commissioners come in to address what we might do.
Public Input

1. Chip Albee: Regarding Rep. Schmidt's memo, two major portions of the county
government has already been done; the jail and the nursing home. The jail in the
form of the study that was done a year ago. The nursing home in the form of
personnel.
There is no way you can accurately know what the cost of certain
commodities are going to be down the road, such as fuel costs.
In order to
effectively manage, you have to be able to say to someone like Jason at the jail,
your fuel cost has gone up $40,000, we need to find $40,000 in other purchases that
you are not going to make and move that money over into the fuel line because you
need to keep the place heated. That’s the discussion that needs to happen. The
bigger issue is the Sheriffs department, who think they are constitutionally
empowered to ignore any advice or direction from the Commissioners. The sheriff
insists that he is not under the oversight of any purchases in his department by the
commission. Until the commissioners can weigh in actively in that argument or in
that discussion, you aren't going to change anything. | think it’s going to take some
strong minds from the Delegation to straighten that out.
2. Bob Bridgeham addresses heating costs. As treasurer of my church, we have
exactly the same problem, faced with heating costs in the first part of this year and
looking at the degree days in the first few months was significantly higher this year
than in the past year and continued into the later spring. | am not surprised by the
fact that your heating costs are up and | think they are up across all the facilities. It’s
not unreasonable to check your degree days and costs.

MOTION:
Rep. Umberger moves to adjourn at 1:12 p.m.
Motion carries
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Minutes Monday, October 3, 2011

Present:
Rep. Betsey Patten, Rep. Joe Fleck, Rep. Karen Umberger, Rep. Chris
Ahlgren, Rep. Steve Schmidt, Rep. Harry Merrow, Rep. Norm Tregenza, Rep. Mark
McConkey, Rep. David Babson, Rep. Laurie Pettingill, Rep. Frank McCarthy.
Others Present: Comm. David Sorensen, Comm. Dorothy Solomon, Comm. Asha
Kenney.
Public Present: Daymond Steer, Ed Comeau, Ann Hamilton, Will DeWitte, Ann
Aiton, Kathy Garry, Maureen Spencer, Melissa Seamans, Carol DeLaurier, Steve
Brown.

Rep. Patten convened the meeting at 9:05am.
Pledge of Allegiance
Delegation is meeting today to let the Commissioners
don't want to see in the upcoming budget for this year.

know what they want and

No Public Input.
Rep. Umberger - The overall budget should not exceed the overall inflation rate
this year. There will be no social security or pension increases for citizens this year.
Rep. Fleck agrees, the CPI remains flat again this year. The entire budget needs to
stay at a flat rate. Rep. McCarthy also agrees. The increase in the County budget
over the last several was 29% and last year it was at 17% according to Rep.
McCarthy’s figures.
Rep. Merrow asked how the current union contracts play into to the budget. Do we
have raises built into it?
Comm. Sorensen:
The Sheriffs contract is the only contract it is a two year
contract. We are under negotiations with the jail and the nursing home contract. |
have met with the attorney and we are looking at a 1% increase.
The Delegation can appropriate any amount
bound by the contract.
Rep. Ahlgren - We
eral fund spending.
was a million more
home budget could
million dollars.

of money.

The Commissioners

are

need to keep the budget as low as possible especially on genWe won't have the stimulus money we had last year. There
last year to put into the budget to offset taxes. The nursing
be one area to look at. Their deficit should be less than one

Rep. Babson - A flat budget is a lofty goal. A 1% or 2% increase because there are
things we have no control over.
Rep: Schmidt would like to get into the discretionary side of the budget. Rep.
McConkey agrees and be as close to level funded as possible.
Comm.

Solomon - if we level at what we think it should be and we go above that,

take the fuel line for example, we will have a problem.

Rep. Patten: With all due diligence don’t add any new projects. | received a call
from the County Atty. He has lost another Asst. County Attorney to another county
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earning $40k more in salary. There is another one looking to leave for a better
position. To look at these salaries and make adjustments will be a negotiation. You
can only do a level funding for so long before you start losing part of your
infrastructure and services. We need to be reasonable and err on the conservative
side. Rep. Fleck: The budget should reflect the CPI. Level it at what the CPI is
expected to be at and then look at what we don’t have control over. Rep. McCarthy
stated it is the responsibility of the Delegation to set the pay scale for all county
offices and there are several Dept. Heads that are underpaid. The Superintendent
of the jail is one, and the Sheriff and the County Attorney and some of his people.
There should be room in the budget to give them pay raises when the time comes.

The Delegation meets in June to determine salaries for Elected Officials.
Rep. Babson - during the last budget season made a motion to increase the Asst.
County Attorney's salaries and it was voted down by the Delegation. He would like
to know if the increased inmate day’s is due to the lack of attorney's time or the
courts being closed on Fridays.
Rep. Patten - We need to make sure we aren't down shifting these issues to the
county from the state when voted in Concord.
Rep. Umberger - The courts should be back to five days a week as that was how
they were funded. If they are not, | need to know that.
Discussion on the CPI and how it works. It is the best tool we have to rely on and
should be used to determine the rate. The NE CPI is geared more toward the
Boston region.
Carroll County is more reflective of the National CPI. Need to
decide which one to use.
Comm. Sorensen - The union contracts were based on the CPI on April 1. | would
rather have it based on CPI in November so it can be budgeted accordingly.
It is Commissioners role to make that change.
Rep. Patten - What we have so far is inflation rate close to the CPI as low as
possible, difference between discretionary and non-discretionary and 1%-2%
increase, close to level as possible. We don’t want infrastructure to suffer.
Pellet boilers due to be installed in October.

Rep. McConkey - Due to the pellet operation we could see a 20% decrease in fuel
costs. What would it cost for the County to own its own propane tank so the county
could negotiate its price of fuel going forward.
Take energy out of the CPI and it is flat 0.2%.

Delegation will let the Commissioners set the CPI. Commissioners will set the rate
and bring forward an explanation to the Delegation. They will not support an across
the board increase on the budget. Need to view it line by line.
MOTION:
Rep. Babson made a motion to direct the Commissioners to hold the line, as a
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guideline for a 1% increase for the total budget.
motion for discussion.

Rep. McConkey seconded the

Rep. Patten accepted the motion stating that the amount to be raised by taxes that
Rep. Ahigren discussed is a different issue.

Comm. Sorensen asked for clarification if that 1% could be offset by revenue.
Discussion of the issue and does it include the rainy day fund or is it just a 1%
increase across the board. This is to be the grand total of expenditures that was
appropriated. This is not offset by any revenues. The grand total of appropriated
expenditure should not exceed 1%.
Rep. Patten - Amendment to the motion would be; we would hoid the line with the
guideline of 1% increase to the total appropriations.
Rep. Babson and Rep.
McConkey in agreement. Going through the budget process, heat and medical will
go up this year, as well as unemployment. Rep. Merrow stated with a 1% to bottom
line you’re limited.
He agrees with doing this, but some of these need a leeway in
case they go out of sight. That is why the word “guideline” is added into the motion.
Discussion of what line items could present fluctuation, example Sheriffs grants for
patrol and DUI stops. The Sheriffs Dept. took revenue and spent it instead of
turning it into the County.

Rep. Ahlgren discussed the option of raising taxes incrementally, instead of making
huge tax increases. The amount raised last year was 12.8%. This was after the
infusion of $2.5 million from the rainy day fund.
Discussion of how this happened last year.
Rep. Merrow stated that Rep. Babson made a simple motion that has been
discussed in detail and these issues should be handled by the commissioners. He
requested to move the question. All in favor.

MOTION:
Rep. Patten - There was a motion by Rep. Babson, seconded by Rep. McConkey to
hold the line with a guideline of 1% increase for total appropriations.
10 in favor of motion, 1 opposed (Rep. Tregenza).
MOTION:
Rep. Ahlgren made
the new budget that
crease as possible to
10 in favor of motion,

a motion that as a guideline the commissioners bring forth in
the income to be raised by taxes be as close to this 1% inlast years amount. Rep. Umberger seconded the motion.
1 opposed (Rep. Babson).

Rep. Patten - We have a guideline of total appropriations at 1% and we have a
guideline for income by taxes to as close to 1% as last year. Rep. Ahlgren we would
like to see a plan on what to do with the leftover money from the nursing home.
MOTION:
Rep. Umberger made a motion to approve the minutes from the August 22, 2011
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meeting, Rep. Schmidt seconded the motion.
that day (Rep. Babson and Rep. Pettingill).

9 in favor, 2 abstained not at meeting

Rep. Umberger thanked April Carpenter for her diligence and accuracy to the
minutes over the past year. Rep. Patten brought up the fact that the Delegation may
have to increase their fee for a recording secretary during the next budget process.
They are currently paying $100 per meeting plus mileage. If anyone is interested in
taking the minutes for the Delegation should contact Robin Reade at the County
offices.

INTO CONVENTION:
Rep. Umberger motioned to go into convention, Rep. Fleck seconded the motion.
All in favor.
In Convention:
Rep. Patten calls for a motion to ratify the three previous motions made.
Rep. Merrow ratified the three previous motions, motion seconded by Rep. Fleck.
All in favor.
Rep. Umberger motioned to come out of convention, Rep. Fleck seconded the
motion. All in favor.
Comm. Sorensen spoke about a Sheriffs Deputy, Brian Argue that graduated top
in the Policy Academy. He read a thank you letter from Deputy Argue. Deputy Argue did an outstanding job in the Academy.
Comm. Sorensen is in agreement of increasing the wages of the Asst. County
Attorneys and the commissioners will be coming in with a recommendation for
salary increases. There are other employees that don’t fit in to the 1% category and
should be recognized.
Comm. Sorensen had handed out a letter from the Supreme Court.
It was
about video teleconferencing equipment that they would be installing in seven counties. This should save on transportation costs for inmates that are housed in other
locations. The jail is already wired for this service. The RFP hasn't gone out for this
yet so the fees are estimated. Comm. Sorensen is still waiting for information about
the technology for this service.
Discussion of bandwidth and the project with Co-operative Extension and how it
relates to this teleconferencing project.
Rep. McConkey stated they are two
different things.

Rep. Patten - The Commissioners are asking us if we are interested in participating
in this program or opt out. They are asking for a commitment without having all the
figures for what it will cost.

Rep. Umberger stated that she was convinced it would save money for the county
and the inmates. Having this technology will help reduce the number of days an
inmate is waiting for trial.
Rep. Umberger made a motion to support the MOU for video teleconferencing for
the Dept. of Corrections. Rep. Schmidt seconded the motion.
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Discussion and questions regarding the letter and MOU. Rep. Umberger stated the
cost for the equipment is being covered by the State and the County will be
responsible for the internet connection costs. Other counties using this service have
boasted significant savings. Rep. Patten maybe we should specify a not to exceed
amount of $5k. Amendment made to motion.

MOTION:
Rep. Umberger made a motion to support the MOU for video teleconferencing for
the Dept. of Corrections, not to exceed an amount of $5k. Rep. Schmidt seconded
the motion.
On the MOU, page 1 under section C Rep. Babson would like it changed to read;
pay for maintenance, support and licensing of the videoconferencing equipment
for 12 months following installation.
The commissioners need to ask the Supreme Court to change the MOU to reflect
that accurately.
Discussion of how this is working for other counties and what the savings would be
for Carroll County and the number of transports being done. There is a room in the
jail to accommodate for this. Many of the Representatives expressed their
agreement in this project.
All in favor of the motion for supporting the MOU for video teleconferencing.
11-0.

Vote

Comm. Sorensen stated there have been preliminary talks with Co-op Ext. and
BPS regarding the old nursing home. The Co-op Ext. has agreed to the lay-out with
some minor construction, it would increase the square footage to about 4500sq. ft.
There is no cost on that yet.

DHHS is trying to regionalize and expanding their service area from Rochester all
the way to Jackson, also incorporating part of Laconia. They are looking for office
space in either Tamworth or Ossipee. They need 10,000 sq. ft. and will have 45 full
and part time employees in this office. The RFP will be going out soon and they are
looking to move in the spring of 2012.
Discussion on whether or not to rent space to DHHS, and the several
representatives gave their opinions on whether or not to entertain this proposal.
Delegation and Commissioners would like to speak with someone from DHHS just
look at the 8 to 10 sq. feet that is left in the core. The Delegation is not looking to
reconsider the position of rehabbing the old nursing home.

MOTION:
Rep. McConkey moves not to reconsider to open the past motion on keeping the
core only. Rep. Schmidt seconded.
Rep. Patten - The motion is not to reconsider our motion to keep the core only.
Rep. Patten recognizes those that don’t agree.
Rep. Ahligren - We did not vote to keep the core. We made a motion to be presented a plan for consideration and not to exceed $1 million.
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Discussion and confusion on the original motion for the old nursing home.
Comm. Solomon reads the original motion from minutes:

MOTION:
Rep. Fleck makes a motion to retain the core of the old nursing home with the cost
not to exceed $1 million. Rep. McConkey seconded the motion. Motion carried with
vote of 6-4.
More discussion on the motion and the core and the plan for the old nursing home.
Rep. Fleck stated the intent of the motion was to tear down the wings, retain the
core and whatever modifications were to be made would have to be done for less
than $1 million. The commissioners were enabled to move forward on that.

Request to move the question. All in favor.

Rep. Patten clarification of motion from Rep. McConkey and seconded
Schmidt to not to reconsider our motion to keep the core only.
lf you agree not to reconsider you would vote “Yes’.
lf you want to reconsider you would vote “No”.

by Rep.

Rep. Babson requested that Rep. Patten make it a role call vote.

ROLE CALL VOTE:
Rep. Ahlgren
Yes
Rep. Babson
No
Rep. Fleck
Yes
Rep. McCarthy
Yes
Rep. McConkey Yes
Rep. Merrow
No
Rep. Patten
Yes
Rep. Pettingill
Yes
Rep. Schmidt
Yes
Rep. Tregenza
Yes
Rep. Umberger
Yes
Vote passed 9-2, not to reconsider the motion about the core.
Rep. Patten requests a 5 minute recess.

Comm. Sorensen brought up the need in maintenance for a % ton truck with a plow
and sander. The lowest bid was from DiPrizio for $35k. Another bid for a walk
behind snow-blower for $3k. The total is $38k. He would like it to come out of the
contingency fund for the new nursing home, because it is principally for the new
home.
Discussion on whether to purchase or not and perhaps have someone plow the
complex. There is a backhoe and Will is not comfortable using that in tight places.
The sand truck is falling apart and his feet go through the floor boards.
Rep.
McCarthy: Is there a particular reason we need a truck? For half the price you can
get a Kabota tractor with a front end loader and a 50” snow plow on the front for less
than half the price of what you are talking about, and you could still add a trailer with
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a sander on the back. Will asks for assistance where he could find something at that
price, because the dealers he worked with.
Rep. McConkey doesn't feel it is
appropriate to come in the middle of a session to ask to spend this money. He also
stated that Will does a great job and shouldn't be put in the position to ask for more
equipment after the new building was built. We have a higher need than before. We
were told that the inmate population would be removing the snow. Comm.
Sorensen: Rep. Ahlgren had said that anytime we wanted to use contingency funds
that weren’t budgeted for we were to come to the Delegation. That is why we are
asking for this today.
Rep. Ahligren - Do we want to vote to let them take the money out of the contingency fund or find it within the current budget, or do we want them to do it at all.
Rep. McCarthy suggested taking the money out of the nurses over time and he
would vote for it.
Discussion ensued on what to do about the equipment and how to fund it.

MOTION:
Rep. McConkey made a motion to deny the request for $38k out of contingency,
Rep. Umberger seconded the motion.

Discussion.

All in favor of denying request.

MOTION:
Rep. Babson made a motion to approve $4,000.00 for Will to purchase a snow
blower from his budget to do the job. No second motion. The Delegation doesn't
need to motion to purchase from the Farm budget. Motion not carried.
County Attorney Dewhurst addressed the Delegation regarding one of the Asst.
County Attorney's leaving employment with the County, stating another Asst. is also
looking for work elsewhere. This is all because of the salary compensation for the
Asst. County Attorney’s.
Atty. Dewhurst is looking to find a way to offer more
compensation to potential candidates coming in.
Rep. Patten: The County Attorney is looking to take $6k from another line item and
put it into salaries. They have the authority to do that, but this is a salary and if we
approve it, then we need to be cautious as we move ahead in the budget process on
increasing salaries for the other Asst. Attorney’s. We are looking at other County’s
salaries to see where they are at.
Comm. Sorensen: What line item would the additional salary come out of?
Atty. Dewhurst: Most likely the civil commitment line.
Discussion and questions on this topic. What should be approved is what he needs
through the end of December. Discussion of the civil commitment line and what is
appropriated and using that money for salaries. Atty. Dewhurst shared salaries from
other counties and local police agencies.

MOTION:
Rep. Umberger made a motion to allow the County Attorney to offer a salary range
between current salary and $51k for advertising for a new Asst. County Attorney,
and any change in the salary will be absorbed within his current budget.
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Rep. McConkey seconded the motion.

All in favor.

INTO CONVENTION:
Rep. Umberger made a motion to go into convention, Rep. Fleck seconded. All in
favor.
Rep. Umberger ratified the motion to allow the County Attorney to offer a salary
range and change in the salary to be absorbed in the current budget.
Rep. McConkey seconded. All in favor.
Rep. Umberger motioned to ratify to support the Commissioners in entering the
MOU with the Supreme Court and Dept. of Corrections for video teleconferencing
equipment, not to exceed $5k. Rep. Fleck seconded. All in favor.
Rep. McConkey motioned to ratify not to reconsider the motion to keep the core
only for the old nursing home. Rep. Schmidt seconded.
10 in favor, 1 opposed
(Rep. Babson).
Rep. McConkey motioned to ratify denying taking $38K out of the nursing home
contingency to purchase a sand truck and snow blower. Rep. Umberger seconded.
All in favor.
Rep. Fleck motioned to go out of convention, Rep. McCarthy seconded.
All in
favor.
PUBLIC INPUT:
Mr. Steve Brown talked about the fuel situation and it should be separate from 1%.
County size should be considered when taking salaries into consideration.
Mr.
Brown asked for an explanation of how the Delegation could come up with saving
the core of the old nursing home, but tear down the wings.
Rep. Patten explained that the discussion had been going on for minutes and invited Mr. Brown to look at the past minutes for those discussions.
Mr. Brown’s
recommendation was if you're going to save one sq. foot of the building save it all or
get rid of it all. Mr. Brown stated as a taxpayer of Carroll County he was appalled at
what happened at the meeting today, it was a disgrace. He told the Delegation they
are what needed to be renovated, not the old nursing home and they do not
represent the people of Carroll County. He stated he was disturbed and appalled at
what happened at the meeting today.

Maureen Spencer told the Delegation that Will did in fact bring up during the
Building Committee meetings his need for a snow blower and he also brought up the
issue of the truck last year, but he made it work. He is obviously very frustrated
because he needs this equipment to do his job, to keep the residents and
employees safe. For the last five years the previous County Attorney sat here and
begged for money for her Assistants and we need to pay people what they are worth
in order to keep them, otherwise, you will have a continuous revolving door.
MOTION:
Rep. Umberger motioned to adjourn, Rep. Fleck seconded.
Meeting adjourned 12:52pm.

Respectfully submitted,
Robin Reade
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Minutes November 14, 2011

Delegation Members Present: Betsey Patten, Chris Ahlgren, David Babson, David
Knox, Dino Scala, Norm Tregenza, Harry Merrow, Steve Schmidt, Karen Umberger,
Joseph Fleck.
Commissioners Present:

David Sorensen, Asha Kenney.

Meeting called to order at 9:05am by Chairperson Patten.

Pledge of Allegiance.

Public Input:
Ed
Comeau
announced
that
all
meetings
can
be _ viewed.
at
www.governmentoversite.com.
Art Fulton spoke of the need for education of our
young people, such as trade schools. No further input.
Presentation regarding use of the old nursing home building.
Chair Patten said no motion today only when all members are present.
Some
members did not like that and she told them they could override her decision. She
would not be calling for a vote today on the old nursing home.
Next meeting was set for December 12, 2011 at 9:00am. Presentation of the budget
by the Commissioners.
Following the presentation sub-committee will hold their
meeting to flesh out the budget.
Chair Patten introduced Janice Tully and had the Representatives introduce
themselves.
Rep. Umberger wanted to know if they can receive the budget before the 12". It
will be mailed to all Delegation members prior to the next meeting.
Comm. Sorensen indicated all repairs were included into the budget costs for
upgrade to the old nursing home. There are a lot of things that can be done with the
old building. The tiles need to be replaced, and other things are ok. Air conditioning
may need to be installed.

Randy Remick said 15%, which is another $200k. This would be required for soft
costs such as design, contingency, etc. Doors and windows in the front lobby are in
good shape, others may need to be changed.
Eighty eight bathrooms are
handicapped. Change of use will mean change of regulation.
Rep. Merrow - Do we need to vote for that?
Kathy Garry explained that the cost to finance is approximately $30k per year for a
twenty year loan.
Rep. Merrow - Where is the rest of the money?
Comm. Sorensen: There is money left over from the building of the new nursing
home.
Rep. Patten - $450k.

$1.2 million loan in June.

Rep. Umberger - $450K.

The payment on loan will double the cost to the taxpayer.
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It will be “double dipping” as we are paying the loan as well as paying the Co-op.
Comm. Sorensen: $30k per year will be put towards the $250k.
Rep. Umberger - We float the bond for re-conditioning the building. The rent for
Conway Co-op is $42,500k this includes rent, plowing and utilities. If the lease is
extended for five years the rent will not change $42,500k.
Rep. Fleck - This does not include the new roof.

Rep. Patten - This is only an estimate.
Rep. Fleck - It is a poor use of tax payer money.

Rep. Babson - Extend it one to five years and increase it one year at a time.
Rep. Merrow - Do we need a new boiler?

Randy R - Moth balling the building could be a good idea until a final decision is
made. There is an inter-dependency between systems at the old nursing home and
it will result in added costs if you demolish two wings.
Rep. Umberger - What else will the rent include?
provided?

Will all the same services still be

Comm. Sorensen - All services will continue.
Rep. Umberger - Who will do the cleaning for the Co-op?
Rep. Fleck - This is a major renovation.
Randy R - The laundry will stay functional and a portion will be used for educational
use. Once a decision has been made to keep the building thentime will be given to
decide what to do with the building. The estimate is for the core only, not the wings.

Rep. Fleck - What are renovations and roof options?
Randy R - to fix the roof membrane, roof pitched and roof underneath.
Rep. Umberger - Will the new roof be flat with a pitch?
Randy

R - There is no frost protection. Layers on the roof cannot improve the
insulation. It would affect the fans, plumbing, and design stage.

Comm. Sorensen is in favor of a pitched roof.
Rep. Patten - Talk about the core.

Randy R - This is not the final budget. Moth balling will close the wings. Just leave
the roof. Draining the heating system will be expensive and you will still have to
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shovel the roof.
Rep. Patten - It is like closing the camp for the winter.
Randy R - The building is mostly concrete it is not like a home.
Rep. Merrow - The sprinkler system is wet, will we convert to dry?
Rep. Ahigren - Three months ago the budget included demolishing the building.
Randy R - Re-use and recycling makes it almost nothing to take the building down.
No discussion for the old building. Final design changed things $100k not enough to
take down the building. Commissioners were provided a quote of $55,750k to take
down two wings.

Rep. Ahlgren - This is for personal laundry not commercial laundry. One resident
washer and one resident dryer. The laundry in the old nursing home is still being
used. Can we use the laundry in the jail?
Comm. Sorensen - We are doing laundry at the jail.
Supt. Johnson - There is a risk of drugs or contraband being passed in the nursing
home laundry.
Rep. Merrow - How many washer and dryers?
Bob Murray - The facility and laundry room are adequate.
Rep. Scala - Re-use of equipment extends work time.

Rep. Babson - This is much ado about nothing.

Rep. Merrow
road.

- The cost of materials for moth balling is kicking the can down the

Rep. Umberger - Does the Co-op really want to move to the old nursing home?
the move worth $452K?

Is

Rep. Fleck - There is a savings of over $300k to move the Co-op to the Complex.

Rep. Patten - We can pay off the loan.
Norm MacDonald - The move will be a win, win situation for the County.
provide better use for the farm. It does make a difference if we are here.

It would

Ms. MacDonald - We were invited five years ago to move to the County Complex.
It is a better location for us in terms of education and services. Sixty people have
said they would like to be here and we can vote on it tomorrow whether to move or
not.
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Steve Brown - It is $1.2million for the core. Double that to save all four wings.
the building structurally sound? Steel buildings are reasonable.
Randy R - The building is structurally sound.

Is

Nursing home is under budget.

Steve B - $300k, $230k, $460k, $760k all on top of $1.2 million.
Comm. Kenney - EGA stated that the two wings were difficult to rehab.
Randy R - They would be difficult to rehab for nursing home use, but easily modified
for other use.
Rep. Patten called for a five minute recess.
Rep. Patten read a letter from Ray Burton addressed to Comm. David Sorensen
congratulating him on his years of public service and winning the NH Association of
Counties Commissioner of the Year Award at the annual conference in October
2011.
Other employees that received awards were; Sgt. lan Phillips, Corrections
Employee of the Year, Lisa Howard, Nursing Home Employee of the Year, Capt.
David Meyers, Sheriffs Employee of the Year, Will DeWitte, Farm Superintendent of
the Year and Gerald Gagne, County Employee of the Year.
OTHER BUSINESS:
Discussion of the truck for the Farm.

Comm. Sorensen - The truck is in very bad shape it is out front for you all to look
at. It is a safety hazard. We have received three to four estimates $38K for a new
2012 vehicle. We can save money if the vehicle is paid for with cash. We do not
recommend buying a used vehicle and the money should come out of the nursing
home budget.
Rep. Babson - This should come out of the nursing home budget.
Rep. Umberger - Read the notes of the last meeting. You are not to use contingency money. The truck should be paid for out of the County budget.
Rep. Ahigren - | am in favor of a cash payment.

MOTION:
Rep. Babson made a motion to make one payment now and pay the rest later.
No second to this motion.
Rep. Merrow made a motion to buy the truck now and not take it out of contingency.
Rep. Fleck seconded the motion.
Motion withdrawn.
Rep. Babson made a motion to reconsider the decision that was made at the last
meeting to not take the money out of the contingency fund. Rep. Schmidt seconded
the motion.
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Treasurer’s Report
It is my honor to report on the status of the County Finances for the fiscal year
ending 12/31/2011. With the continued hard work of the dedicated and professional

staff managing

our

managing

budgets

their

County

Office

the

County

and

all of the

finances

Department

were

in excellent

Heads
shape

expertly
as

of

Tero W201 1

The past year was very challenging with the construction of the new Mountain View

Community and the financing of this very large project.

As stated in my report last

year we were fortunate to secure financing for this project at a very attractive rate of
3.38%.

The low rate and the extended term of this bond will minimize the impact on

the taxpayers of the County.

With the completion and opening of the new Mountain

View Community the County residents have a facility that they can be proud of for
decades to come.

The completion of this project came

in under budget and the

County Delegation along with the Commissioners will develop a plan for the best
use of the excess funds.

All potential Capital Improvement needs will be considered

and | am sure an appropriate decision will be forthcoming.

With the every changing banking industry and online activities available to make
these processes more efficient we will continue to examine our current banking rela-

tionships and make necessary changes as they become available.

As stated last

year, we made significant changes in the Registry of Deeds office and | am very
happy to report that the changes have been well accepted and have made the banking process much more efficient.

The audited financial statements for 2010 were completed by our auditing firm and

the process for completing the audit for 2011 is underway.

| want to thank the residents of Carroll County for giving me the opportunity to serve

as your Treasurer and pledge to continue to work hard to make sure your needs are
met in a fiscally responsible manner.

Respectfully Submitted Jack Widmer - Treasurer
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Financial Report
100
4100
4101
4102
4103
4106
4110
4111
4120
4140
4142
4150
4170
4190
4193
4197
6100
7100
@360
9100
9160
9180
9285
9370
9400
9500
TOTAL

EXPENDITURES
GENERAL FUND
COMMISSIONERS
TREASURER
SPECIAL FEES & SERVICES
HUMAN RESOURCES AND SERVICES
WATER WORKS
ATTORNEY
VICTIM/WITNESS ASSIST. GRANT
REGISTRY OF DEEDS
SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
DISPATCH CENTER
MEDICAL REFEREE
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT
MAINTENANCE
SEWER SYSTEM
JAIL &HOUSE OF CORRECTIONS
FARM
COOPERATIVE EXT. SERVICES
INTEREST EXPENSE
LONG TERM DEBT
REGIONAL APPROPRIATIONS
CAPITAL RESERVES
CARROLL COUNTY CONVENTION
CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
MVNH ANNEX
GENERAL FUND

300
5100
5130
5140
5150
5160
5170
5180
5190
5191
5192
5193
TOTAL

BUDGET 2011

ACTUAL 2011

224,998.00
6,267.00
19,400.00
155,897.00
57,666.00
459,777.00
97,893.00
515,540.00
1,707 552.00
741,591.00
14,402.00
197,898.00
3,200,000.00
88,887.00
49,486.00
3,163,611.00
186,077.00
230,786.00
1,166,337.00
1,857 487.00
189,425.00
0
12,151.00
95,550.00
30,000.00
14,468,678.00

229,206.63
5,864.93
14,525.00
141,022.06
49,678.84
445,272.81
93,491.81
482 871.39
1,597 ,084.89
728,167.16
11,473.50
182,753.97
3,528 916.11
122,465.42
45 663.48
3,064 358.18
17 1,944.70
220,786.00
1,165,573.00
1,857 486.87
189,425.00
Q
9 2.88.64
73,162.10
7 205.02
14,448 347.51

ENTERPRISE FUND
NURSING HOME ADMINISTRATION
NURSING HOME DIETARY DEPT.
NURSING DEPARTMENT
PLANT OPERATIONS
LAUNDRY DEPARTMENT
HOUSEKEEPING DEPARTMENT
PHYSICIANS AND PHARMACY
PHYSICAL THERAPY DEPARTMENT
RECREATIONAL THERAPY DEPT.
SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
ENTERPRISE FUND

1,061 ,596.00
1,560,87 1.00
6,009, 145.00
642,350.00
151,743.00
466,989.00
92,950.00
340,098.00
435,919.00
144,184.00
312,720.00
11,218,565.00

1,222,199.29
1,501 ,263.68
5,566 698.18
619,447.15
128,139.38
451,620.23
90,285.50
480 559.76
384,918.97
143 855.59
424 850.15
11,323 837.88

GRAND TOTAL

25,687 243.00

25,772,185.39

BUDGET 2011 ACTUAL 2011

REVENUES
COUNTY GENERAL
INCOME FROM TAXES
MISC. HUMAN SERVICES INCOME
WATER DEPARTMENT INCOME
GRANTS
COUNTY MISCELLANEOUS INCOME
INSURANCE REFUNDS
ATTY INCOME - VICTIM WITNESS
EXTRADITION FEES
ATTY INCOME - RMS GRANT
UNINCORPORATED PLACES INCOME
SHERIFF'S INCOME
REGISTRY OF DEEDS INCOME
JAIL &HOC INCOME
FARM INCOME
MAINTENANCE INCOME
INTEREST INCOME
SURPLUS TO REDUCE TAXES
MT. VIEW NURSING HOME INCOME
GRAND TOTAL
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12,845,836.00
1

58,000.00
1
4,000.00
0
25,000.00
100
0
9,000.00
274,550.00
737 248.00
37 776.00
124,500.00
20,000.00
110,000.00
2,500,000.00
8,941,231.00
25,687,243.00

12,845,835.00
0
59,347.60
0
36,679.17
0
27 820.00
0
6,475.00
9,000.00
306,751.85
742,231.77
61,576.80
134,177.85
20,939.50
65,267.91
2,500,000,00
10,325,548.60
27,141,651.05
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NH Department of Revenue Administration
Municipal Services Division

P. O. Box 487, Concord, NH 03302-0487
(603) 271-3397

STATEMENT OF COUNTY APPROPRIATIONS
AND REVENUE AS VOTED
For County of :

CARROLL

DATE OF CONVENTION:

March 28, 2011

Mailing Address:

152,

Phone #:

(603)

Prepared by:

P. O. Box

539-7751
Kathleen

95 Water

Fax#:

Fiscal Year Ending: __2011
Village

(603)

Road,

539-4287

Ossipee,

E-Mail:

NH 03864

kgarry@carrollcountynh.net

F. Garry

This form is used to report the voted appropriations, as required under RSA 24:24, to the Secretary of
State and to the Commissioner of the Dept. of Revenue Admin. It is due by September 1 per RSA 21-J:34.

CERTIFICATE OF VOTE
This is to certify that the appropriations entered on this form are those voted by the county convention.
Under penalties of perjury, | declare that | have examined the information contained in this form and to the best of my belief it is true, correct and complete

Clerk of County Con

Betsey

L. Patten

Karen

A. Umberger

FOR DRA USE ONLY

MS-~42
Rev. 10/10
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Carroll County Budget
Budget - County of CARROLL
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Budget - County of CARROLL
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Budget - County of CARROLL
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2011 Carroll County Annual Report

Budget

- County of CARROLL
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Estimated Revenue

Ensuing
Fiscal Year
eae

Total Voted Appropriations

25,687 243

Total Revenues

12,841,407

Amount Certified to be Raised by Taxes

12,845 836
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